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to
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velocity of flame, or
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combustion.
“Flame, however ¥inusll in volume, or in

of the higher cla-ses are kept in oriental.
countries, and the: cruel custom which ‘quantity of heat, is always

has now over 400 students.

intensity

substitute for the

less combustion
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BY MRS. M. M. H. HILLS.

The university has.

spires of Lawrence.

| ‘without involving a wasteful

LADY MISSIONARY PHYSICIANS.

reach away to a distaice of 30 miles of:
uninterrupted view, while just below

tion;

see "them,

swift

and if so applied as to

ic

entrain

moWitly

work

was

‘mainly with the Oriyas, but he gave

uninterrupted ‘service. “His

much

daily market is pretty sure to draw the pass-

attention to the

them

ing crowds.
There are usually two, three or
four speakers in attendance who - speak from:

Santals,

providing

one of them on the

with an alphabet and reducing their languageto form.

He prepared for them sev-

eral elementary text-books,

and

translated

some portions. of the Sgriptares into

their

borders

of

the

principal
-

ten to twenty minutes each. Here, as we find
it the world over, the interesting speaker
draws the crowd, while the dull one scatters.

It is sometimes amusing to see a dull man take =
F'the stand with-a good company.to begin with,
He organized the church at J&asore and‘in a’ few minutes be left almost alone.
in motionSLB:
a
current of. almost, incrediwith five members, in 1840; and lived
to “Another takes his place and immediately the
sable-necessity : for women missionaries,
ble
magni
“Equally
‘incredible
is
it,
see
it,
with
its
branches,
number
two
hun:
people gather again. The earnest man who
in advance; $2.20 If-p; a within -the
versed in the healing art. Such missionahow slight a balance of gravity will suffice dred and’ ten.
first thirty dayypupd 8$2.50 if not.
v
A «good man has gone to has something to say is sureJo hve a hearing.
ries too,gain‘aceess to families who Would
to allow the momentum of such’ a cutrent
L. ‘We often ask our new miss naries to speak
‘his rest and his works do. follow him. ”
otherwise bar their
doors against
the ‘to keep on with unabated velocity, after it
-{ in English and then have some one interpret.
.| throughthe center of the country up to
- THE INDIA CHURCHES. (._
Bro. “Coldren, on a recent visit to Midnais oncewell started with nothing ignorantMidnapore. “This church was organized
Denyer and thence across the continent. gospel. This fact is forcibly illustrated
pore, interested our bazar congregations ‘much
bya recent occurence in China.
y -speakin
and singing in Jinglish. The
ly
left
in
its
way
to
impede
it.
It-is
like
a
in 1863, with three members. "It hag sent
1880. Another goes north-west to Leavenworth
| WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 2,
Bengali prides himself on - his Fnglish, even.
Miss Howard, M. D., of Pekin, misball
set
rolling-.down
hill.
Give
it'
a
cer‘out
two
bradches,
both
of
which
have
though he may know but a few words, . and it
and Atchison and ’ thence. directly west
sionary of thé Methodist Womah* s Socie- tain initial velocity, and you fod but a been organized -into churches. The ag- flatters his vanity to be addressed in English.
DEATH AND RESURRECTION.
through, the greater part of the’ St: ite,
This of course was an attraction. Others
ty, during the, summer of last year, was slight incline (corresponding perbaps to gregate number of members
MC AE
in
these
who could not understand a word, seemed in-"
while still a third parallel road’runs west
BY E. U: FRENCH.
7] called to “attepdstio sick wife of Li Hoong ten per cent. difference or gravity in favor churches is one hundred ahd sixty, which terested in ithe mere sound of a strange
along thewnorthern border for nearly 200
Ss
while the singing, animated and denof a current of air) not only to sustaia-but
1 Chang, viceroy:of the province, living at
marks the growth’ of seventeen years. tongue,
A river, with its waves of bfackest dye * miles and then north to join the Unidn’
onstrative, so different from their own songs,
Just
Tientsin.
[le was the. first. officer in” to constantly increase that velocity.
The number of resident members at’ MidO'erhung with veiling clouds no earthly eye
seemed to have peculiar charms. One ver poPacific. From Kansas City south-west
lite Bubu sought te encourage Bro, C. wit
China, and commander: in .chief wf. th “enough gravity in the descent to overcome | napore hag not been very much changed
Can penetrate.
runs the Santa Fe.
Numerous shorter
remark tbat **if “Christians would cease a.
No light Fsee. I hear the sullen roar;
Ewmperor’s united forces on land and sea. the frictionof the rolling ball will keep. it. “by the organization of these new churches. speak against the gods of thé Hindoos and not
lines intersect these larger lines.
The
1 can not even see the other shore,
excellent Christian ake wJexus Christ quite--so prominent we
He sent a steam-launch up” “the river. to going (or, more accurately, will allow it fo Many of them are
| total:length is 2,600 miles.
all get along nicely.”
And ss 1 wait
keep going) at the same speed you start it ‘workets, doing good service.
Qne is a would
meet and conduct Dr. Howard to Tientsin
Carist, the divine Saviour, is. becoming more
The gloomy fog still thicker rolls its cloud,
Kansas is a great fruit country. Her
where sumptuous apartments were pro- at, forever. So an aseending current of successful lay preacher. Many of the. na- and more the one theme of our bazar preaching.
rapping my path in one vast dreary shroud.
apples are of the best and grow in profuThe people who cometo our preaching stands
vided
which she was requested to occupy, air,if once set a-going at 500 feet a minute, ‘tive Christian women are éngaged in Ze- expect to hear of u Saviour, and the way of galBy some strange power
sion ; peaches burden the “ground, and I
will rush on at that rate forever, provided
nana
work,
or
in
teaching
small
schools
vation, and not much else. The old injunction
I'm onward urged. Here must Itake my way,
found people giving them away by bush- and where she remained several weeks in there is only .enough constant excess of gathered from among the heathen. These that used to meet us, * Say: anything you like
4nd Faith must guide me to the light of day

The common and higher educational
advantages surprise one in so young a
founiiy, and fill one with. hope for its
future. !
3
Rail¥ay ein
is” excellent.
Starting from Kansas C: ty ong road runs’

- The Homing Star,

ing for from one to two cents per pound,are

of excellent wariety, and garden truck
is simply marvelous in abundance

.

The glowing, golden spires of heaven reveal.
a

rising giandeur all my seul doth ‘heal,
+1 fear no more.
The waves of heavenly musie rise and roll

‘Triumphant, sweet, over my waiting soul;
‘I hear the tone
Whose cadences divine such mercy wear:
Above my sinful, faltering heart I hear

"The sweet *“ well done.”
etl Pl
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1873—4.
.A sky darkened with
on swarm; the eye this evening

Lawrehc®
had
been
founded
in
B34 ; was a flourishing city rising upon

the broad barks

Kunsas;

but, in

1863 felt the terrible stroke of the

drying

hand

of the

of slavery.

It was

the

called upon his official friends to patronize

and

all things

green,

while

leaf or sprig of grass

to-unorrow

or blade

corn

had escaped the ravenous myriads.

last stab

no

of

Ugh!

For two or three years the

they

planted

and

sowed.

with

sleeping eity, drew ‘sword on the defenseless people, and when they galloped out

sunburnt

‘crevasses.

Destitution

among the burning ruins of the’ city.
Lawrence had been almost blotted out.
This was the last baptisin of blood that
hallowed the soil of the noble and brave

through

race.

The

extinction,
agam

drouth

the

devoured

yet she has gone

threatened

grasshopper

émigrants,

every

gallantly on,

and

gradually

older

was

the

best are but fit .for grazie
farming.
:

increased to
she presents

24th State

in

returning

The strong

wihds

of

read

are

agreeable to an Eastern man.

the

gir

of corn.

. In 1878 she stood first: in

production of wheat and. fourth in growth.
“ot¢otn. Verily she has. proved herself
a wonderful competitor. Nor in her material growth has she forgotten the foundations of. intellectual culture.
Scarcely was the territory formed until
the site for a University
had
been
surveyed and the free school was planted.
Every 16th and 36th section of land in
the State is given for a permanent school
fund, and the proceeds from this now

Day after

» reaches

the enormous investment of $2,-

788,229 with about 2,000,000 acrés of land

yet to be disposed of. In 1861 Kansas had
an enrolled school membership of 2,810
pupils, while now she has a total enrollwent of about’ 800,000, with upwards of

6,000 teachers, und school-houses worth

$4,000,000.

Especially are they severe

I do

not think

tornadoes are more frequent than

become used to these strong
to say ‘the least they are very
‘with their long driving’ blasts
dust clouds..

No person need think to come

terial
never

and
ponderable ‘substance
which
moves -without force applied, any

more than iron, seems to. be almost always
forgotten when people turn their attention

to ventilation.

Or, if they are men of sci-

to.

Kan-

man with a capital of $1,000-to*
and who is willing to work,

possibly

feet

air

in which

senger cars, nowjcoming into use-on some
of our best atom railroads, are filled
continuousty with pure, stirring air, cool
in summer and warm in winter, by ventilating heaters constructed under the ‘same
principles, in which air currents of ample *
power for the purposes ‘of perfect combustion and ventilagi
are drawn through
the flues bythe ip
train.
More
remarkable are the new ventilating preserving cars, in which, by the clarifying
effect of ap active diffusion of fresh air,
fresh meats, fruits, etc., are carried long
‘Grain

cars from the West

a

little

carried

to

the

in

ice

these

seaboard

im-

proves in condition, even when shipped"
damp; while in ordinary
cars
it would
heat and become utterly spoiled, and how-_
ever good when shipped, always falls oft. a

point or two in quality from the passage.

MISSION "WORK.

that

small

CONDUCTED

BY REV.

G.C. WATERMAN.

THE INDIA REPORT. .

The Annual ‘Report

of our Mission Nir]

‘India has been receiveds
usual, much interesting

formation in i
‘work during the

and
and

contains,
valuable

as
in-

to the progress of the
ast year, and corcerning

the present condition of the Mission.

Aft-

er a brief notice of the
most
notable
events in its history for the year, we have

Work,

The Dispénsary, and the Bible School ; sev~
eral statistical tables are placed at the close

$3,000
there is

a

independent

ue. The most important event
e
chronicled is
the departure for Anerica of Rev. Jeremiah Phillips and wife, and the subsequent

difference, being contined to a fluekbut one-

death of Dr. Phillips, swhich

five-hundredth

our readers will remember, at Hillsdale,
Mich.,-in December last.
Itis a great satisfactionto know that Mrs. Phillips con-

to

one

‘area of a moderate

thousandth

sized

room,

of

the

amounts

difference of. temperature
and; ‘gravity
amount to nothing practical except under
conditions such as to create an active draft

organized

in

several years its

membership

For

has

been

occurred,

as

templates an early. return to India. Another event of interest and importance is

the entrance of Rev. M. J. Coldren into the

India

churches,

and of

contained in the Report,

other
next

PROGRESS.
It is gratifying to know that a larger number of our churches contributed to our benevolent'work last year than in the previous
year. It is to be hoped that the number will
continue to increase until-something shall
be done by. eyery church'in the denomination. No doubp tiie Financial Secretary will
give especial attention to the few cliurches

that neglected to
Missions

contribute

to

accumulate
in
our
depleted
treasury,
bravely entered the field, depending for his
support entirely upon the contributions of

large turban of white cloth coiled.

showed

see

.or

While a heathen he had received divine honors,
.baving been worshiped as a god.

and in so doing

and

a spirit

He

wore a

around

bis

head, and was clad in the costume of his coun-

try.

He was of low stature

and

his

counte-

nance bore the imprint of years. He kept his
audience spell-bound, as, couched in good
English, he gave a narrative of the wanner in
which he was brought ut of pagan darkness
into the light of the gospel. He is one of the

90,000 acres of land 5; Washburn "college

celerate the feed motion of air to a certain’ formed through pe letters of Dr. J. L.
as, all and
degree of velocity. When it is rememslender, and very Jloduens, ‘delighting his
Phillips, has also made the year a memora| bearers with his par English, his keen wit
bered that the air in the. tall chimneys of bh ble one.
>
and his tender spirit, as he graphically depicts
fires used for making steam, etc., requires’
Three new churches have been _organ-

{ Congregational) at Topeka well manned

and carried on; Bethany college also at
Topeka, a Methodist one at Baldwin,a

Baptist institution at Ottawa and a Pres:
_byterian at Highland comprise the prinei-

ething

adequate.

Life- has

not ithe

forts that it has in the East, nor has
it the safeguards, ‘ "Tis the era of strug:
gle and material getthag ; enjoyment and
culture and the knitting together of mor8 restraints come: ter,
.|

A Hint TO SEXTON. A New York
pal lesser institutions. , But the glory of
gentleman,
finding his feet as cold as ice.
vl
ab
Law“Universi
i" Kansas is her Stala_
rence. . The building is of stotie, 246 fegt in a furnace-heated church, suggested to
by 98° center width,’ with 62 feet wide, the sexton “that the warmth would not
~ wings finished throughout. It has’ an“4'come up for want of veogjiiation. Heo asked
audience roomas fine as ‘any I have seen,

94 by 56; 54 rooms devoted to the purposes of instruction and professor's recep-

“. tion, with fine library and cabinet halls.
The university stands on Mt. Oread, high
over the city and commauds a view as
lovely as any outside of Italy. The long
silver thread of the. Kansas

river winds

the man if he had evef
a bottle.

tried tosblow into

The man had

never thought of

that. The gentleman spread his handkerchief over the register; and it kept
still as a leaf of the pulpit Bible. Then |
he persuaded ‘the sexton to open a window
on the leeward side of the church. Instantly, the handkerchief rose with :the

force of the ascending current half-way

to the ceiling, and the sext: nlearned the
in and out of thick timber and spreading secret of ventilation. No doubt, the ser~orchard, and undulating prairie ; villages mon was far more interesting in that
dot the wide fertile strotches_ which . vitalized Jmopnele,
Fama

ee ——————
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‘all

weather. To start and sustain a strong
draft by mere dead heat, requires a strong
fire, and a chimney

well constructed

to be kept at a heat of 500 degrees

to ac-

to se-

cure a good working! draft in all weather,
it is apparent at once, that the pony “effort,
of an ordinary house

ing,

practically,

fire araounts to Bafles

beyomnel sugjaining

to

The opening of the much needed Bible
School, of which qur readers have been in-

ized from scattered bands

of Christiansthe two crushingfevils under which his coun-

previously cennected, as branches, with
the older churches. . This has been done
for convenience and to develop: self-reli-

ance among, the native Christians.

|

fruits of the Vi
Board.
Ram Chandra Bose is dgseribed

gases.

It is only

when

off

i

the

with and by the draft, at once demonstrate
into“the work committed to them, and
the economic
impracticability’ of
mere
gratifying results are confidently looked
heat for ventilation, except where. giént' rth that department.
The Report pays
quantities of it are requited for other pur:
a fitting tribute to the zeal and devotion of

poses.
‘There is no way, therefore, to start the
velocity of draft that is necessary to effecHye, sustained And tpifory Yeni
oe

EE

pl

Rev. Jeremiah Phillips, who had been con‘nected with the mission from its begin:

try groans—the caste system and the degrada-

shall yet cover the earth as the
sea.”—M. M. H. HiLLs.
‘Midnapore

waters do

Bazar Work.

the

INTER-SEMINARY MISSIONARY
OONVENTION.

|

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J., OCT. 22.
‘We - came two’ hundred strong.
Into a
prominent church of the place there poured
students ‘in theology in ‘fall force from the
neighboring
seminaries
@
Union,
Drew, .
Princeton and New Brunswick, whose exercises had been suspended during, the session

of the

conference. Then | eleven “students

personality

%

of the

md ‘in’ his quaint and hearty wit.
.
" We have had truly “a feast of fut things.”
Mighty men in their descendants have beenamong us, and if there has been a spot where
the eyes of those departed
roes in gospel work. :
have loved to linger, it has Deen the old chureh
where these young men have been gathered to
listen-to’ words of council from their Elders
and to pray together for greatness and stoutness of heart to properly consider this subject of mis¢idns,
There were prayer-meetings
for devotions, business meetings for planning,
meetings for the. stirring of heart and eonvinea
}
ing of head by papers. and’ discussions fromthe
young men, and addresses froth experienced
pastors and missionaries in the fiefd. Oh, that.
all our people eould feel the throb of enthusi-

-

asm

ta thrilled all that vast

spective denominations made

body and

ex-

a stirring with-

in. © Bishop Haven’s son, from the “Boston
Methodist school, showed from history, secular and sacre
the: impulse to Christian mis~

sions to have

been in‘the’ church

in all ages.

And God himself sits and directs the missionary work.
Luccock, from a Presbyterian
school, spoke of the ‘Cure of Indifference in
our churches.
In the afternoon
jn addition to the papers of
the students, we
had impromptu he Irestes
from Dr. A. A. Hodge; of Pginceton, who was
formerly in the
reign tield, who urged all to

be ‘epoch making
men, if you cin,” and
from. Dr. Hayden, district ‘sécretary of the |
sun Bourd, and Dr. Spear, late. See. of
the I ws. Board of education, who hus recents,
ly returned from a trip in China, and the Kast.

But the evening was the feast.

The

sons of

Dr. Seudd: r, of/the Dutch Reform missionary
field in India, and of Adonirsm Judson, of the

Baptist tield, were here

thousand dollars

with

power.

Dr. H.

were contributed fur foreign

missions last year under an excellent system
of collection, 'which/ he explawed.
His theme

was “ How to Interest a People in Missions,”
and he laid down Ye significant proposition,

first be thoroughly interested yourself. Kindle:
your: enthusia<m by personal intercourse with

our blessed Lord, by largeness
symputhy, from
dn. anointing
Ghost, by not eyolving

It is rarely the vase that anything strikingly
new occurs in donnection with our daily work
_infthe bazar. . - Two stands are regularly occu-

ning;and had given to its interests in India|. pied on opposite sides of
the town: At each of
and America, for i four years of almost ig the, Aitendance is,. Wstully good, while
ami

Pe)

of heart snd
of the Holy

rogsgionary

out of th jauer-;onsciousness

]

ES
0.

now

tion of women.
In one of his lectures upon
M. Scudder’s theme was ‘ Pastoral Responsi‘ The woman’s work, and its direct results, is : bHity to Missions.”
He wit
his tall .Bervous foxm and i
he claims himself tojbo opie of the * direct regray bearit contrasted strangely with the fi
.sults” of their work, attributing his converfigure and smooth face of R v. Edward Judso
sion tp the prayers and labors of four lady misof Orange, N." J.
In bis church, he said, of
six hundred and twenty-five members, three
sionaries of the Methodist Woman’s Board,

The missionary to the Santals (Rev. Mr.
¢ blower” Is! Burkholder) has taken up his residence at
The visit of these - converted Brahmins ean
put oh a grate, that a sensible draft, add.’ Bhimpore, and theSantal Training School,
quate to change rapidly the air of a room| has .been removed to that place.
Mr. | but prowe a stimulus ~and encouragement to
every mission-worker who has the .precipus
is produced ; and. the. swift .consumption
Burkholddr and his wife (formerly ‘Miss
privilege of hearipg-them. The Word of God
of-fuel, and destructive - heat, produced Julia Phillips) have already entered well will no® fail.
The knowledge of the Lord

own combustion and carrying

ga
ey

of self-sacrifice worthy of the cause
which his services are dedicated.”

we

pressed§tselfin those stirring songs of praise.
Dr. L. M. Vernon, recently from nine years’
work in the Methodist stations in Italy, gave
Naryan Sheshadri and Ram Chandra
us an earnest sketch of “ the foolishness eof:
Bose. ;
preaching” winning its way from city to city”
The Hindoos are divided into four castes or
and finally confronting and confounding the
classes. These have many subdivisions. The |
Bible-clipped, paralyzing power of Romanism
first Or highest is the Brahmin caste. Their
dhe
very stronghold and center.
.
shasters teach that they sprang from the ‘head
What a power was Dif A. I, Pierson, comof Brahma, the creator, while the other castes
cathe from thé shoulders, the body, and the ing, us he said, a thousand miles from active
service in Detroit.
What earnestness!
What
feet of their god. As the Brahmins proceeded
intense, . burning _feeling !
What
resistless
from.the noblest part, they claim that they
power!
Himself all on fire with zeal for
are by birth, pre-eminent in dignity and holi*
ness, and by right are the priests and “law-giv- spreading the gospel, he put his nervous hand
the hand of our president and pledged himers of the nation: They are the most power- on
self to-stand hand to hand ‘with’ every one
ful, the most insolent and domineering of all
around, while we paused and theught aud .
considered the hold that foreign work had on
the rest. Assuming to themselves the rights
each
of us individually and personally.
A
of gods, they relentlessly trample under foot
young man is unfit to enter the sucre “desk
those of all others.
and proclaim the gospel till he has prayerfally”
There are now in this country two Christian
consecrated himself before God, und settled
this great missionary question by vowing:
converts froin this’ caste who have become
Lord, speak; I will. go at thy bidding to the.
preachers of the gospel to their countrymen.
ends of the earth.
Their names are Naryan Sheshadri and Ram
Thursday broke drizzly. and dings without. . . ..
Chandra Bose. The former was present at
‘But the strength of thought that ihe young
the late meeting of the American Board in: men showed as they, presented papers for disLowell, where he excited much
interest. cussion from representative schools ‘of ‘the re-

field, ¢ who, rather than wait for funds to

friends;

Foreign

as in former’years, but let jevery

or suction, and to sustain the

in

Jesus Christ,”

very seldom hear.
- In its influence upon the masses this work
continues to be highly encouraging.—O.
BACHELER.
:

ahd there
yge falt the bold

matters

week.

Here colleges are enterprising and fairly
numerous.
An agricultural college at future. Farming is a comparatively easy
Manhattan,
with 12 professors and teachers. ‘andtolerably sure oceppation, and stock
or feeding invariably brings in
_ and 250 students, with an endowment of raising

same

only don’t mention

came from Andover, three from Newton, two
from Boston Theo. Sem., one from Bates, till
thirty schools Were renrosented and the professor in ecclesiastical history here in the N.
B. Theo. Sem., Dr. Samuel L. Woodbridge,
looked into te eyes. of ‘some two hundred .
and forty delegates to the convention as he ex-| in a thorough revival of religion, by which tended his hearty words of Christian welcome.
the nominal Christians in the neighborAnd then ¢dme. Dr. Wm. M. Taylor, of New
York city, with his
strong English ~ phyhood shall be brought in, and the heathen
sique’so different; frend the lithe spiritual frame
soundly converted.
The church is nomiof the former speaker.
And human responsinally under Dr. Phillips’s care, but Miss
Crawford is its real pastor.
Several
of bility and human strength were in his thought
With a subjecty** Home Benefits of Missionsy”
the girls are doing excellent service as
he proeeeded to instance the inspiring exams
teachers in the vicinity. The Sunday- ples of Christian zeal, the marked illustrations
school is in a prosperous condition. Silas of the power of the gospel, the impulse returnCurtis, now the senior native preacher, ing to stimulate to the conversion of the heathhas done much work and has done it well,
en at home, and the and
and impressive
| The church now pays one-half of his salalessons of brotherhood and union which have
ry. We shall continde our notice of the come to us from the‘foreign field. And here

more of these interests.
Then
will our
progress be more satishstory than- ever

The Orphanage, Schools; Preaching Tours,

to

church,

to it that something is ‘done for one

Teportsol the churches, ‘Woman’s

and that the lazy action due

Jellasore. “This

1840, is the oldest,
one in the mission.

pastor look after his own chirch

air in a flue is lighter than the surrounding atmosphere,
.and must be pressed upward by it. This is true, but they forget

they may get by ordinary warming, makes’
only six per cent. difference in gravity,

The

native Christians are urged to give one‘tenth of their. income to the cause of religion and quite a good proportion of them:
do this.
x

per

ence, they consider that a column of warm

sas and pick up riches.
Fair lands fn fair practically, when thus divided, to but an
localities are from 10 to 30 and 50 dollars infinitesimal balance ia favor of a prompt
per acre; chieap lands are out of civiliza-. removal of the interior air by the pressure
tion. For a man to sell all he has and of the exterior atmosphere.
In short, few practitioners in ventilation
spend it getting out there, “little is in
store; but many years of hardship. For a seem to have waked up to the fact that

comfortable and

ten

in the | that the difference of say 30 degrees which. of the Report and add. materially to its val

West generally;-and people say that after

a time they
winds, but
unpleasant
and loaded

should

wanting only a hole to maké its escape.
Air is so’ given to motion, that we get an
impression that some force must be used

until in very nervous anguish you ery
in winter and spring.

they

granted that foul air is like a cat in 8 bag,

dis:

of

people were ngver known to grow up subject to any of the numerous: Qigeases
of
ivilzation.
¥ arthermore, the latest improv ed pas-

ticed; though often attempted with perfect confidence.
It seems to be taken for

winds sweep over those beundless plains,
bow, the trees, and almost lift the house
for surcease.

ventilation,” if

what we
banking
for ina small
by, suf-

wind or weather, and keeps the indoor

in hot Weather.

chance to discover how little is practically
known about it. It is one "of the things
that are much preached but little prac-

Wnion in" growth ef wheat, and :22d ip day with. steady, merciless velocity the.

; growth

about

rate

distances, without ice or with

C. CONANT.

to conline it, and that it will always ‘travel
. where it has a chance. That air is a ma-

and limited

Kansas

WM.

: Intelligent persons would be &truck with
surprise, after all they, have heard
and

invest their all in western lands which at

the eplendid roll of 1,000,000 inhatitants.
-In 1865 she

BY

rains of this: summer give hope for a
change. A heartless system of / land
puffing has drawn crowds of people to

In. 1860 she had a population of 107,206
souls; in 1870 these had
364,300 5 and now in. 1880

of the

East.
But this destitution has been felt
alnuost entirely in the western part of the
State. Crops bpve b een light farther east,
but not at all a failure. Next year, the
prospects are brighter, as the gracidus

and

. passing State after State among her
sisters.

waggon

tent of about gpe-third of his salary.

”

as pure as the free atmosphere

|

Ts

infini~

=

made up mostly of girls conpected with
second, and sucking out of a dozen rooms
Miss Crawford's Orphanage. As the girls
an aggregate of some 5,000 cubic feet of’ grow up, marry wid move away, or go out
air per minute as measured by
the ‘age. ; to teach, the number of its members is
mometer at the registers. This is what steadily diminishing.
Itis to ‘be hoped]
we may call ventilation. It goes on steadthat the.Orphanage will never be filled
ily and uniformly, regardless of wind or
up again by a desolating famine, and the
weather, and with as little: attendance as growth of th» (uurch m#t be sought for.

needs of
rich and

VENTILATION.

to

with its; wearied,
fleeing from the
parchied lands towards the more favored

her with

green thing,

he .is saddened

SD
4% GT (0 if

half: stale families,

in the

again

country

meet every half mile the

State that had first afforded an asylum in
the new West tothe fleeing, lacerated foot
- of the slave.
Since the close of the war

Kanzas has forged steadily ahead

the

tion, moving at the

poor- women.’

has stared them in the face for 18 months,
Py and niany a family have lived for months
180 men and women lay bleeding corpses
on nothing but corn.
As one travels

ad

ol

ward wind averaging 8 square feet in sec—

We close with Dr. Christlieb’s remark,
that, ¢* Among the most crying
“India are Medical missions for

refused rain and the parched earth gaped

-

fices to sustain an established draft or u

work.

The heavens

pupils, and others, are gathered into the
Sanday-school, which is attended by most
ofthe church members.
The church assists in’ the support of its pastor to the ex-

. In illustration and evidence of
have said, large dwelling and
houses, in the city of New York,
stance, might be exgmined, where
gas flame, hardly enough to read

go up from many hearts, that God will
make heria great blessing in her chosen

‘twas horrible. — Drought is a probability.
western Kansas farmers have raised no crops.’ In vain

that-the worsted foe should ever deal the
~Frée-soil State. - Foy in the early dawn
of an August mornipg ¢the savage -Quantrell with his still/ more, savage band of
- Missouri
ruffiung galloped
into “the

weight in the exterior atmgsphere. to overcome the impediment’ of friction in the
fle, ete., and a little more would make
tum.

mates of the zenanas within the limits of
our mission. It is well known that Miss
Nellie Phillips, daughter of our late
pioneer missionary, is svon to graduate
from her medical course.
May prayer

swarm
seeing

language.

the current go faster and faster

the institution, and by his generous aid,
in the rapidity of its growth. Cattle. are
has been instrumental in bringing thouraised in great numbers, especially in the 4 sands of women,—many of them belonggrazing grounds of the West, wool growing to the highest class, —within reach of
ingis fuirly remunerative, and hogs form
medicine and the gospel, and this too in
a large item of export.
a section where the women have been
DISADVANTAGES.
impervious to gospel impressions, the
Yes, there are disadvantages- and they ‘missionary-ladies- -having been notably
are no slight ones. Lumber is scarce excluded from“ their homes. Lady .Li's
and high, but the timber area is constantly restoration to health,through God's blessincreasing,
go that in time this will not ing on the treatment of her physician, it
be so much felt. The grasshoppers are is beligged bas opened a large and effecterrible when taey come, and
you are
tual door for the entrance of the gospel in
not sure thuf any year will be free from
that section of China.
them.
Yet they have not done much>
We rejoice in the prospect that our own
damage for several years, and ap worst dear India mission is soon to have a medform ‘but an intermittent and (dreaded ical woman- -misgionary, who will be prepossibility.
It makes one’s blood .ereep pared to administer healing to the bodies
to hear the settlers tell of the scourge of as well as the souls of the imprisoned in-

“ Lo! Iam with you,” saith the Saviour’s word,
“ And I have gone before, and marked the road,
:
I’m at thy side.”
Oh! Resurrection, heaven-born and bright!
Ashope comes ,clouds roll back, and to my sight
The other shore,—

:

Her husband set
apart a building for dispensary purposcs,
‘| gave thousands of dollars to buy drugs,

els to prevent from spoiling ; grapes, sell- | attendance on Lady Li.

‘I'bro’ this dread hour.
Within the depths I walk, I sink, I faint;
‘Lord, save, I perish! is my quick complaint;

- Swift comes the guide:

many suffer ‘and die purely for want of
medical treatment. ‘Hefie#the indispen-

it an active draft-~of air, through ’ proper
flues and orifices far induction, it will set

knowledge

like a

tive German,
but ‘by.aa study of the
emphasized the use ‘of Eps,

pacula-

Hg

He,

The Gospel vn all Lands, for November and:

December (for'both twenty-five éents
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" JOSEPH

IN

PRISON.

4¥.

:

S.

God’s

Joseph in prison.

way

GOLDEN

ofspedking.

Mr. Spurgeon,

Heb. 131-14.

Notes and Hints:
mit a great sin,he stood true to conscience.
‘and to God. He kept his. honor and for
. it was accused of crime and cast. into
prison.
the Lord 0 Finish

Joseph

feared God

5 seph.”

Be-

and kept

his

commandments God blessed him where-

=

ever he was? Even:in prison a man is
better off for being a servant of God.
God can ‘make a prison a place of bapplness to the soul.”

* Mercy.” That

is, favor, ‘or grace.

This was shown in the

respect

and’ love

which he won from others. -

« The prison.” The.word for * prison ?
Jos means a round house, or. a place
! having a domed roof. It is called a
dungeon” (40:15) and appears to have
been attached to the residence of the chief
of the guard or executioners (40: 3). If

-

it was a dungeon

it was in

part,

if not

wholly, under-ground.
“ The keeper of the prison. 3
the captain of the king's guard

He was
and, ext

_ ecutioners (40%3).
«Committed
to Joseph's hand.”
cause he saw his purity of character,

Beand

his fidelity to duty.
It was

done

under his superintendence.
““ The Lord made it to.prosper.”

“ He was the doer of it.”

]
The

Lord

makes the life of every

righteous

man who has a good share of plain com-mon sense, to’ prosper. Success in. work
is one thing, suecess in life another. Paul
was a successful man.

‘¢ After these things.”
we do not know.

How long

Itwas

fore the release of Joseph

two

after

years

“be-

(41:1).

¢¢ The butler.” The chief butler, that
is, the ‘tup-bearer of the king, who had

charge of t#e vineyards and wine
king.
ns

t¢ The baker.”:
‘or eenfectioners.

of the

The chief of the bakers
He had charge

of the
,king’s.tables.
te
_ “Offended their lord.” It is useless to

®

:

of Sunday-schools;

viii.

the spiritual’ world, however, there was a

“ Wherefore look ye so sadly 2”

Joberh

partments.

Hence

in the

the

way

asked Phage

there some

verseis

meaning

wordeds,.‘ He

officers that were with

him.” "Notice. what one sometimes

gaifis

by bearing the burdensof others : Joseph

gained by it, in the end, elevation to the
second place in Egypt.

Trace the steps.

« There is no interpreter. ” The

als

give

special. significance

‘dreams where we would think

itn SLE TON

them.

Even with us,

warns

men

Orient-

to their
noshing of

occasionally,

by dregins.

God

In Egypt men

“made the interpretation of dreams a busi-

ness, liké the telling of fortunes (42: 8),
Dan. 2: 2. For the dreams

of these persons,

see

verses 9-11, 16,17."
, * Donot alerametations belong to God?”
Only God by his spirit can

reveal

their

meaning. The implicationiis that dreams
ofa significant type come from God since
"he alone knows to What end they are:

sent.

"of Tell me then 1 pray you.” Unlike
Danigl whorelated both the dream and
the interpretation. -Joseph could give only
the intérpretation.
stance of Joseph’s

This is the first inclaim to have what

might be called the prophetical spirit.

recently

>

-

#

Nos.

oe

Thess observations may scem unnecessary. But there are many disreputable
Iinisters,
oa
y
5

Mr. Adams, a Presbyof Dunkirk, has

“deposed”

from

the

been

ministry

ph

for what was terroed ‘ heresy.” He was |

“THE PULBIT AND THE PEW.

- CHRIST I8 ALL.

| not"accused. of preaching anything contrary to God’s révealed word. He was

0

Lia

BY REY. 8. H.
H.

interests. Christ not only
rebukes, but
also hates the essential folly
of such a the.
ory...
In his

turn ‘he -remonstrates

humanity, in

substance

saying:

with

« p,

'| merciful
to thyself;
for
whosoey.
er will save his life shall Jose
it.” What

BARRETT.

the Saviour taught upon this
| charged with preaching doctrine contrary |
point has 3
He
‘stood
|
not only been reiterated by his ve
,
The
soul
may
be
committed
to
Christ,
to
the
Presbyterian
Covenant.
It may be well to inquire jnto the rela- 4
ale
Other ‘but even some of the heathen have
tion of our belief to human action.
It is firmly upon the great truths that have’ ‘who is able toredeem and save.
in these articles. But powers there be, but none like unto this, ‘nized ifs essential soundness. |. = TChe
quite a ‘popular heresy, that itis very been announced
he
departed
from
the
church covenant in ‘power celestial and divine. Man may
With a clearmess that may well put
little consequence what we believe, if our
BY. J. W.

DAREER.,

action is‘only right. Those who pretend

to endorse this can not look. beyond the
surface of things. It may’ as well be

said, that it is of little importance
the fountain is, if the

sfreams

what

are

clear and pure.. There are a few
doctrines of belief

only

radical

which

constitute: the

rises higher than his faith, while it is
possible, in view of this mortal warfare,

the

pr aying for us.”

“Prayer is the simplest form of speach
That infant lips can use,

Yates and sucklings ”

that

God

brought

Hence the captain of these men had the “testimony, which was the strongest blow
of all-against |the enemy, for * it pleased’
prison adjoining, or in his house.
« Joseph was bound.” Probably not God by the foblishness of preaching to"literally « pound; ” but imprisongd, verse save them that believe,” and in this
preaching was included every form of
6.
“* Charged Josephguwith them. » Put them talking about Christ, by whom soever~it
sinthe care of Joseph. Had they escap- might be. ‘One could never tell what the
mouth of one little child could do in this
«ed Joseph and the captain would have respect. One would like to have known
been put to death.
¢ He served them.” what kind of a-child Whitfield was, for
who would have thought that out. of
By seeing that they had food and drink.
# According
lo the interpretation.” That that little mouth would be aroused
the whole nation? One would have liked
is, the nature of the dream is shown truly to have seen John Wesley, too, when he
jn the interpretation that. Joseph gave, a was a child. Out of the mouths of little
dream significant, prophetic, startling. George Whitfield and little John Wesley
By means of these dreams Joseph, two —out of these two baby mouths God
smote the devil. * Such weapons as these
; Years later, gained release from prison.
were the Lord's ‘weapons of wae.’ The
“ UTey were sad.” "Their dreams fore- Septuagint translated this passage differboded. something, they knew not what, ig) entlfgi (and rightly, too, for Christ had
Wo pe
might be life, it might be death. ~ | ‘quoted 1) : *“ Out of the mouths of babes
“¢ In the ward of his lord's house.” The. and sucklings hast thou perfected praise.”
Yes, the per fected praise of God was given,
“ward was the prison connected with the ‘not by the Scribes and Pharisees, but by
house of Potipkat.
{ little children, whose lips were the instruwas sympathetic. He saw that these
men were dispirited, and goughlon the
Socially,thiese men were/ Joseph's
. cause.
He was a slave; they were
¢ superiors.
the principal meh in their especial de-

It is true, Rev.
terian clergyman

his exposition of the words |‘ eternal”
and *‘ everlasting.” . He “seemed like a
Christian, he spoke’ Christian words in a
Christian spirit, and ‘yet he was
‘*deposed” for preaching heresy. - When will
trug: Christian liberalism take possession

erect

fortifications,

lead forth

armies,

create empires, build cities; and

produce

ment of our age, it was

perceived by gey-

marvelous changes in the physical world § ‘eral .of the wiser pagans that to’ be
some.
yet, with all his skill and power, he can thing life must be nothing, and
that to
not save himself. Salvation is only save, it“it’ must be lost. One of these

through andby Christ. So it is not in the

of the heart of the Christian world ?

A

to
‘shame the boasted broadness and disce
rn-

which may be within our grasp to-day,

men,” men that believe in God:

writers I quote, and

representative,

only one,

of that

and he a

Asiatic thought

which some restless minds are- seeking ini

our dayto
elaborates
delivered
Lau-Tsze,

array against Christianity; who
intoa philosophy what Jesus
as an apothegm. ‘I refer to
the Chinese, who was contem-

porary with Confucius, and who excelled

that celebrated personage in the grandeur of his teachings. Six hundred ‘years

before Christ he gave utterance to the
following sentiment: -** The sage does

not lay up treasures.

for others the

The more «he does

more he ‘has of his own,

may be fleeting as a shadow «to-morrow.
contiiual conflict going on between .the
The more he gives to others the more’ he +
and are therefore to be believed in. CandiBut the Divine promises
are as immuta- is increased.” On which sentiment the 7
toll8wers of God, and the i
and for him to fall below .jt. There are a
dates should be ** blameless,” that is, not
ble as God himself. Hence all- are. en- translator and editor of his works offers
‘“ the avenger.”
few things that a man must belieye, with
lable to arraignment, irreproachable.
couraged to trust in him who never de- the following comment from’ Bunyan:
In this conflict the Weapons were very intelligent sincerity, in order to mainIf the man’s life has been blistered with ceives,, who has the. ability to fulfill,
nt
singular. - What were © the weapons? tain a well deported if.
’
A manthere was, though some diye ‘Cou
lawsuits, he ought to be rejected. If he
Trusting
in
Christ
we’
are
safe.
He
is
4 Out ‘of the mouths of babes and suckhim mads
These -have been *ennu merated, iz: loves tattling, let him tattle in tattle
The more he gave aw ay the more he had,
lings hast thon ordained strength.” Lock 1.. The Fatherhood of God;
2. The hollow. “Exquisite” may go to. the ball the only refuge. Sorrows may come,
In another place this ancient sage: extempests may arise, dangers may threatat the little child, the little mouth, its brotherhoodof man; <3. Mediation ; and
with their perfumes and gloves and canes,
very sweetness challengad a kiss; but the 4. Retribution.
These are radical and but in ‘Christ's work let them take off en, yét unmoved we stand if our feet be. ‘claims: * He who bears the reproach. of
upon the rock Christ Jesus. Here we are his country shall be called thelord
Jo
of the .
littl mouth might be used of God to fight indispensable to correct living. These
their gloves, fling down their canes, and safe from periland ruin. Here we may land. He who bears the calamities of his
the devil with.
At any rate, all the the pulpit must. proclaim and these the
be perfumed with a sweet spirit. Let trust all into his hands; may receive
country shall be called the king of the
mouths that had ever spoken of God were pew must heartily endorse. There are
them burn fires in the heart on the altar stpport and guidance. How good to have world.”
... ‘He
that makes mars.
once the mouths of babes and sucklings. others of nearly equal importance. The of God, but not under the nose. Let
a friend above, to deliver ps in the hour He that grasps loses. The sage makes
He (Mr. Spurgeon) had seen huge pieces “certainty of a. separate spiritual existencea
them feed upon the word of God, but not
of cannon, and on them, in brogze words,
must be well established. That there on the * filthy weed.” - When men love’ of temptation, to shield us from impend- nothing, therefore he mars nothing.
ing dangers, and to guide our doubtful - ** When he wishes to be before the peo« The last argument of kings.” Yes, and is a land beyond, another country, a spirkisses more than: grace, and lovely eyes
steps.
: ple he must, in-his person keep behind
what was God's last argumentato men it world, must be believed by the heart
more than the Lord, and sweet compliCommitting the soul to Christ is the ons | them. When he wishes to be above the
but the mouths of babes, for they grew also. Thereal character and location of
| ments more than converts, and churchly source of péace and comfort in afilic- people he must, in his language, keep beinto'men’s: mouths? It was written of | that country are subjects for interesting"
“Shows more thap revival meetings, they
(tion.
Then is the time that we need Di- low them.” He also declared ‘* that heChrist, when he went forth conquering -and life-long study. The more certain our
shouldbe fenced out -of the ministry.
vine aid to support and strengthen the that is diminished shall succeed,” and to
and to conquer, that <“ out of his mouth faith, the nearer the land of promise. It is
When riotous ‘profligates are converted
powers of both body and mind. Without him may be traced the pregnant suggeswent a sharp two-edged “sword.” It did grand to walk by intelligent faith. We
pr and wish to'be ordained, let there be no
aid from above, the soul is liable to’ sink tion, expressed by Oken, ‘* Zero is the esseem strange that out of the mouths of be as certain of the reality of the2
| blir. “Tet: ‘there be proof of genuine
in
despair. But when we are assured sence of mathematics.” Just as we are
babes should go forth the great shots with lie, as we are gf this a
Sisters, and sweeping- reformation.
Growlers,
able by the sign ** O" to make the most
that our spiritual interests are secure,
which God should slay his enemies, and
gabblers,” ignoramuses and mules are
that we hav e an imperishable treasure in abstruse and complicated calculations, so
that out of their little ‘mouths should go
poor timber for preachers. Swaggering heaven, we can calmly subhit to the wise when a man descendssto that sign of nothforth the great sword of God—that out of Jation to man, substantiate this ; hg
- blow-hards and boasters may beat the big
dispensations - of Providence, knowing ingnessis he able to rise tothe sublimest.
the mouths of little cliildren such as their {The spirit 1 the man. This is about clear |
bass drum or blow the trumpet in abrass. | { that all things “shall work for our good.
hights of potency andggreatness.
As zeown the great Almighty would bafile- his as we can state this important truth:
band, but let them not blow the’ trampét |
The sufferer is patiently resigned to the
foes.
That infant class in .the Subbath- And in this life, the spirit or soul asro is the very substance of mathematical
.of the gospel. Great fat fellows thai sit |
school was God's battery, which he could
sumes a physical and tangible form| on ‘thd stool of do- nothing” and eat | | will of God. His trials, he knows, wily science, so self-denial is “the very subsoon end, te be succeeded
by ineffable
use to vanquish Satan with. He (Mr. through which to act. We cannot avoid
stance of personal usefulness. Or, us the
breakfast, dinner and supper and go to |
He
Talmud. has it: ¢ Whosoever runs aftdr
Spurgeon) liked i$he x awouds. of nButher
the conclusion, that upon the
*‘ other bed, ought to be supported: by: the coun- | pleasures at the. Tight hand of God.
when he was told by his friend Melancside,” the soul will asume a spirit form cils that ordained them; “Af anybody has | { now looks upon afllictions as resubting to greatness, greatness runs away from him;
| his future advantage.
By "an eye of faith whosoever runs from gréatiiess, greatuess
thon that things were going very badly. thrdugh which to obey the behests of life
to do it.
Some ministers seam to expect
and by a heart-felt assurance of future
follows him.”
'
He saw a few children praying, and said, and that that form will be plainly visible
a special parlor coach to carry them to
Which i$ just eq] to saying: “4 W ho- /
«It will be all right, for the children are te spirit eyes.
That form is called in heaven and the brethren fo pay-:the | blessédness, he looks forward with resig2

and yet one of the mightiest forms of
assault against the powers of - darkness.
conjecture how the offence was committed. Those little mouths, tog; should be used
“{.for praising God ; and this formed anothNo one knows or can know.
*“ He put them in ward.”
That ig, in er strong blow against the enemy, : for
prison.
The king -was
an absolute {-whenever man-praised God, it cast down
#monareh. “At his will he arrested, im- the pride of the devil. Praise glorified
God, and that was what Satan ‘could. net
prisoned or executed his subjects.
“+ *¢ In the house of the captain of" the -bear, and in proportion as God was gloriguard.” The guard was also the polices fied did the devil ‘feel himself .degraded:
Then it was. out of the ¢‘ mouths of
of the king and his executioners. They

- carried out .the judgments of the king.

osa

power of man, aside from the’ Diyine agen>
cy, to save a soul; but Christ can save a
sucklin gs hast thou ordained strength be- mainspring of human action. But they are
QUALITIOATIONS FOR ORDINATION. world. A compliance with his terms is
those
doctrines
which
enter
into
the
affeccause of thine enemies, that thou mightest
BY REV. E. M. COREY,
‘| all that is requisite to complete the work
still the enemy and the avenger.” Hav- tions and touch, as with electric power,
of salvation
Coming to Christ we have
ing alluded to, the matchless condescen- the human heart. “For with the heart.
The first. qualification in importance,
life—life
etérnal.
man
believeth
unto
righteousness.”
And |
sion of the Almighty in dealing with poor
is viewed by the Holy Scriptures, is high
Christ's promises are sure. What he
‘as a man thinketh in his heart, so is
human flesh, the speaking pointed out
Christian character. This peint is of
first of all that the glory of Ged can be he.” A mere mental endorsement does course so well established that it may declares will be fulfilled. Man may promseen in creation: But in creation there’ not constitute heart-felt befief,. The faith Seem unnecessary to treat upon.it. Ig ise, but he does not always have the poywads no opposition; did no ‘voice’ of any that does not reach the very center of the cannot however be ignored in any proper er to perform. Nothing in this world is
reliable. To bedoonred to disappointrival force. He had but:-to- say, ¢ Let emotional nature will not be very posi- treatment of the + subject in hand
(2
That
there be light,” and there was light.
In tive in its. exposition. A man - never 4.q im.2; 2), * The same commit thou to ment is the common lot of man.

2: «Qut of the mouths of babes and

]

ful to the duties of his lot. Enticed to com-

UR

took for his text the words of Psalm

40: 1-8,

J oseph, as a slave in Egypt, was faith-

“ But

oc-

in consideration of the

centengry celebration

Vwait patiently for Him.’—Ps. 87: 7.

cause

ers

OF CHILDREN.

Gen. 39: 21-33; 40: 1-8.

n=5

act

MR. SPURGEON ON THE INFLUENCE

TEXT: . “ Rest in the Lord, and
Gen, 39:

Godcan make any. ‘small
EEC

Matt. 2: 1—23..

S.

young man. can be a

casion of the highest prospity.

DAILY READINGS.

Christin Egypt.

‘A

friend of heaven.

5

The dream of. Nebuchadnezzar. Dan. 2: 1—22.
The dream ifiterpreted. Dan. 2: 23—49.
Peters vision: Acts 11 1—18.
Our enemies. Eph. 8:1—20.
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In all places God is near ‘those who.

care faithful to him. ©.
1L Men trust those who show that
Sabbath-School Lesson.~Nov. 7Ys
~~
| God can trust them.
[i
QUFSTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.’
IIL Age is not necessary to secure the

.

Communications.

®
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Bible ¢ incorruptible,”

¢ immortal”

and *‘ undefiled.” It is not very material, perhaps; whether we cling to the old
doctrine that, after a lapse of cycles,

the,

trampet will sound, arid the old body

be

raised and remodeled, and the soul, from

out the mysterious abode of somewhere,
fly to take possession of its new - taberna-

cf,

or

whether

we

believe

the

new

organism for our spirit life is assumed as
soon as the old one is dropped. It may
not affect the fervor or spirit. of our life

here - to adopt or pater: either of these
special views above the: other. But the
primitive Christian principle of positive
and certain spirit life, must infuse all our

&

expenses. Fiery, red-faced, fiercee-eyed ||
men. that go oft like nitro-glycerine, on ||
the first jar, will make a sensation of the
wrong kind. An intemperate minister
will send more souls to the pit than he ||
. can save by the gospel. No minfster can |||
strike hands
with
the rum
power | |
and keep unspotted from the world.
Therefore councils should
carefully |
‘inqure after a candidate's position on the |
Temperance question and ‘refuse
to |
ordain if he is shaky.
°°
|
The Servant of God must not be eager
for.dishonurable gain. A minister may
usé honorable means to get a Tivi ing or
even a competence, but the tricks of the

we have certain faith in its existence.

It

is in all respects a sorry life, that can not

pretty clearly see the ‘life beyond.”
The same may be said of our personable accountability. We must believe
sincerely in this. ‘Every man ~ must

give account for himself.”

Every. action

pation and joy to that world to
are traveling.
The Christian,
sees that this’ world is not his
he seeks a home above, to be

which all
therefore,
home, but
with God

and glorified spirits. The great desire of
his heart is to know the only true .and
living God, ang to please him by acceptable service.
--o-vre

-
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AN AGED CHRISTIAN.
** The righteous shall be in eveslasting
remembrance.”

*

>

It,is not necessary to wait till the death
ofa righteous person before we remémber their works of love or ok
their
virtues. Mrs. : Hannah
. Waldo, of
Waukegan, ll., is
-six years old.
She was a ? ative of Randolph, Vt. Her
maiden: name was Parsons.
“Was
| brought to Christ by the labors
Rev.
_Aaron Buzzell.
Sister Waldo was one of

soever will save his life shall lose it, and’ fu
whosoever will lose his life for my
kd’

shall save it."—From a sernion Ty
C. Lorimer,

1€0rge

b..D.
E

AVERAGING

de
a

-

THINGS
LORD.

WITH

THE

“There is a great truth, very clearly.and
pointedly put, in the following incident :
A man who pridéd himself on his mo-

rality, and expected to be saved

by it,

was-constantly saying, * I’ am doing pretty well on the whole.
I sometimes get
mad, and swear,

honest.

but

then] am

perfectly

I work on the Sabbath when I

am particularly busy; but I give a good
deal to the poor, and I never was drunk
in my life.”
This man hired a canny Scotchman to
any“circumstances is not reasonable.
It
build a fence around his pasture lot. - He
pleases Satan more than it pleases God.
gave him particular, directions. 'In thé
Some financial ability ought to be rethe charter members of the East Williarhs-the Scotchman came from
evening,when
w
quired of every candidate for ordination.
town F. B. church, organized in‘ 1834. ] his workj/the man said :
Shiftless family. finance, useless extrava«She has no children.
She has long " « Well, Jock, is the fence built and is
: gance, ‘or even useless economy disgrice | ,
beert cared for by Mr. and Mrs. Joslin, it tight and strong?"
3
'
the minister and hurt the cause.
’
‘I canna say it is all tight and strong"
"The minister should be the stranger's | Mr. J. beingan adopted son of her brothJock replied, ** but_its a good average
friend. , He*should love hospitality. He | er...
They can not much ‘longer care for her
If some parts are alittle
should love to have the latch-string out. He ‘without calling for aid." From Williams- fence, anyhow.
weak,
other
parts
are extra strong. |
should be examined somewhat respecting|
town
she removed with hér husband, don’t Know but I left a little gap hege and

religious doctrine.
It is -mockery to
world must be eschewed. But the idea that
sing of the “ Sweet By and 'By,” unless
aminister must not lay up money under

and every thought will be brought into
jndgment.
A belief in this has a powerful influence over
human
action.
Whether it be in the morning of the resurrection, and in- the presence of the: his chosen society. If he is found more
assembled multitude ‘of human life, or in the company of horse- traders, hotel- Aaron Waldo, to Southport, Wis., and be-] there a yard or so wide ; but then I made
whether it meets us at every corner and | lackeys, whiskey men,—if he is in the | came a member of the Pike Grove F. B. up for it by .doubling the rails on each

turn of life, may not be of great impor-

habit of

loafing

‘around

bar- -rooms,

{'church.

or |

She is somewhat deaf and ‘par-

side of the gap.. I darg

say the "cattle

tance; but the certeinty of a/personal | even. grocery-stores,—if his confidential | | tially blind. Sometimes her intelleet is will find it a good fence on the whole and’
judgment
must be preached and en- cronies are Atheists, Darwinites, Univer- Decioinded, at other times'clear. But she will like it, though I canna just say that
dorsed. . There are’ a multjfudgs of qués- salis¥ydary Spiritualists, or. even if he is ‘never forgets her stated hour of prayer. ,it is perfect in every part.”
I write this as a testimony to lier worth
tions that have ‘very -little réal bearing seen habitually in the society
‘ What!" cried the man, not seeing *
men of |
and
excellent Christian character. Until the point; ‘do you tell me that’ you
upon human life
Paul had this view this world instead of on
he
ments of music tliat were to - sound forth when he Ay) his “determination- to | should be told to choose different compa- | recently for ten years 1 had not heard
built a fence ‘ardund amy Jot with weak
allelujahs to the Most High.
‘become ‘all things to all men.”
Ju | ny* or keep out of the ministry. Such|{from her and thought that she was dead. places and gaps init ? Why, you might
Although the weapons were singular,
That may be the case with others of. her as well have built no fence at all ! If there
the warriors themselves were just as re- every community there are questions of{men ought not to be the advisers of a
|
erly friends. Let her be still remember- is one opening, or a weak place where an
very
little
moral
character;
and
theremarkable.
When the text said that.* Out
minister. - He should treat them well,
of the mouths of babes and sucklings God fore it is of very little moment upon’ and. make all laudable effort to convert ed and prayed for as one “who is waiting opening can be made the cattle will be
at the River. and- trusting in God, Her sure to find it and will go through. Don’t
perfects his praise,” those words might | which side we may array ourselves.
be taken spiritually with the warrant of Many questions, pertaining to dress, to them, but they should not enter the cir- last words to me, many years: ‘ago, were, you know, man, that a fence must be percle of hig confidential fends, until they
Scripture, for the character of God’s chos“ Remember me when you get, near the’ fect or it is worthless.”
°
:
en could not be better described than by amusements, to social habits have very are converted.
throne.”
N. W. Bixsy.
little moral ‘character. And it must be
«<1
used
to
think
so,”
replied
the
Scotchcalling them babes and children. When
The minister showdd have ‘the manner
—
EAR
Christ entered triumphantly into Jerusa- said that it is these questions which make ofa man in his right mind. ‘I do not | man, *“ but I hear you talk somuch about
lem the very first to ring out their hosan- most of the divisions, in society. When
| averaging matters with the Lord it seemmean
that
what
is
sometimes
call
eccen|
‘
SELF-ABNEGATION..
nas before him were the children, and
the next to throw down palm branches, my belief leads me to any special course tricity is contrary to sobriety of action.’
When two or. three years ago, in our ed to me yve might try it with the cattle.
in his way were those who were child- in general conduct, it has a \moral char- Eccentric men are sometimes marvels of religious gatherings we sung the lines, If an average fence will not do for them,
like before their Saviour. ThaLord would acter. Much ill feelingis
often engen- delileration in action, cool, “calculating
I am afraid an average character will
“Oh ! to be nothing, nothing
come agsin, and then the
first to welcome dered in communitiesgin: fatile attempts
not do in the day of judgment.”—N.
VY.
and
determiped,
they
deal
splendid
blows
But
simply
to
lie
at
His
feet,
him would be his poor babe-like saints,
to
assimilate
habits
of
thought
which
"it
Evangelist.
A
broken,
empty
vessel,
in favor of reasonable causes. Moder:
even as the shepherds of old found him
For the Master’s usé made meet,
at Bethlehem, when the wise men failed is, impossible to turn in the, same "direc- ation in manner is a strong defense from
tion.
Nature’ presents «obstacles which behind. which the’ sharpest darts are safe- the sentiment was received in some quarto do so. Thus the warriors of God were
Let your will lead whither necessity
simple people, truthful people, sincere. can not be removed. Is is_the ‘‘anise
would
drive, and you will always preserve
ly hurled.” The devil is afraid of the ters with derision. It was said sarcastipeople, uneducated
people—not wise, not and
cumin” “which fake the grand moderate-mannered man.
your
liberty.—Locke.
cally,
*“
what
has
such
cities
as
New
York,
The
enemy.
noble, not anything in their own esteem —
Truth and love are two of the most powthese were they out of whose mouths God trouble in societies,and not the *‘weightier knoWdithat he has lightnings well in’ Boston, or Chicago in common with such
matters of the law.” Bitter strifes “are hand with'which.#o blast his plans, at self-abnegation ?| «The age,” it was be- erful things in the world; and when they
had ordained strength.
:
In conclusion, let them expect victory generally the result ‘of differences of just the right pH and in Just right way. clared, is
self-assertive, dnd the thought both go together they, can not easily. be
to come to the: church through little chfl- opinion upen very small questions.
Who The careless,
i
gd-it-blind
maimer
will
not
of
this
hymn
is utterly foreign toits spir-|, withstood.— Cudworth.
dren. ‘Tt was written * thata little child
- shall be do -for- a- minister.
The minister that it-and its life.” Unquestionably the eritis
y |s -The maxim that knowledge iis power is
shall lead them,” and so, perhaps he would, shall sing; how the singing
‘It was offen said that the world was being hanaged ; the particular form of church wound:his rule in the hair of the chil“ ism has some foundation in fact ; but ad- ore only ‘where knowledge is the main
special door tothe church; dren in the school where he taught and,
more evangelized by $unday-school work service ;¥
mitting this to be correct, it does not con- thing wanted. There are higher things than
{han a all othep agencies put together. “correlati © organizations in the church;
iin the world, there are living
Ho (i r. Spurgeon) would not praise the. some question of finance; some officjal pulled out great wads ofthe: Haga it is demn. the sentiment. of the hymn, but knowledge
in the moral world, cerand
;
energies
needless to observe, leaves opr churches,
rather the temper of our ‘times. UnhapSunday-schoal teacher, for miany others
Such py are we if gur ¢ivilization has so ma- tainly, itis not knowledge, but aspiration,
could teach a great deal better if they position —such subjects as these .. have on his r departure, bald-hended.
tried, but he would certainly praise the niade’ nearly ali the strife, and war in the men go to some of our ‘Small churches," terializéd usthat' no room can be found [that is the moving power; and the wing
children. The ‘preacher then concluded churehes; and in religious, societies. get ordained, and then begin the general
ation
for the generous dévotion of self to a of aspiration is prayer. Where aspir
by referring to the great ‘ influence Whoever heard of a church quarrel over
is wanting, the soul creeps; it cannot fly;
business
.
of
smashing
Freewill
Baptist
worthy
and
sublime
enterprisé,
if
there
is
wrought upon families by the introducit is at best
: a caged bird, curiously busy
tion of religion by the children who were anyof the radical doctrines of Christin}. organizations. | Ministers must be just nothing higher for a man on carth than in counting
and ik bars of its
fyPe
ed
taught at Siuday-seogls.
and holy, pure and perfect.
the zealous promotion of his own worldly own confinement.—J. §
v
lackte.
«
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THE BUSINESS OF THE PULPIT.
The special business of the pulpit is to

ance

work

as

carried

on-by

the

different: organizations,

gratefully acknowledge the hand of

That we

Resolved,

~ €1)

as

Sons of Temperance, Good “Templars, or Reform Clubs, yet we

~slate-what is. The preacher announces {recognize juvenile temperance’ work as more sure of safe ang
permanent results and certain of success. We must save the
"what he is sure of.-. As he ‘does not
go
children if we would perpetuate the State.
Therefore, we rec“into thecpulpit to wash his dirty linen, he |

08

3

HB & upwards sent on

logue free.

on, N.J.-

which he does not solve.

Indeed,

that is

34.

poor preaching which keeps a congrega.tion-on" tender-hooks, “even: for

half

Whereas, after all the moral

mittee.

and legal temperance victo-

the age, therefore,

the greatest

4

evil of

;

7

SRE

y

The success of all public
, deed, comes from

address,

the conviction

Mrs. Hayes, wife of the President of the United

in-

.«=spegker. It is.only in proportion as he
believes what he says that he succeeds
is in doubt,he will not lead them. One
of the affectations of our time leads public speakers the other way. But nobody
- cares much what they say. Nobod
“minds.” Whata dreary business it is
when the preachier before you. halts to
say : ** Does not this statement approve
itself as true? If not, for the love of
truth, do not receive

it!

If,

officers of Conference and present it to her.

©

;

44.

Voted that the Anti-Slavery

¢xpenses.

=

*°

paper, and

:

;

the address

J

twelve, dt the speaker's stand on New Durham

VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
IAMLIN ORGA}
NEW YORK.CHICAGO

7
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Are a symptomof Jaundice,

Ridge.

Dyspepsia, Constipation, Bil-

jousness,and LiverComplaint.{

BITTERS

Weirs with three or four hundred passengers, and the charming

‘ride of two hours to Alton Bay was all that could be desired:on
a small inland sea.

A short ride on the gars, andthe

ascent. ol

the Ridge having been made, a short time was spent in- visiting

_the house.where

the first church

site of Randall's houdg

Con-

down

was

organized,

and his grave.

the church,

thc

oaks and

partook

[i

of a

bountiful repast provided by the NewtDurham friends and others.
Conference was called at half past twelve, and as the closing
:ombined them without repetition.

San

©

qe

THRIPS

:

solve.— Rev,

Seema

© a

Is a special de

‘atthe

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The

OTHER. =

row

in boats, and:

way

also

of

of

those

a

great

35.

many

may

rites:he

whatever

“perite is all wrong,

N

I cannot endure. Mr. Facing-practice.
both-ways, vet he has swarms of cousins.
It is ill to be a saint without and a devil

while

delf and the devil,

the

‘Lhere

ure

things.

good

heart hates all

inwardly

LEWIS

good and bad of all clusses,and hypocrites

be “so in

It used to

as among parsons.

ent;
The

first thirty days,

ster: the man says—
I'l havea relizion all of my own,
Whether
:

Papist

or

Protestant

known;

And

not.

shall

awson

be

I will have none.

followed “him,

In our Lord's day many

but it was only for the loaves and fishes;
they do say that some in our parish don’t.
go quite so straight as the Jews did,’ for
they vo to the church for the loaves, and
theu co over to the Baptist chapel for the
1 don’t want to judge, but 1 cép‘fishes.
jf they do not
tainly do know sowe who,

Free

«ms,

vice a man

horse and yet

carry

It is a base thing to call yourself Christ's

The worst kind

the

of wolf

that which

is

Jezebel was never,

wears a sheep's skin.

arrew,

an

This Psalm witnesses how close to the

yoathtul heart the consciousness of God
must have been which could thus transform

and glorify the little things. which were
so familiar. We-can feel, in a kind of
lazy play of sentiment, the fitness of the
shepherd's life to suggest thoughts of God
—because it is not our life. But it needs

both a meditative habit and a devout heart

to feel that the trivialities of, our own
daily tusks speak to us of him. ‘The
heavens touch the earth on the horizon of

the

The

free to any

Pamphlets

ete.

=

.

hd

B

Bem

and

W. .

L

and general Hebility,
The
nutritious

form in

the appointment
i

-

heaven.

of Rev. O. B. Cheney, D. D., to

|

as

golden

our pathway. through

and finally be réceived

great congregation of the

ransomed

A. fy Smite, Chairman. e -

Missions, Thursday, p. m.,

something which tole

Education, Mon-

each

on $0, without any great strainwon

: \ A

You must

my hopes, to my fears—the deep yearnings of my heart, so vague
and mysterious even to.myself. You must talk to me of my
soul, of eternal judgment,.of heaven, of hell: = You must tell me
of God my Father, in all the love and pity of his Fatherhood ;
of Jesus m Saviour, in all the adaptation ‘and sufficiency and

In the depth of the sea the water: is still ; the heaviest grief is -

. 1840.

These four men

._*They are found in the
Freewill Baptists,

v6,

were

volume

at this

1at borne in silence ; the deepest love flows through

Society, Jan. 16,

,«ad touch;

Confepence, and ‘adopted.

calledy JLhg

Centennial

Record
t

the purest joy

is. unspeakable;

the

most

,reacher at a funeral is the silent one whose lips are cold.

of the

the eye

impressive,

:

_ *The Moderator was summoned home by the dedth of a grandchild in
his family,

£4
wh

V
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ORTHWOOD
N.

H.

'Schol-

H. Hutchins,A, M.,

board of assistants.
or college.

For

Principal,

Students

further

commencing

with

a

SONSFIELD

complete’

address

Principal; or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
Pj

J.

fitted for business

particulars

SEMINARY.

the

Parsonsfield

both ‘sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week.” Total ex-Jonees per year, $125. Rooms for self boarding,
2 to $4 per term. Training department for heey
ers free. Fall term bagiin August 24, 1850. Win-»
ter term’

begins

Nov.

JD

16.

Spring

May

2.

For

term,

Feb.

catalogue

8,

ad.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—Courses of study,

j Classical, Scientific, Euglish, and Normal.
' For catalogue address the Secretary,
J
M: R.
hy .
» Ridgeville, Indiana.
:
&
Hise

:

8.
as...

by

by

request.

Randall,

Price

4

Golden

Sheaf

by

Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo

$1.60. postage.

life

Pd

Z
all the questions

12 cents.

.

7

by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

other on Acts,

Romans and Corinthians.

excellent help” for Sabbath schools
reading.
$1.0u ; postage, 12 cents,
Lectures
A
:
-

It is an

and

family:
:

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.
lent book for ail who wounid *‘search she Serip
tures ” Twenty-two lectures oun the most ‘ium
portant points of Bible study, *.00; postage, 9.
cts.

Winisters

Manat,
41
designed especially for ministers,

©

but usefFYor

all-

church

mempers.

It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty

different

occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen =
different meetings;
Tre Rules of Order

Formulas and
Suggestions.
are compreli¢nsive, and yet

very concise and well arranged ; stating in fifteen
fages all the important parliamentary rules ef dejherative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents.
ar

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little wrok, and every Christian
bwould be benefited by reading it, 25 cls; postage

-

cts.
:
=
Rules of Order.
ea
1
.
are the same .as those in the Manual, thick paper covers. 10 cents.
:

|

Church Records

Ld

a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sab.
-bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and about 200 ‘pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
$3,00, including

postage.

hid

Biographies or

.- =.=

Clase

or

'
pages.

Open

"75,

4

09 «i gy
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0

An Experience,
Price 20 cents.

Christian

an

pages, Price
,

School

estion

are tor aouis and

LESSONS

and

Baptism

a book of 113
cents.
Sabbath

»

Communion.

children.

i

082

»”
”

35
5

04
J

Argument.
.

25 cts.;

175

postage3’

EBooks

Vn

10ffifivery sunday,
18, postage ,08

SToRrY of Jesus,
WONDERFUL

.

" {AN

Works

of Jesus,

=

dy

.70
-.50

+ John Steveng;~wsev « "50

.

BE

16,

*

£02

Thong 1s wpon Zaoughis
;
Wi
sma
for. young
men, The
ti
describes it. Price 5 ood,
2)
;
., tile
Tracts
were not steceotyped till within the ast “tew

years, afd we can

furnish only the following: J -

ots. bi dozen ;5' cts. per hundred.
ical

Denom
statement,

edie

, which contains
and a brief notice of

a histor.
ow
doc

trinal basis.echnrob polily ano institutions,
On Faith & Covenant 18 a confession of 17 ar
nn
and a Sesirable church covevant.
|
statement, &c,

«eral

Establishment

Pubyslhied

18 a: brie1 historical ;

by order of the. Gen:

Conferente, and fr gratmitous distribution,

ig

Lyndonville, Vt.

-

i

But'es!s 1 omurgh tar

Blanksa

ai

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.-™¥he special work
N of the school is to prepare the stud nts for eo).
lege. The courseof study extends over three
‘years, of three terms éach.” Expenses are moder
ate. For Catalegue address,
N
oh
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
a

printed.

and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen; Price 50 cents, postage 4 eents.

.
Me. Rev.
T. F. MILLETT,
Principal, with
competent assistants,
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and Scientific «courses of study
for

1881. Summer term,
dress the Principal.

and

William Barr,
- - Danie! Jackson,
= «

on

March.

twenty-thres
aptist Minjg--

BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1880,

published sermon

Geo. T.Day,
T. Dr

SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
and

by

only

The

* ‘Hillsdale, Mich.

Three terms peryear,

!

cents

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,

pose

‘

paper covers, embracing
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,’

at the death of a child,

Sec.

i

!

25 cents;

w

of doctrinal thevlogy. and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
‘Music $12 and Painting $12 a term. /
For Catalogue address,

close

the#doctrines.

Butier’s Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly,

Best of religious in.

Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.

the

Price $1.25 including postage.

REV.

fluences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest coll
buildings in the
Northwest.
Pustion, incidental
and library fees, only
$15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.

of

i

of

A ‘volifihe of 500 pages, containin,
sermons, by as many different F.

:

wid 1

i

Sermons.

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegi.
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, PreDArRlory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
Admits both sexes.

°

of theit

form ai

Views

is a small book in
the first 44 pages of the

Augir is a gradoateof Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will address

dies,

censiderable

or 50 cénts per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

°

W, Va.

our existence,

thority of the General Conference.

This irstitution is

Flemington;

several

tage, 1 cent.

now under management of Rev. DI. Powell,
Prof. O. G. Augir,'
A. M., principal.
Prof.

Rev. B, POWELL.

in pamphlet

a brief statement

Doctrinal

SCHOOL.

W. Foss,

and

[eld
by “the
denomination, and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-.

A. B., Principal.

*

ot

It describes wi‘l

Treatise

contamns

Ohio.

THEOLOGICAL

Est VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

with

before

to, for half an hour

their attention.

The

for

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

AARON

place for icicles. © You must speak earnestly to my conscience, to

Voted. that we accept the Historical "Papers, and that

COLLEGE

first half century

are published

MoOUL-

Centre Strafford, N. I., Aug. 7, 1850.

und that you are burning to“deliver that message, ‘as that which
nas an urgent and a paramount claim on my immediate attendon. You must thaw before you come into the pulpit. It is%ho

=

Cof,

hymns
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USTIN ACADEMY.
The
fall term
begins
Aug. 24, 1880.
W. H. Judkins A. M , Prioci! pal, with competent ; assistant.
Rooms for selfardfng and beard in private families at reasonable rates.
i

show.me thdt you feel you hate a commission and a message,

of these

~

preacher has been speaking

listen

COLLEGIATE

A.

225

of every session’and
the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen &&23foTis:
$1.00, including postage.
:

colleges.

A.

Gallia

Address, D. M. BENNER,

ATES

me for reiterating Mr. Simons # disin preaching seem to me to be moré im,
give me the idea of a man who has, in
put together, with thought and care,
people may

Grande.

covers the

Sermon

to

of

The Memorials of the Free Baptists
give thie rise avd progress of this body

Sec. Trustees. »

apply

book

Christians in New York, till the time
union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00,

COLLEGE.—Rio_ Grande, Gallia

Rio

small

i;

detail, the early events of, our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.
*
:

—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOBN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J.A. HOwR, Sec.

WHY AM I GOING INTO THE PULPIT ?

From first to.last, the

best

- For further information address.

» WHY should: the sermon be added to the worship ‘of prayer.
oraise, and holy communion?
- The Word of God has been
read ; what would be lost, were thete no sermon?

§

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
This Institution
an wnusual flourishing condition with a much

logue.

1 D. Stewarr, Clerk of Conference.

us, not to us. Forgive
tinction. * Few elements
portant. You must not
the discharge of a duty,

the

n Bopk, exten
eep, $1.80;
Moroc-Turkey Gilt, 2.00,
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Large book, in

from 1780 to 1830..

| increased attendance. ‘Prepares Students for Col
lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective
studies, Music and Drawing, receive special attention.
Religious
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thorough.
Location
healthful. Expenses moderatd® Send for ¢ata-

saints in

—s

ness.

‘A. M.,

ILTON
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‘he ‘meeting-house, where an original poem by Mrs. V. Gi

«djourned.

is a

0., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
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:
The
courses
of
study,
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Prepartitory and two College
courses, viz. :-€lassical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week. TON,

fererice united in prayer, being led by Rev. G. H. Ball, and

.
dollars

10 GRANDE

For further information

Ramsey was read by Rev. T. H. Stacy, an address was
‘made by Rev. Brother, Goadby, from England, and the Con-

:

O. E. Baker, on

cipal, or ELIHU HAYES,
. Lebanon, Me.

Addresses were made bf Revs. Ransom Dunn and A. H.
“unt, and a shower led to an adjournment in the grove to

~
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convention that formed the F. B. Education

secured to the patient hy ‘a single teaspoonful of
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will [ive and shine

stars in the firmament of life, illuminating

John J. Butler were the men who orjginated the call for the
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or
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demowminational
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The Psalmody

Fall term

they be printed in such form as may be deer ed advisable.*
“reedom of his salvation. . You must remember that I am a sin. 39.,.The presentation of Centennial Offerigs was made the . ner, a sufferer, a sorrower, a dying man; I am fighting life’s bat4
I
x
\
;
‘
"order of the day for Tuesday at 2 o'clock, P. M. Under the di- | tle, and it is a hard one.
:
¢
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.
—J.,
ection of Rev. S. Curis, ‘announcements were made that, one:
.
BROWN, A. M:, Principal, with’ competent
‘God’s
providence
is
very
dark.
From
the
varied
and
inexman had pled ed $1,000, and another $5,000 to Storer college,
[0
7y
hy :
austible pharmacopeeia of God's Word, you must gWeé ie the Fae slstants, 1 ©
POH
term begins August 94, 1880.
on condition that others pledged an equal amount.’ Voluntary
medicines, the anodynes, the cordials, the stimulants, whichT
promwere
dollars
of
A firet-ciass ‘school.
Three complete co
pledges were made, and some thousands
need.— Canon Miller.
study,~Collegiute, Scientific,
Ladies’ Engle
a
ri,
1sed to benevolent work.
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s
| 40.
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100 copies
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‘of the International Series, for both adults
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teaching,
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us one consolidated brotherhood.

Master

Association,
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‘begins Sept.

Little Star and Myrtle

STAR

and Jan.
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f= For Catalogue address K. Bachelder,
M., Principal, or C.-A. Farwell, Secretary.

temperance

to our Christian work,

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

Complaints,

address.

i

labors,

crated

Addresses followed
behalf of the ‘emancipated.
papers on the subject assigned to each day.

Fowle & Sons, Boston.
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cAn

from

our Anti-Slavery Record was presented by Rev. I. D. Stewart.
on Wednesday, with a response by Miss. Coralie Franklin, in

rr
The Peruvian Syrup his cured thousands
who werg suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, LivFemale

D. D., of the

communications

anti-slavery

Nov. 1, 1680,

April

16, 1881.
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$2.50. if not.

MYRTLE.

Apr. 18,1881. Summer Term closes June 23. Send
for Catalogue to
- REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Prin¢ipal.
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all our future pilgrimage ; and as we now separate and return to
our respective fields of labor, may we be mom than ever conse-

.

er Complaint, Boils, Humors,

and

the’

managers

ing our gratitude to Almighty'God for his preserving. care

lay, by Rev. W. Hy Bowen, on Temperance, Tuesday, pre:
pared Ls Rev. H. F. Wood, but omitted at his suggestion, and

lofty thoughts he fed his youth.—Alezander Maclaren, D. D.

Conference,

«chools, Satgrday, by Rév.

such

With

Hampshire

institutions,

commences

Spring term,

and

are BSabbath-school
weeks, on superioir
paper,

ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
principal, with eight associate teachers.
Boadi
courses of study for both sexes.
Connected
with
the Institution 18 the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State. . EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade.
Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Fall "Term Begins August 23,
1880. Winter Term begins Nov. 15 1880.
Spring
Term Begins Jan. 31, 1881.
Summer.Te
begins

us as a'people, and especially over.our aged and beloved fathers,
we have been permitted to meet in this Con| nany of whom
‘erence.
:
:
(5) That these Conference hours have made a record in our 4
hearts and the denominational history which no lapse of time

was read by Rev. J. M. Brewster, one on Home Missions, Frifay, by G. F. Mosher, Editor of the Morning Star, on Sunday-

meanings - and

deep

heavenly.

of New

The historical papér on Foreign

furthest

man’s works—shepherds and fishermen—
of

H. Quint,

the

June

EW HAMPTON

recounted, we have seen and felt that our

chain that makes

(4) » That we

and Conference was led in prayer by thé venerable John ChaLe
rg
aey, 87 years of age.

to the sky fron the spot where we stand.
To the Psalmist, however, as in higher
euWays to his Son, and Lord, all things
around him. were full of God, and as the
majesties of mature, so. the tivialities of

were solemn’ with

A.

and

railroad,

. You are not going into the pulpit to reador say something &.HISTORICAL PAPERS.
fore the people ; nor to deliver a rhetorical oration; nor to utter, .
Jo fram book or memory, a succession of true but: pointless’ plati37. .The afternoons of every day were devoted to historical
tudes ; nor to give a lecture on morals. You are going to deand benevolent work. On the first day, Wednesday, July 21st
liver
a message from God.
To do this you must speak d¥fectly
hi stori-.
It was’
at 2 o'clock p. M., was the Conference Sermon.
and earnestly and faithfully—Zo the people. Earnestneds does
cal by direction of the- preceding Conference, and Prof. B. F
not mean rant, nor even loudness.
It does not mean scolding.
‘ Hayes, of Bates college, traced the prevalence of our doctrine
There maybe the reality. and the manifestationof deep, loving,
Christian
the
of
ages
successive
the
and practices through
anxious earnestness, where there are the tones and gesture of a
churcli, and especially their embodiment in the Freewill Baptist
calm, grave and penetrating solemnity. I amgpersuaded that’ thé
organization during the last hundred years. The sermon was
lack 2 this earnestness is the fatal ect of very much .of our
preceded by the singing of an original hymn, composed by Mrs.
oreaching. One has listened to’ many a-fair sermon, bearing ‘on
Ramsey, the reading of seléct portions of Scripture by Rev. St.
it the marks of care and study. It has had good matter jm) it,
with
and,
Conference,
of
Clerk
years
thirty-three
for
Curtis,
ws
has been well arranged—sensibly put; but it has lacked dirdct* singles exception, an attendant of every session for fifty years

THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM,

shadows

Rev.

Rk]

EE
i
nd

seems

ef Nova‘Scotia,

in the strong

+eeded to defray the expenses of other delegates.
S. D. BATES, Chairman.

hot and cold with the same breath’ —Joknr
Plaughman’s Pictures, by C. H. Spuyyeon.

‘our vision, but it always

Baptists

.own

work and Sunday-school efforts, are tlie great connecting

ne hundred dollars toward the expenses of the delegate.to the
(.eneral Baptists of England, and the oth®r hundred as may b-

and true as a die, and never let us be
Never let us
time-servers, or turn-coats.
carry two faces under one hat, nor blow

»

prises, educational

Rev.

the expenses of the above named delegates
towards defraying

Above.all things, then, brother

laborers, let us be straight as

and

other bodies be reférred to the Conference Board:
(6)* That this Conference appropriate two hundréd

“s0 ugly as when ste had finished painting
her face.

Association,

(4) That Rev. A. D. Williams be a delegate to the Elder:
ship of the Church of God.
:
(5) We reconrmend that the appointment of delegates to

saddie.

devil's

of his

tye Baptists.
(3)
Also the appointment of Rev. R. Dunn, D. D., to reprecent this body as delegate to” the National Councilof the Congregational Churches of the United States.
%

Lo.

can come

President

«present us as delegate to the Nova Scotia Yearly Meeting of

to turn a penny by-religion, for hypocrisy
is the meanest

A.,

their

Revs. .H. W. Bellows, D. D. and C. G. Ames, of the National
“ouncil of Unitarians and other churches.
(1) We recommend the appointment of. Rev. DeWitt C.

(2)

try

Whatever-else begbarter, lét us never

the century have been

Pargin, D. D., to repregent this body ag delegate to the Gener:

hypocrisy.

upon

than fatten

M.

an

term,

conversion to God, our common relation to the Lord Jesus, our
unity in faith, harmony in practice, and our missionary enter-

*.ational Council of Congregatiofial ‘Churches; Rev. K. S. Hall
* the Baptist €onvention of New Hampshire, Rev. J. W. Ad-

care. much for faith, are always following
:
Ix
afjer charity.
Better die than sell your soul to the
highest bidder. Better be shat up in the
workhouse

/

Thomas Goadby, B: A., Presiglenf of Chilwell College, and that
ve take pleasure in. expréssing our gratitude to ‘the, General
saptists for sending them, and our sincere thanks to them for
coming and meeting with us in this Centennial Conference.
We have also been pleased tp receive and hear:delegates from
Rev. J. I. Porter, from the
other religious bodies as-follows:

3

if it proves troublesome

Burns,

grounds,

24,1#81;

paper of eight

Postage is paid by the publisher.

Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880

_(f) To the Prescott Organ Company, for the use of their orcans during these meetings; also to Camp Meeting Association,
for the use of its grounds.
(3) ‘That we are united by the strongest ties which can bind
human hearts together; and as our trials and sacrifices through

36.
We have received with interest, and heard with delight,
J+legates from the; General Baptist Association, England, Rev.

the olden times, for 1 -remember an old
srse which draws out just. such a char-

the

’

Chairman.

CORRESPONDENCE.

well

as

ploughmen

can be found among.

DEXTER,

on

Boston, Concord-and Montreal, and to them

port was adopted, and the next General Conference located in
lowa,

‘Winter terms

of other roads by whose co-operation reducedérates have been
obtained, nor would we forget to mention the kindness and courtesy of their employees, by which our journey and-stay here has,
been pleasant and enjoyable.
’
:

A minority report signed by two of the Committee favored
the request of the Ohio Yearly Meeting, but the majority re-

of

ends

the

the world in order to serve.

erouts arrangements

Conference be held within the bounds of said Yearly Meeting.

before

Christ

of

to bé a servant

within,

We recommend that the Eastern North Carolina,

Kentucky and Ohio & Kentucky Yearly Meetings be received as
members of this Conference.
(2)
We recommend that the, ‘request
‘of the .Iowa Yearly
‘feeting be grafted, and that the next session of the Geeral

who never trust themselves on the water.
The boatman is all right, but the hypo
*

(1)

its

vened.*
af ia
(d)
To the Clerk and assistant officers, for the courtesy, fide:
ity and ability with which they have performed their laboriou:
and responsible duties.
’
(¢)
To Hon. J. A. Dodge and J. A. Whitcomb, for their gen-

"REQUESTS.

who

which he has, presided dver

Star.

fifty-third volume.
It is able, Pn
and progressive.
All
communications, should be ad.
dressed to Dover, N. H.
.
2
- Terms ;—$2.00 Ber year, if paid strictly
in advance; $2.20 if
paid within
the

New rent

,

Morning

_ is a large religious

land where Telegraphy is practically and
ers
ly taught. Young
men or ladies dyoors of becoming Telegraph Operators need look nofarther.
Expenses reasonable.
Send fox-particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.
3

deliberations, and we would express our sympathy with him in
the bereavement he has suffered since the Conference conI

Signed, by Moderator and Clerk.
:
Weirs, N. H., July 29, 1880.

He faces the shore, but he is pulling,
for

the ship; thivis the

promptness and impartiality with

.

.

selling are removed from the land.

1

*HE LOOKS ONE WAY AND PULLS THE

:

to work

courage

with fresh

inspired the friends of temperance

_on, until the’ curse.of liquor drinking, and the. crime of liquor

Rub

it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists, ‘Pricags and 50¢ per bottle

y

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

Resolved, (1) That as we close this the twenty-fourth session of our General Conference, on this the one hundredth anniversary
of the existence of our denomination, -and as we gather
around the grave of its founder, we would take cognizance of the

a

and all Skin Diseases.
+

will cure the disease and remove yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted to cure.

At 12 o'clock we sat

under the shade of -the scattered

|

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

48. Thursday morning, July 29, was fair and beautiful. At
seven o'clock the steamer, Lady of the Lake, left the wharf at |

=

.

For Man and Beast.
. «2 surescure for Wounds,
\

CLOSING RESOLUTIONS.

ih

Osg
;

7

of

(7)« That we especially éficourage the formation of juvenile
temperance bands in our Sabbath-schoels and the purchase oi

- =

—

THE DAYAT NEW DURHAM.

(8) That fermented wine should not be used in the communion service and the church or minister who uses it deserves

in North American Review.

17635

L

TR

Gducational.

BE. gE. Hale

to the

409 Wash-

y19

morning,
I find it is not truth to ‘me, I
4(g): That the use of tobacco is an unclean and unnatural
services rendered
and the favors granted; which have under God
will be the first to -unsay what I have
habit and should be indulged in neither by ministers nor mem;made this Conference a most gratifying success.
:
said, and to relieve you.” All of us, in
bers of the Christian church.
:
© (2)
That we acknowledge our indebtedness,
T. E. PEDEN, Chaigman..
these modern days of mock sincerity,
(a) To the Conference Board and the efficient local Commit:
have heard this sort of apology for some |
tee which-have acted under their direction, for-the painstaking,
half-hearted statement. But
we have all
and satisfactory manner imwhich they have petformed their im- T)IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming €o:; New
ADDRESS'TO Mgs. R. B. HAYES, contemplated in the
10)
taken care not to hear it oftener than was
York.
This schoel was never in better condi.
portant and trying dutiés in making arrangements for our comfifth resolution.
!
_tion for Hofng Sworongy work in Academic Instrucnecessary. Nobody goes to charch to
fort and enjoyment.
DEAR MADAM: - The General Conference of Freewill Baps
tion. No primary instruction. With three. care.
hear a man tell what his doubts are.
If
fully : arran
courses of study. The.Classical,
(6)
To the ministers and churches of the New Hampshire
great congregation assembled in the centennial
tists, and the
Seminary
and English Course. For full cat&logue.
he have no convictions, he need not stand
entire’
with
adopted
H.,
N.
Ground,
Yearly
Meeting,
for
their
efforts
and
generosity
in
providing
freq.
Camp
at*Weirs
meetings,
Fo
:
Principal.
ihe
;
in the pulpit at all.
;
-unanimity the following resolution:
(See Resolution 5.)
entertainment for the delegates coming from west of New Eng- “address
IRVINGB. SMITH;
He 3
So much reason hasa man of conscience ". In presenting to you a copy of this action, allow us to conland, “and we would not fail to include the pastdr, church and
MADE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfid\d,
for refraining, in the pulpit, from bring- * gratulate you in the success of your efforts to abolish all intoxi: | people of New Durham and the neighboring towns who have
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
ing prominently forward questions which
contributed so abunduntly to the pleasure of this day:
.
cants from the festivities of the Executive mansion, and to
cal, Seientific courses of study
both sexes.
he is only learning to answer, and doubts
(¢) To the Moderator of this Conference, for the dignity. Full board of teachers. Expenseslow. thank you for it. .And we assure you that this brave action has
which he has only begun to

Co.

3

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULL
’ WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.

:

~esolutions read at Weirs were to be revised by the chairman
and in his absence additional ones were adopted, the Clerk ha-

censure. -

and terms

]

ington St.. Boston, Mass.

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Church

I

On Wednesday: evening, July 28th, voted that when this |
47
Conference adjourns it be to meet: to-morrow, at half past

:

temperance literature in the libraries.

to-morrow

:

Send for cin

Twombly

al

(6) That we endorse the aims and methods of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union: to give wotian the ballot for
home protection against this evil which falls most heavily upon

her.

ready market.

46. Voted that an apportionment of one cent per resiy
dent member be assessed on the several Yeaily Meetings composing this Conference, towards: the: payment of its necessary

ference to prepare said memorial, have it signed by the proper

If he

© 2%0

«45:
Voted that the/next Conference be held in three years,
and that it commepge on the first Thursday in October, 1883. *

for the

her receptions, and that a committee be appoihted by this

LE

The Gommittee on Necrology was appointed as follows :

Rev. N, C. Brackett be printed and circulated in the South.

pure aud.noble stand she has taken.in bangshing wine from all

of the

in making his audience believe it.

States,

RT

43.

S. Curtis, J.'M. Brewster and R. Dunn.

’

hour, while an enigma - is proposed for
+ (1) Resolved, that while we thank God for the victories al"which a solution comes at the end. The" . ready gained, we would, in this centennial year of our denomimastersof preaching state. the solution
nation, reaffirm. sith increased emphasis our uncompromising
first. - The, pulpit announces the truth.
hostility to the intoxicating cup, and pledge ourselves anew to
True, it may be the preacher’s businessto ‘the use of all prohibitory and moral means for the: utter supstate opposing error.
Then he states it. “pression of thesale and use of intoxicating liquors.
fairly, and ‘gives it its best show, that he
2) That we have no fellowship with, those chureh members
may confute’ it the wore thoroughly. who, in tl light of the 19th century, se as beverages intoxicat-.
But the real investigation of truth Is to be
ing liquors including ale, lager beer, wine or ¢ider.
:
pursued elsewhere,
It is followed out in
(3) © That we can not, as consig®nt Christians, vote for men
the study, or in personal discusston,.or in
who are not clean in their faith and practice in regard to ‘this’
the comparison of the best results of other
great evil.
;
:
Vk
investigators. Itis only by a figure of
(4) That national legislation, prohibiting: the ‘importation,
speech-that a preachér affects to carry
exportation, manufacture and sale of alcohol, is the final necesalong a body of hearers, made up of peosity for the extermination of this evil, and we approve the action.
ple of every different range. of informaof Hoh. H. We Blair, Senator fromsNew. Hampshire, and his
tion and ability; intQ real study for the.
co-laborers, in their efforts to secure national prohibition ir* first time, or the orginal investigation of
stead of national license.
sat 1
:
;
a subject where they were in doubt when
(5) That this Conference present a memorial of gratitude to
he began.

variety of fancy work, for Which there is always a

¥, Beatty, Washing.

’

stockngs ib
in 20 minutes. :: It’

complete,

I

invented.

e ever

hon

ries of the past, intemperance still remains

an

Daniel

ne, . :.

41. Voted

Cl

Address

atas
trizl. . Cata

:
;
= soil “the hess Famic

0
19 WANTE

ly

TIT eee? Sides FSV CRERY guna

_rdBes not go there to tell people what his ommend to all our churches organized and continuous juvenile
temperance work and commend for this purpose the Ritual, for
doubts are. There are other opportunijuvenile temperance bands, prepared by Rev. E. W. .|
ties for that. If he is" a manly fellow— - organizing
Porter, of Lowell, Mass.
7
:
ty
&
Weirs, N. H., July 27, 1880.
:
and, if be be not, he bas no business in
(5) Your Committee further recommend such changes ‘in
-the pulpit—he can discuss these doubts
that the Conference Board appoint the Historithe
lesson
leaves
as
shall
improve,
grade,
and
adapt
them
to
the
ical Secretary.
at other times with those who help him
present wants of our Sunday-schools./
i
A
42. By direction of Conference the Moderator appointed Siin the discussion. But, speaking in ‘gen- HE
;
i J. B. DREW, Chairnian.
las Curtis; I. D. Stetvaft,”]. M. Brewster, Ransom Dunn, A. D.
eral, and admitting that there are execepWilliams,”W. L. Noyes,-S. D. Patch and G. F. Mosher, the
tions to ‘the statement, no man should use
: ay
Historical Conmimittee.
The Moderator was added to the Comthe pulpit for the proposing of enigmas,
\

—

:

rq

4 Set Reeds,

ASS

:

God that has preserved our lives to meet at this time in connection with the General Cotiference and the Centennial of ‘our be‘oved denomination. =.
;
Wa
(2) Resolved, That, in view of the’
great. prosperity and
success that have attended the efforts in behalf of Christian Education and an efficient Gospel Ministry among us, we are abundantly encouraged, and pray that God will carry on the good
work thus begun; to meet the ever increasing demand of our de-.
nomination, our country, and the world.

.
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;
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TOP

‘resolutions which were accepted and entered upon the records.
cr
Tr
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:
of Conference, as follows:

:
#
ors. OONFERENCE.
WINES or JHE LUELLA
;
-(4) Regarding with special favor and
approval the temper-
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The Homing Star.

- home near Old’ Orchard
: advantages which the refining agency of ron at his
‘beach, in which he related some of his
_sensible women's society affords.” Let us not be. too. impatient with this early experiences in the temperance and;
anti-slavery cause, and unfolded his views
£7, 1880. ew
_ WEDN ESDA y, ‘GOTOBE
if his very words show that in desiring of the dignity and responsibility of “the
hd
the elev ation of woman, he iis putting the ' ministerial profession, of the practical and
G. F. MOSHER, Editor.
.
| whole question on the grotad that she vital nature of the Christian religion, and
Aa All communications designed for publication
will thereby become‘a more valued, slave of the nced of Holiness of life in those
should be addressed to the Editor, and ‘all letters to her lord and master, her, husband. The who would see; God. He was then - al-|
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisheri-Dover, NH.

ready looking into the

‘object to be gaid
is esthetic culture,.and
this can not effectually be accomplished
THE INTER-SEMINARY CONVENTION . unless our women are lifted up and out
While we write, the convention of .del- of their present ignorance and superstitions ; so‘let us

egates from the different theological semdenvention is to discuss the general subject of missionary work, with the aim to
increase the interest in thissmost impor-

labor.

An

in-

slow growth

. teresting programme has been prepared,
consisting of addresses and papeis. on
Inissionary topics by eminent

same degree
and persomal

clergymen,

theological students, and the missionaries
who are present. Nearly all the semina-’
‘ries, we believe, have delegates in attend-

®
-

ance:—One,

at least, is

present from

He was. burie@® last

cemetery on the banksiof the

education

the,

as does man.
_The same
the Christian Register article, we also
glanced at an editorial in the Christian al

be a lack of interest in

sentences :

impor-

Saco,

near

ed in by Revs. S. Curtis,

I. D.

We Jjuote

portance of it.

y

:

opportunities which the church is throwing away as the little children toss the
‘grains of sand back into the surf, and
which she seems to consider equally
valueless?
Thus it is that this question of woman 's

«

a donation

this convention could ring

lands.

If

out the cry

that would assemble such an army,
blessed would be its influencey—

ENA

how

es,

ter able to gain a

:

livelihood for ‘them-

selves and for their dependengs ;: and also

that they may

not

be

prevented

from

entering into regognized fields of
Oo ny

tian activity.
The writer

whom

we

have

Chris

quoted

speaks of the awakening of {linda
en,

and

claims

that

* the

wom-

solicipude

-We have to record the .death of Rev.

Theodore Stevens, which occurred at his
home in Saco, Me., last Thursday morn| ing at half-past nine.- Mr. Stevens was
born in Limington, Me., ia 1812, and

‘was,_one of three

brothers

Freewill* Baptist ministers, the

who ‘were

nine “fines

of

tee in Boston on the “15th inst.,

ing
the
was
the

and. hav-

visited a son in one of the suburbs of
city until the following Monday, he
suddenly seized with congestion of
lings while on his way home in the

scious release from

en drudge, ‘we oan not derivg “those } siting in the
"

s

lines England leads with
steamers, France comes next

sixty-three
with eigh-

make

up

|

BR

:

}

»

inferests of the Latin School, and

a)

with.sandy

side

the scenes of this

shade "of “an

ancient

been here last Sabbath evening to attend
our Mission meeting. _ These Meetings

are-a great help to our society as well as’
to the young people and children, and
they are doing good. It gives an opportunity to do a work among aclass of-peo.

ple who do not attend ordinary religious

services, and I can Jee
ee thatit. brings some
of them to our reg ar Sabbath services,”
This same church five years ago was {oo

low to * call” a pastor. This earnest
young brother took hold of the work and

it is now among our best churches —indeed in the matter of Missions it is second to none.:
KX delegation from the Pik church vis. ©

ited the church at Warsaw,

unday, Qet.-

*“At his right sits Prof. J. A. Howe, and

the pastors of the Q.. M. there were presrent Dr. Ball, of the Erie Q. M. ,R. Mar-

that

among the

minis-

Jews.
has not only preached a great

discourses,

but his
published

fifteen
jn

hundredth

sionary elect to Smyrna, whither he goes
in November.
Before them sit the, students, who in
the future areo become in’ some senses

the “Japanese

themselves liable

leaders and fyghers to our denominational
interests.
:

George, of Augusta, isa strong anid well-

formed

specimen of the muscular Chris-

tianity urged by Talmage. Young, earnest,

studious, tnd with the frame ofa giant he

bids fair to deal strong blows: for’ the
right. He is now supplying the Kenne:
bunk church.
§
J. Q. Adams,

a namesake

of the

old

John Quincy, comes next and you see one
whom you. feel is quiie the opposite in
muscularity and vitality. Calm, quiet,
retiring by nature, cultured, conscientious,

thefschool will

soon

send him forth

to

|

et, with a Jpeguliar

softness and

melody

in bis voice, known as a_good preacher
and studious, and not very energetic.
Frost, the returned missionary, is at

A Brooklyn man finds it so muchiof a blessing to give; that he is ready to don: ate $50,000to
Wesleyan University, in addition to the $800,
000 which he has already given it, on condition | the end of the fitt row of seats, gives out
that $100,000 shall be re sised by the JDext com- || the hymn
and leads in singing. He is
mencement.
hen | one of the ost original thinkers and powOne of the most striking changes
which || erful debaters in the
school. Sabbath
has taken place in the social’condition af Rome |
usually finds-him in Harpswell.
:

is revealed

in the educatiohal ‘fact

that that

Briggs hails from the Granite State and
city now:spends: $200,000 on its public sc hooly,
-is preaching in New Gloucester ‘where.
of which ten years ago it had none at all.
hig family resides. He has a pathetic
It isa pleasing sign of the timesto note in one
or two quite.-prominent citiés of our country,
voic®, winning,
pleasant manner
and
the experinient of half-days’
attendance for | makes
a most useful
pastor.
Careful,
primary pupils is proving a success. This is
slow, methodical, he builds for eternity.
in the line of a healthy educational reform.
But here is-cne from far-away New
There are eighty-two Mormon churches in

like

successful

this morning we have a visitor from Greece
at his left, Rev, Geo, Constantine, mis-

noticing

These chapels are designed for both school and
preaching services.

a Yankee than an Englishnsan, and would
by no means be regarded as the type of a
muscular Christian. He was very much
at home in this cheery assembly, and re-

Oue of our most earnest and

pastors writes: * I wish you oould have

300 are converted

sources, slumbering fire and strong convietion. You already recognize the PrinSipal, Prof. J ‘Fullonton.

minister to her churches. Otisfield claims
him
at present as supply. Gowen, pastor
The Presbyterians are doing practical Chrisof the Greene church, whose family lives
tian work in Utah, having dedicated six new
chapels in that Territory during. "the past year, | in yonder Wakefield louse; is spare,
qui-

whiskers,

He looks niuch more

jerky, powerful, and sfieak of hidden re-

We second the Christian Leader's advice
when it urges upon al] to “remember Lord
John Russell's
Christian and dying injunc,tion—only
three
carriages,
ang
no parade,
no procession, no vain display.

and his bright blue eye lights up a genial
countenance.

few locks of hair darker than the rest are
sprinkled about the ears and exgend down
the neck. From time to time he sets the
fingers of his right hand running briskly
through their sparseness and evolving a
bristling like.the chevauz de frise of some
old fortification. His motions are quick,

The expectations of the Pope as to the preva‘lence of Catholicism in AraeFica may be sur-mized from the fact that he has already formally announced five new bishops for the
United States.

~——AN. informal reception to Thomas
Hughes, of England, was given last week

fringed

a tall, spare man” His eyes are deep
set, lines and furrows cut by the sharp
tooth of age break ‘the facial contour, a

There are those in Prussia who believe ‘that
there is efficacy in the Scriptures; as we nostice that during the last year the. Prussian Bible
wociety circulated 97,764 Bibles and 10,733 New
‘Testaments.

ment, the second will not be wanting.”

in Boston by Messrs Houghton, Mifllin &

The students enter.
Before the table, on
which rests a Bible and hymn book, sits

BRIEF NOTES.

Some, at least, are laying

cause them to be carried.
Experience
has demonstrated that, given the first ele-

oppo“

“site the library.
J
The students breakfast at seven. »
now nine. The bell rings for praye

to the reproach of Bishop Hall that * those
who give not till they die, show that they
would not then if they could keep it any longer”

did we have, first, ships, of our own to,
sec
, enterprise to

Beyond are those devoted to the

England and Ireland.

these as eighty-two
be easier to account
lytes which arrive
York on their way

If we

should consider

recruiting statjons it will
for the hundreds of prosefrom time to time in New
to Mormondom.

The French Jesuits, expelled from their own.
country, have become all the more zealous.
We hearof their coming te England and the
United States, of their starting a mission in
Africa, and now that a number eof them have
arrived in Constantinople for the purpose of

Brunswick, Eaglish and to the ‘‘ manner
born”, tall, strong, energetic, and when
interested verging into the good old tone

and:yet only enough to win

his hearers’

attention. ‘He preaches at Parkman and
his name is Musgrove.
Wi iggin is of slight build, youthful and
ambitious, a hard student and worker.
He too comes from the Granite State and

preaches

in Lisbon.

Franklin with his family lives opposite,
The Presbyterian Publishing Company (Phil and has come from the *¢ Spindle city.”
Churches on commypion, “and they hold
that *‘ baptism naturally and scripturally adelphia) is to-issue.in- book Yorin 4 complete He is young, earnest, original, but as yet
precedes communion at the table of our report of the great Presbyterian. Council late- “has had little experience in the ministeriLoyd.” They also ap
to other Chris- ly held in that “city. The book will include al vocation. , Morey sits:
next with his
tians not to apply such
Terms as ** Exclu- the essays and debates in full, and will make a . head resting upon.
his hand. “A shade of
sivism” and *‘ Close Communion.”.
establishing a college there.

§

Central Association Notes,

ters of the Church of Scotland betweén 200 and|'

cloth

“market, and for which we could find one,

is

find

ps

10, and held-a ‘very interesting service.
The interest ut Warsaw is more hopeful.
The last session of the Genesee Q. M.
was held at Attica, Oct. 15—17. Besides

many

and. malinfactired articles,’ machinery,
&e., come chiefly from other .countries
than the United States, and these are Just
the.clagses 6f:goods for which we need a

pe

for
we

sermon has been
language.

the South

#3‘ cotton

Eb

now until January, 1882,
of a year’s subscription,

Mr. Spurgeon

The same journal also

commodities which

4

the

.

points out that it is noticeable that the
American trade, such

Star, from
the
price

bP 20

of our resent Offer to send

Itis worth

teen, Germany follows with fifteen and
Italy with seven.

In view

Of. these

tin and G. ‘Donnocker, of the Monroe Q.M. These all preached able sermons and"
added not a little to the- interest of the
session. - At the request of Bro. Martin,
Rev. J. C. Steele Wwasgppointed a corresponding messenger to the Monroe Q.

M.

This is undoubtedly a move

in the

right direction. If more of this fraternal
correspondence could be brought about
it would increase'the interest-and attendance at our Quarterly Meetings. The
next:-session of the Monroe Q. M. is to be
held with the church of which Bro. Martin is pgstor—the Byron church. He is
expected that Dro. Steelg, J. M. Crandall and others will be present from other
Quarterly

Meetings.

:

Rev.

aby; and-Ackron Ph
but is not
wholly supported by them.
He intends
to give a portion of his time the present
winter to evangelistic work,
Bro, Donnocker seems to have talents that fit him
particularly for this work and ‘has been,
we understand, quite“ saccessful, The
Nori Newstead-church has recently been
organized by the effortsof Bro. Donnocker; it is situated seven miles

from Indian

* Falls and fourteen miles north of Cowles-

ville.

As there seemed to be little ot no

business to transact during

the

morning

Saturday, the time usually devoted to
business was-epent in an informal discussion and review of the needs of the Gen-

ésee Q. M.

The letters from the church-

4 were supplethented by a verbal_report

2

from the’ pastors. Bro. Steele spoke hopefully of the interest at Attica. ° They have
recently carpeted the church and made
other needed repairs. The Sunday-school
is increasing in interest. They are adding to their library and have recently purchased new Liymn books for the use of the
choir and congregation in public worship.

Bro. E. Crowell spoke of the work

Bethany. They have suffered
deaths and removals, but are
and expect to live. Bro. Bates
of losses by death~ in ‘the
church. The congregation at

>

at.

much from
still alive
also spoke
CowlesvilleCowlesville <._

is increasing and the outlook is” hopeful.

The interest at Warsaw was thorough
ly discussed, resulting in a resolution
as expressive of the sentiment of the
meeting—that we assure the brethren ‘
volume of solid” and permanent value.
The
at East Warsaw of our hearty sympathy
price will range from $1 to $3, according sadness lingers upon his face ‘and we re- and promise them whatever aid it is in
member he has lately buried” his little and
to'style of binding Sd sompleienes of mat‘lovely daughter. He preaches in Gray, our power {o render. “A sister from the
ter.
where he lives, and is a native of New| Folsomdale church madexan earnest plea
Most Youlkioes will regard it as an evidence
for her church. They are weak buat unof common sense on the part of Colby, UniverYork, is of slight build, quick motioned,
willing to abandon the hope of life. Masity in suspending
the publication of the Latin and served inthe late war.
.
rilla
church is also withofit a pastor. All
catalogue alumnorum, and .issuing in ‘its
Graves, he
an early gradluite |
place'a general catalogie in English, to be
these
interests oughtin some way to be
of Bates, is of large build, calm, yjuiet,
published next year.
The Kennebec Journal
saved
to the 'Q. M. Saturday evening
slightly
hesitating 1in his speech, 4 clear
relates that ¢‘ the English catalogue will take

notice not only of college honors and appoint | and forcible thinker,
negt, studious, needs
-ments, and’ of ordination in'the sacréd min-

|

istry, but of the
ates of the college

achievements. of gradu
fif”all walks of life.”

Benominatignal Hetos,

conscientious,

only-a

ment of vitality to nigke

| ful pastor.

re- -inforce-

a most

Chur'ehill, of Maine,

ing at Mechanic Falls, the

ear-

succes.

preach-

lawyer of the

was given to the Womyan’s

Mission Socj-

ety. “A political meeging fa the ‘village
prevented a large attendafice, Lut a good
integest wad “anifest

and

an

excellent

programme enjoyed. The meetings: “an
/Sunday were rich in the enjoyment of the -

schol, for he has hitherto. ;pursued- that
profession, as a positive and earnest young spirit of the Master. Two during the day
man.
Ile* occupied the pulpit of Court arose and requested prayers.
. An interesting revival is followihg the
' Street, Auburn, church last Sabbath.
© A Visit to the Theological School.
At. the:
“
labors
of Rev. Wm. Walker.
has
but
just
entered
upon his Theologi“ A mile from city hall and close under
last sdssion of the Freedom Q. M., held
cal
studies
and
will
be
greatly
benefited
David’s mountain knee}s Bates college,
at Webster's Crossing, ten requested prayby his course.
extending its palms,classic and theologic,
ers. Bro. Walker 8s continuing
the
in benediction upon its progeny .in those | Remick sits Ihst. He is of slight build, meeting.
LL
‘serupulous
careful
in
dress
and
manner,
ly
‘courses. Crossing this broken field where
Rev. G. P. Liriderman, of Phaenix, exmen and teams are busily grading a and lives with his wife in yonder brick pects to aftend the next session of the
building known asthe Dea. Golder place,
foundation for Parker Hall’s twin brother,
or sister, (for I see hereabout evidences | while he regularly Supplies the Shans.

of an increasing element in collegiate life

ville ‘church.

. There are others
young man that gave

Cattaraugys, (N. Y.) Quarterly Meeting,

It is hoped that others from a distance:
* may be in attendance.
nog Pres one.a
J. H. DURKEE 2, Cor, Sec.
promise~of

great

usefulness a year ago is slowly Sela
the eternal felicity of his reward.
His
name is Boyd and he lies lang
ng:

blob
—-

years old, and they showed no falling off school. , On the ground floor we have
A Word : More.
¢
in that power which had charmed her coun- the kitchen, dining hall and .. private
¢t The best way oo: resume,” is to retrymen 40 years before, In 1567 he pub- rooms, used by. Mrs. Tracy,
Matron, Newport. surrounded by the care of loving
lished a book entjtled' *“ The Romance of formerly of Minot. One flight above and friends. The students pray tenderly for sume,” said IHoruce Greeley, and often the |
the ‘Republic,” a strong and effective you see ‘the suite of recitation rooms. his recovery. Each reads a verse, pray- best way to do a benevolent work is to
story, ‘illustrative- of the workings of That corner room is used by Profs. Rich er is offered by, the, Principal after the do it.
All readers of the Star who availed
slavery, which proved very popular.
and Hayes. The former has charge, of singing, and then Rev. Mr. Constantine
addresses
the
stutle
ts.
He
speaks
of
CENSUS
4b fh SR J Senseo
themselves of the privilege of that imagithe Hebrew classes, and fortunate is hu
THE NEW
SUNDAY-SCHOOL QUARTERwho falls under the influence of that en: the progress of Christi nity in Frag, the nary journey, to Harper's Ferry with Mrs.
work performed in the west.end of Laqn- Burlingame must feel ** I want's hand in
Lv. We are able to announce that ars thusiasm’ fof bh4s favorite study.
rangements have been made to publish a . Of course you have read his little work don by ladies inthe coffee house, of his building the new chapel at Harper's Fer
Quarterly for (use in Fj ewill Baptist on Nahutn and been delighted ‘with the own wonderful conversion while listen- ry.” You may have the privilege. The
Sunday-schools. One of or most active purity of diction, the beauty of picture, Ling to a preacher in New York whose Woppan® 8 Society has now, nearly threo
Sunday- -school workers
hag‘charge -of it, terseness, humility and yet strength "de- language he could not understand, abd of hundred dollars pledged and n gdod porare there not
nd we are confident that the publication veloped in this choice little paraphrase. the importance of making the Bible fa- tiom of it paid. And
will, all things considered, be better and 4%, Prof. : Hayes smiles kindly upon the miliar; faith unwavering, and conflict
seventy other women in the dgnominimore acceplable for use in. our Sunday- exegetical efforts of éach new comer and the end in_ behalf of a living Christ.
tion who will pay or collect ten dollars
schools than any other that can be found. patiently unwinds the entwisted thread of consultation, of the students resulting a ‘each now
1
before the close of the yout 7s
’

|\

.

have

member of the “Executive Committee of voted much time and litera¥ labor to the ‘in the presénce of the gentler sex), we
promotion of their cause! Some of her entét a long, brick building, four stories
books were produced after” she was (0 high and which contains the Theological

the Board, ‘and ‘hig judgment ‘on important questions that have been before it al
“most never betrayed him.
He aftefided 4 meeting of this Commit-

An extract is made from an "article writ- | present life. In the midst of his stricken
ten by a native and published in the family he entered that life that is veiled
| Journal of the National Indian Associa from mortal eye, but is promiséd to those
tion, upon * Hindu Domestic. Reform,” who, like him, fight the good fight and
.
which says that “so long as the social keep the faith.
We
recall
a
conversation
which we
restraints upon Hindu women are eonheld
with
him
one
day
last
August,)
‘mere
be
to
tinued, and they are.thought

+

college,

Howe.

hope*all our pastors and friends will
make gn effort aid procure new subferibers.

eldest

among native gentlemen, respecting the
is
education of Indian woman. ". .
not confined to those who have come train, which at length developed paralytic
under missionary influence, but is found symptoms, and so gave him an uncon-

among all sects of the. native religions.”

Hillsdale

it comes to parting with money.

It seems to be a plain case that the Asof sociation was committed to open-commun“A writer in the Christian Register closes whom
is still living in. Charlestown, ion by its Confession of Faith, but that it
an artidle with the following paragraph:
"Mass. the second having closed a life of proposes to adhere to *‘the ordinary
activity and usefulness in Biddeford, Me. “| ‘usage of the Baptist churches on comIt must be apparent to, all thoughtful
minds thatthe general movement. thre ough- in 1878."
munion.”
ed
out the world in behalf of women is not : The subject of this sketch was
wi noted for
an accident, 1 or caused by unreasonable
With —TnE death of Lydia Maria Child,
discontent, ; ut. that it is due to the his rugged qualities of character.
prompting
the divine Spirit which unswerving itibrity sand a fearless fidel- which occurred at her home in Wayland,
- moves upop the heartsof men; when the ity, to convictions he united 4 tender heart Mass., last week, removes one. of the
time is ripe for radical ¢ anges. . It has” and deep concern for the welfare of men. prominent workers in the abolition movedifferent manifestations in‘the
i
various na-.
ment when that cause was quite unpopuHis ministry’ was spent chiefly in Maine,
‘ (tions, but everywhere it means education,
lar.
Her * Appeal in Beh f of that class
where
he
did
useful
evangelistic
work
im
? development of the individual, -and pre-4
his earlier life, and where he has always of Americans called African)” was hii exparation for deeper, fuller, nobler life.
Like much of the language used in writ-" ‘been highly esteemed as a counselor, pression of ideas and principles many
ing on 'this theme there/is in this para- pastor and friend. He was an active years ia advance of her times. She, with
grapha pride of words,alove of generalities abolitionist, and was at one time nominat- her husband; odited the , National AntiSlavery Standard at New York in 1841.
and a taste for imposing magnificence in ed for Congress on the Free- soil ticket in
The ¢“ Progress of Religious Ideas,” pubi
f
Maine.
:
* the interpreting of the future; yet we
He was ntimately connected with the lished in 1855, was her last important
readily admit that there is an awakening
depominational
institutions, having | been work, During the civil war Mrs.Child was
in several quarters in behalf of larger
liberties for woman to do as she pleases. a member of the Executive Committee of an earnest laborer in the Union cause, and
. More limited#8 the number of womens “the Foreign Mission Society from 1857 to did her part in bringing the public mind
who possess the desire, and make that his resignation in 1875, and a member of up to a recognition of the chief requiredesire manifest largely through the si~ ‘the Board of Corporators of the Printing ment of the time, that slavery should be
len
of influence, that the hindrances Establishment from 1847 to the time of abolished. She exerted herself strenuHe was also for many years a ously in belialf of the freedmen, and de“shall be removed 80 that they will be bet- his death.

NOT AN ACCIDENT.

to-

this country may control the South Amer-

present

sessful in its mission of making the men
of Gedt! proughly furnished unto
every

Hairy)

ignored with the greatest coolness, when

Heneerit is desirable that the delegates
rights and woman’s wrongs, of the artifi- ceived his friends with a cordial dignity.”
“irom the seminaries be actual students
cial circumscribing of woman's sphere ‘——THuE first report we get'of the meetin them, and not all graduates. For we
.and the interpreting of her mission for ing of the: Philadelphia Association of
should reckon among the best influences
her, is being agitated more and more. Baptists, Oct. 5, to which we recently
«of the convention the return of the young
Surely, if the outer circles of that agitanien to their classes, there to impart the tion have reached distant Indfa, the writer alluded,as having been organized on an
basis, comes in the
inspiration that they may have got from first quoted may be pardoned for calling open-communion
following note in the Independent :
ils meetings.
it a * general movement - throughout , the.
"Our challenge to the Philadelphia BapThe convention is to embrace both the world.”
—
}
pnd Ao.
tist Association has led them to adopt a
home and the foreign work, The field is
4
rp
Ee
Ate
series of resolutions to the effect that they
the world. The spread of the gospel is
Jregard the Philadelphia Confession as
REV.
THEODORE
STEVENS.
~waiting for the army of missionary laborfavoring the ordinary usage of the Baptist
~ers, to proclaim its truth in all

heirs of the 1atd Hon.

practical solution of the problem ty which

steamers, with a fleet of three.

a few

grand opportunities which are presenting
on every hand for woman's best work,—

_ ject for which it is called. But ‘these
-will be likely to drink more deeply of the
missionary spirity and carry back: hearts
burning for the work where befote there
was only a cool assent to the genera] im-

the

Stewart;

Itis described as a very pleasant
Every church in the country ought to Co.
dents that, in thé earlier years of their
Bostonign frigidity”
and might have its poor visited sy stemat- | affair, the notorious
history, gave themselves to the foreign
ically by omen; the: little ones looked being. put into the bacRground. Among
missionary cause.
But even these insti- aftér by women ; the sick, and - especially
these present were Mr. Emerson, Nr.
tutions have latterly shown a sad falling- siek women, visited and prayed with by Longfellow, Dr. Tolmes, - Miss Phelps,
offin this respect, so that al the recent women ; the ignorant, the. degraded, the
fallen —yes, the fallen, dear, dainty la- Mrs. Whitney, Mr. Aldrich, Dr.. Bow* -ineeting of the American Board in Lowell
and
many , others, _ including
dies,—looked
after—and especially those ditch,
one of the most seriously: considered | of her own sex—by
women.
All this and Bjornstjerne Bjornsen, the Norwegian
. questions was, how shall the missionary. more woman can do, and offen do it far
poet and novelist. A correspondent of
She is the Springfield Republican describek Mr.
spirit be revived In'these and similar in- better than ¢an be done by men.
willing and ready to do it. Yet the
stitutions of learning ?
churely comes to a halt, and virtually Hughes as- *“ an‘older mab in appearance
This convention will, without doubt,
gends out the command, “Send all the than sorte of us bave imagined; other.. have much to do in solving the question. women to the rear’—and this when they wise
the
photographs
fairly repre1A part of its effect will, we fear, be lost’ should be in the van! When ‘will the
sent him. Tle is of medium hight, slenin the attendance only of those who are churches wake up—will they ever wake ‘der and slightly stooping, his thin face
up P—to a just and full appreciation of the
already more or less interested in the ob-

*

notes,
in

futons youth.
4
i, Here in close proximity to the reading’
Waldron, of Michigin, knawing that it |,
‘room is that of Profs. Fullonton and
was Mr, W aldron’s intention to make

in the

foreignssteamers, with a fleet of one
this latter paper would by no means be | hundred and three ships, running to South
understood to believe in ¢‘ woman's pas- America, and one line of American

tant sphere of work,and a great need of a |
The truth is, men have held the organmissionary revival, at these centers of ization of the churches and the apportion“theological training. Max Muller voiced ment of church work in their own hands;
the , greatdruth about the Christian relig- and not only so, but in carrying out that
work they have, if not wholly, at least to
‘in when he said it is pre- eminently a a very large degree neglected to secure
missionary religion. But by common
and.develop what might be one of its
consent, the spread of this religion is most efficient agencies—the woman. * But
peculiarly-intrusted to the young -men woman has not been idle—thanks to her
noble character, she has"gone on with her
who are preparing themselves for the sa- work as best she might, and she even
cred work of the ministry.
If their prin- works in the churches. In one church
cipaliobje¢t’ should appear to be to train and another you shall find a Woman's
themselves for the comparatively limited Sewing, Circle, a Womans Committee for
sphere of the pastorate, are they mot de- getting up a Christmas tree, or a -church.
fair for renewing the Sunday-school librafeating the prime purpose for which God. lity, or a Woman’s Committee. for supfply=:
called 1 them into his vineyard ?
oo ing new cushions to the pews. But in
As we remarked in a ‘recent issue of how many Protestant churches is woman's
this paper, the most honored part of the work given its right and proper place?
Who can name a dozen such churches of
work of-Amherst and Williams colleges the 60,000 in the United States! Bit how
and of Andover theological seminary ap- much, and what important kind ‘of work
- pears in the large number of their stu- is she pre- eminently fitted for 2,

iai
J:
i

of aids

‘remember the. school in your
prayers,
that it may do efficient work
and be. Bug.

+0000

THE

‘his home. ~The services were appropriate and impressive, and were . participat-

that there are at

ordination of woman ‘to the-unceasing
duties of the permanent pastorate,” yet

sivity in the church.”

most

‘thought apd brightening Taney of adven-

dictiondry,

variety

come forward, without any ‘legal obligation
to do so, and presented- $15,000 to
J. W. Parsons (his pastor), J. J. Hall,
the
college,
for the purpose of endowing
J. M. Bailey,
E.. N. Fernald and
a
professorship
in such. department of
P. W. Perry.
Ee
| study as the Trustees may elect. Of
course the college gratefully accepts the
CURRENT TOPICS.
that woman possesses the’
of personal responsibility —— SOMEBODY ought to be found, some- gift, and will devote it to the ‘* Waldron
accountability to her Maker body-should make- “himself known - tothe | Professorship.” = We wish such noble ex-American public, who has the courage amples were more numerous. Too often
and the ability to render some sort of a the known wishes of deceased friends are
week in which we oticed

sented.. If every member of these semi- naries could be "present 'and- experience
-the quickening of the, meeting, it would
.be a blessed thing.
For a long time there has been felt to
this

quarter, or 20 cents a year.

and, ‘including’ map,

Comméreial
+ Freewill Baptist seminary at Lewiston; | Work, upon ‘ Woman’s work in the ican trade. The Boston
and we hope | that Hillsdale is also repre- “Church.” While seriously “objecting to Bulletin has collected: facts which show |

\

‘study of the lesson, will be only 5 cents a

in
his chosen field of mental and moral
science, but ready to enter and disclose
new treasure realms to the enraptured.

‘questions, and a

world to

Monday,

stintibely you feel that heajs master ‘of

for circulation by {lie 20th- of December, | ‘the situation, keen and discriminating

whose borders hé-had come so near.

and refinement of our ~ women..
This
would seem to be. the reasoning of the
(3
Hindu reformer.
After all, this is not so differéat from
the argument of some people in the occidental world. The idea is of extremely

inaries in this country is in session .in
New Brunswick,N. J. - The object of the

tans branch of €bristian

advocate the

unseen

sophistry and lays bare the warp of the the \selection of two delegate
s to’ reprefabrig,. picks out the unimportant, and sent them: before the inter-se
minary conreclothes the
skelefon of. argument
for missions held in New
BrunsWith substantial yet beautiful attire. . In. J.,and our visit is over.
Reader,

Its success will depend mainly. upon the
patronage which it receives, and we hope
that pastors and superintendents ‘will at.
least give it a trial before subscribing for
any other similar woke “It will be ready

iu

i

i

on

5

(3

z

Many:of

(he™ subject

of Attica, had occupied three evenings of the:

stinence,

needs

of

Every one visiting Harper's

Ferry

re-

the ¢olored people.

~~.

:

prosperous under the efficient labors

;

of the Woman's Missionary Society,
Dover, N. H., will be duly forwarded.
ot
:
"M. 8, WATERMAN.

The

—

C.
:

D.

Dudley,

A

prayer-meeting

it was

has

at Ev-

ansville, Revs. O. H. True, J. B. Gidney -and
A. G. Brande'were called as a council to
meet with the church, Oct. 13, for the examin-

ation of Rev. F. M. Washburn, who has recently come to the demomination
from the
United Brethren, and who bas been “supplying
the Evansville church since July. last. The
council met av time and’ place assigned, and

J.

views, were

:

of

the

highly

satisfied with

{

in Star of Oct. 20, Mrs. J. W. Davison people at Evansville,
aud also in thé Y. M.
should have been Mrs. J. W. Winsor,and |
the name.of Mrs. G. C. Waterman should
be added.
:
Aas
Quarterly Feetings.

Bice 20 Be
Eastern.

\

revival

which ‘began

to develop

will he not come

itself about

church of its

given,

Aug. 9, a meeting to cori-

sider if anything could

be

dome

indebtedness.

has

"1

work

the

afflicted

embarrassing it for several years, was, called,
and all interested in the prosperity of the
church were fhvited to attend. At this meeting the question was asked, shall we make'an
effort now, to pay off the indebtedness of the
church, amounting to between twelye and
%. thirteen hundred dollars. This question wus
answered
unanimously
in . the aflirmative,

has called

ice by the first of Jun. , so as to'hold the

€0.,

DICKINSON,
New

1}
the

subject

at the

beginning of his

second

Meredifhi

Center

church has

been

The

without

pastor sincethe resignation of Rev. F. H.

a

Lys

ford sometime last winter. Rev. 0. Butler, a
former pastor for muny years, preached severul Satihaths, daring -the summer.
Since that

. time, I¥v, Dexter Watéhman,
one of the fath“ors in dur aninistry, has been their supply.
tev. G. H. Pinkham, of Franconia, has lately
preached two Sabbaths, and efforts ure now

being made to engage him.

as pistor......The

Free
Baptist church
at Canterbury
Center
is the smallest in the Belknap Q. M. in point of
numbers.
They worship with the Congregationalists, and have a preacher of tlieir own

Since the death

order every fourth Sabbath.
of

Rev.J.B. Higging, who was

instrumental

‘in gathering
the church, Rev. A. D. Smith in

addition to 'his .othér ministerial work, was
Rev. A.
pastor two years, ‘closing last May.

, Deerigg now supplies the pulpit.
We
learn that Revs Joseph Fullonton,

of

small

"Raymond, recently attempted to clear a

I, "piece ofland by b rhing, but the fire spread
rapidf¥, and in attempting to control it he fell

bor, John

Grant

and

Wm,

I’. Kinney

pastor of

church,
Rev. C. W.

the Lawrence

:
has.closed his

Dealtry

with the ¢hurch in Water, Vilage,

and hing ac-

| cepted a call to th church at North Sandwich,
" This church is noted

for

Sab-

interesting

its

£ivext session with the church

bath-schgol, the banner school of Carroll

at West

by

letters and

Next session
Dec. 10—12.

“

tor.

Commiinications ‘muy

be pddressed

to

Rev. J. W. Scribner while gathering apples
afew days

ago,

by

the

breaking

of a

limb,

79, and had a joyful time,

o

= Three

ook as favorable for‘*our cause now as at
any time since we were organized by. Elder
J. S. Manningm 1878. Our people are very
poor. The prejudice that formerly existed in

* was precipitated to the ground, # distance of
fifteen feet, where he was found after about a
regard to our open-communion is fust dying
half an hour in an {nsensible condition. After out.
:
;
a short time hé allied and is now
able to go
Next session with the church in Algiers

about, but +s not fully recovered from

shock!

Iv

the

on. I'riday before the 1st Subbuth
J. BLACKSTONE, Clerk,

’
¥

sion should be sent
1
hi

Weg 8. 1.

muuion

BO

ee +

o

Bates,

;

=F

77,

Rufus

diseases that ¢ause pains in the lower part

Free

Dealtry, North

Com-

‘

Sandwich,

N. II,

M

Becker—M

E

C Paine~J

H

Phi}

Jips—A TL. Russell—S A Stow—M A Shephard—C
I Spaulding—ULB. Savage—J G Vanskiver =H H
Wallace—E Young— Lewis
~
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A

Organs.

only
For

Diabetes, use Warner's Safe Diabetes Cure.
For Sale by Druggists and all Dealers at 81 25
per bottle.
Largest bottle in the market... Try it.
H. HH. WARNER
& CO., Rochester,
N.. ¥.

_ 4t40eow

a

“the World. Easy payments.
Lausing, Mich.

YY ARRANT
ONE BOTTLE A °

piv,wo
ty

|b

|

WOR

| Fuss

HAZELTON,
. HAINES,

Sendfor Pamphlet.

Sold every

J

H. D, FOWLE, Chemist, Boston, Mass.

on,

10c.
his

Clinton: Bros.,

12mo,

Comprehensive.

Library in itself, = A
TELLS
HOW

sure

A Cotiplete

3

Q

ed_§ Case
ie for LiveStobkd
it, Magage

business

; Make Money.
And Sees Happiness.
~s |
Saves many th
its cost every
Season. 860 pages.
140 Illustrations. - +Send

J.C. McCURDY

for

Circulars

and

terms

and other things necessary to know

to

& CO., Philadelphia, Pas

‘AGENTS
MAK
ONEY. SELLIN
AS
aS
TH E RRARRaNe

and useful Home

Book ever published,
fi

e Press, and

th

life, health

ds
of Pracpaper, Clear

UNPURCHASED

ieces of music

as representative

for £5.00. - * The

|.

Tt39eow

OPI

HABIT CURED at home, privately,
at low rates
1,000 cured in 10
years.

Don’t

4

fail to.

write

Landscape,
10c. D0

DR:

MARSH,

i)

Mich.

Chromo

Gilt-Edge’

|

FORSEEDINS
AND EXTRACTING JUICE
FROM AL. RUITS so BERRIE
EVERY FAMILY NEEDS
ONE.

13tlieow

Cards, etc., name

Cards,

Co., North Haven, Ct.

10c.

+.

on,

. CLINTON

&

-13t4leow

SSE ARR

:

EI

HIA

SR

PA.
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HARDWARE

00K

AGENTS
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TRADE.

WANTED

UNLIGHT AND SHADO

JOHN B.

|
ERK0TAl

liberal

New Music
Opera

by

Scenes, Anecdotes, Incidents, ete.,

John B. Gough.
wis,
This record —now for the first time published—is replete with
The

brijiant

music

That TARRANT'S

JERUSALEM.

:=.

(81.00).

By

will

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup; and
Every affection of the

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST;

will

find

no

‘better

=
eee.

S70

CONSUMPTION.
PHYSICIAN WRITES:

“It does not dry up cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
* "thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names. Be sure you get

on the wrapper.

B50 Cents and $1.00'a’ Bottle.
& SONS, Bos-

Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

Elegant, All New, Chromo, and Scroll Cards
h Hw two alike. Name nicely printed, 10e. Can
8, Northtord, Cr,
2it36eow

DITSON & CO., Boston.

MARKThe

CAR

po)

®lish

;
Great

En.

Reme=

1 RADE

Nervous Debllity
cand
Weakness,
result of .Indiscretion, excess or

of the

Seltzer Water, containing
celebrated German Spring.

all the virties of the
It is always fresh and

always ready,

and

for its efficacy,

portability

ALL

thus

commends

DRUGGISTS

‘HAIR

itself

to all

and chedpness,
HAVE

IT.

graduate from the Tele,

tp

-

RENEWER.

This standard

article is compounded

greatest care.

with the

at

.

Its effects’ are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
wy
wr
- Ttrestores gray or.faded hair to ite youthful
color,

It removes all eruptions, itching

and

dandruff;

glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair grow thick and strong.
Asa dressing nothing has been found
so effectual, or desirable.
.
¢
.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Algayer of Massachu-

SY

“HR

TAKING.

aa-Sold|in Dover, by W. H. Vickery,
& Co, wholesale agents,

Lothrops

George

Bogton:

vis

sneer

dma

setts, says of it:

.

5

& Pinkham and by druggists everywhere,

ep

represents

and the scalp by its ase becomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it! restores the capillary

and nerv-AFTER

ct Thy

APERIENT

Yegetable Sicilian

:

ous system; is perfectly harmless, acts like mage,
and has been extensively used for over thirty
ears with
great success.
+ Full
"Particulars
n our pamphlet, which we desire to send’ free by
mail
to every one.
#@~The Specific Medicine is
sold by all rugEiste at $1 per package; or six
packages for
$5, or will be sent free by mail ontre
ceipt ofthe money Dh dress
;
7
THE
GRAY MEDICINE CO.
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich
C. Goodwin

address

+d, Conn.

HALLS

ly and radically
cure
any
and
every ,case
of

BEFORE TAKING.Lrain

terms,

glasses of, Sparkling

|’

MARK

dy, will prompt.

overwork

Foy

Department, New
Hampton Commercial Colley
New Hampton, N. H.' Send for circulars.

:

37

including

Superbly illustrated.

Anthem

new
($1.25), by JchnEMERSON'S AN.
Emergon,or AN.
O. Perkins.
y
mailed for above

prices.

OLIVER

SELTZER

Skilled operators

/,

Book than our
AMERICAN ANTHEM BOOK,
son, Tenney and Abbey, or
THEM INET 25), by L. Q,
THEM HARP, ($1.25), by W.
Specimen copies of any book

'

not

O. Emerson; Temple,
($1.), hy W.'
and Method for Singing Classes,

(60 cts), by A. N. Johnson.
HOIRS

to Agents.

in each bottle thirty to forty

2t42

Choirs and Singing Classes ror«c
our thre€ superior buoks: Voice of Weorshi
($1.), by L.
0. Perkins,

things for all.

Telgraly Tigh!

« E. Parkhurst.
Depicts thédall of the great
city as foretold by Jeremiah,
and is solemn
and
musically rich in character.
i

°

ever 0;

Worth Remembering.

by

will render this a valua)

Sacred Canta=-

OF

best chance

tO RTHINGTON a 60o Publishers,

(£2.00). * Just pub-

terson.
(£1.00).
Is of fair
length for public performance. has 17 numbers,
imeluding Songs,
Choruses, &e¢., and good. and
interesting programme and music.

FALL

”

pa hos. humor, and good

:
CHRISTMAS, & Cantera vy 4; ©, Gn

|
|

Years’

Abroad.

"sind

Books!!!

Verdi.

story, with its accompanying

|

and Amusing

gathered from 88

Exnerience on the Platform and Among the People, at Home

AIDA. lished.
This well known opera is got up
in attractive style, and the price is low for the
amount of music furnished,
The quaint Egyptian

St., Boston.

ror

GOUGH’S new book, just published, entitled

Reminiscences of Thrilling, Pathetic,

With

Tr

WELLS,

W. FOWLE

AENEAN

PHILADE

}' THE

this celebrated composer,
ble acquisition.

Prepared by SETH

A PERE VE

ENTERPRISE MANUFG.CO
:

discounts on large quantities. Send for our 40-page
Catalogue of varieties.
;

tort; Mass.

ST.; BALTIMORE.

Hilti

most

desirable collection that has yet appeared.”—Boston Gazette. Toinduce
musicians to try this music, I will send
one portfolio (only one) for BO cents, Siamps taken.
Address R. W. Shoppell, No. 60 Bible House, New York

FOR SPRING FLOWERS.

A WELL-KNOWN

W. BALTIMORE

of the

Pet ‘music by the greatest composersof
Germany.
As Germany stands first in
music, this collection is, indéed; a rare
one. Fach piece i8 @ gem. Printed by
Litolff, on fine paper, full size, #ving
both German and”
Jnglish words. = The collection is divided into twelve portfolios (six of vocal and six of instrumental), each portfolio
’ containing from nine to fourteen complete
pieces. The
portfolivs are beautifully. ornamented in colors and by
full-page cngravings—12 different engravings—makin
+ them exceedingly attractive for the music rack or stand.

~ GROGUS,

18 Hawley

& 206

MUSIC

. TULIPS,

B.T.

&
DURABILITY.
112 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

WORKMANSHIP

WAREROOMS:

HYAGINTHS,

4t41

PRE-EMINENCE

Which establishes them as uamequaled in
TONE,
H,

s

|

THE PUBLIC

Upgn-their excellence alone have dttained an

204

Quincy,

PLANT

|

FORTES.

By request, Framtz Abt, the eminent
composer, recently
selected from Lit-

Price, 50 dents each, or the twelve

ind: HOM
Eins, Lov rice, Sells
I'nll description and terms
free. Address

With

p

FIFTY YEARS BEFORE

- 4t39eow

Fully endorse

@

5

PIAN

to

and happiness.

>

nine
whicn GOMPLETE
over nous”
keeper wants to know.
The most attractive, intefosting

type, beaut
everywhere!

3
te)
&.

ang it up where children can consult it.
Refer them to it in answer to their inquiries,or to show them
. the reasons for your advice. It almost guarantees them
ood looks and good health, **It is the best book of the
goo ever written.”—Hall's Journal of Health. Sent by
Address,
mail for two silver dimes, or seven 3c stamps.
R. W. Shoppell, No. 60 Bible House, New York.

Care for Sick, Manage Children, Treat Acelden
Entertain Comping, make. Home
BeGutingl nu
Ap Y.
an
ts of othe
by Clergy, Scholars,
I tical
Housekeépers,

bound in

olfi’s German Establishment (the greatest mugic publisher in the world), 148°

Farm’

guide to successful farming.
Cultivate all Farm Crops.

5

3

pages, large

50 illustrations, strongly

long

BROS.

New Eng. Gen’l Managers,
: BOSTON;
.608 WASHINGTONST.,

cloth and boards, with a loop to hang it up

romote

Send for Catalogue.

-All fully warranted,

- HUNT

by.
In Simle language it tells children
(and old folks) all about’ themselves, best
ways to eat, sleep, sit, walk, dress, bathe;
all about the hair, teeth{ nails, and a thousDOCTOR

cannot fail to-

variety of styles, at prices which

‘suit.

6toew

i

BETTER

BILLINGS.

The above well-known Pianos are unequalled in

Clintonville,
26teow38

Jane Taylor's Health Book,64

Farming for Profit:
Accurate,

-

LE'g | Regia

Toa7s Agents to Sell the Standard Agricultural Book] ,

New,

work.

;
Vielin and Piano
Duets.
Neat 80-page collection.

Low rate of interest. For terms, address

For

best “Best Blood Purifier.
It is the
known remedy that cures Bright's Disease.

n

self-instruct-

A complete

MARKETS almost at your door.
(® F.uest Farming Lands in ®

imme

Female Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, and
during Pregnancy
it has no equal.
It restores
the organs
that make the blood, and hence is the

With the signature of “I. BUTTS

Baldwin—A

Brown—C E Brockwuay—J _C Bartlett—D Cox—J
BO Colby—L T Dedrick—J Frehch—E B Fullér—
S Hudson—Henry, Johnson & Lord=C A Hilton
—A Johnson “GH
Jackson—J W Lucas—A ©
Teavitt—Purfleld '& Goodrich—L

and

complete

can.

HOME

%

O. M. BARNES,

[ro

of the

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF’'WILD CHERRY,

Money Letters Received.
Blake—E

Liver

or any number at the sameqprice.

Portland,
(25122)

Ohio

you

and TERMS

and

| 300.000 ACRE
Long time.

farm when

TIM

£4

With the BEST

My Fall importations of 300,000 Bulbs is
now at hand. ‘1 offer dlyacinths at #8, $10 and
$12 per hundied; Tulips at $2 and $3 per hundred; Crocus ato cents, $1 and $2 per
hundred,

Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
.
(526438)

Rev.C. W.

“

BUY on your OWN
’

body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches —Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all. difficulties of

the Kidneys,

Deering,
;

I. G. Ridlon, Adhdae, Maine.

NL

_Yorr time or money renting
a

Fine FARM

Is made from a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
Value, and is 4 POSITIVE Remedy for all the

Physicians and the

Treasurer

DOLLAR

WHITE, SMITH & CO., Boston, Mass.

watches to all partsof U.8.to beexamined
before paying nny morey Undonh'ed refs
erence, N.H.Wite,J ews.er, Newuri, N.Jo

Rae
Jppointments,

to

TE

asd io
04 Phila1287 7

My New Illustrated Price List describing

household remedies worthy of confidence. They

churches

=

over 100Gold and Silver Waltham Watches
sent fora 3c stamp.
It tells bow I gend

are superior to all other Porous Plasters or Pei
cines for external use. Price 25 (eats.
4140

a.

Ca

50 Name
Jomn,

y

secular,

Anthém or Solo for Choir use,
each month, also 4 to 6 Secular Pieces. Per year, .
with premium, $1.60. Send stamp for sample,
All sent postpaid on receipt of price.
bi

abt

t34

All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards, (No 2 alike.)

to all others.
We consider them one of the very few reliable

have lately been admitted into the Q. M. with
ood prospects for an increase. * The prospects

commencing
in Jan.

2 :

1

where.

Bensen’s Capcine Porous Plaster,”

We
ps
Hotices and

S

Adapted to teachier’s use.

i
ast
20 years, FOR SO SMALL AN AMOUNT OF MONE hiv
caused opposition‘to its sale. Sent by express to all parts
Ed the U. 8. onzeceipt
of $1 per bottle, and money returned

Business Potrces.

On-

attentive . congregation,

Dea. J. H. Beacham, Water i

Vaken,

cure

with the Kickapoo church,
2
:
"D. STILLWELL, Clerk.

brands of Porous Plasters.
Public prefer
8

BLAKE

BLAKE'S DOLLAR

delegates.

will’Baptist denomination.

next |

Co., freonta, commencing Friday evening, Nov, 19.
.
D.
M. MILLER, Clerk.”
Bro. Dealtry is already in his new field.
The
NEW ORLEANS Q. M.—Held jts-ast session
Water Village church i now in need of a’ pas- kat the 5th KF. B. church on Havana street, Oct.

“and for the 1#rge and

Stamps
;

and

Suits cornet and piano.
Filled with gems.
$1.
TH
FOLIO
contains a new Sacred Quartet,

Ithaca. The most of the-churches

represented

FOR THE

2636

10c.

sacred

instraction and teacher’s use, A practical work.
$1.
y
J
\
fd wd
Method for Piano. A

’

|

{
Post-Office Addreshes.
ed recommending u series of meetings to be
dil
Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y. to
held with each ¢hurch.in the Q. M. Churches
whom all wissicn money within the hounds of thé
wishing for extra meetings to be held with
ot
Ouantral Association should be sent.
them during this fall and winter, can’ corres. Miss Lura A, Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(251)
pond with the committee, which consists of D.
REV. K. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
M.. Miller; of Oneonta, N. Y, and'N.
H. froin the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
h2t
4
Bridge, of Ouleout.
All money contributed for the Maine. State Mis-

labors

- .

pages,

Instructor for Reed Or-

Bate0

>

Q.M.—Held its last session with
in

WANTED

#00

BLAKE'S DOLLAR mirsiorte seston

=»
rl

wy

AGENTS

=

Music

old and new. Biographies of forty leading comiyosers. Most interesting Singing Book ever pub:

Broadway,

Clerk.

Alexander Carr, the aged, as licentiates, Rev. |
IE. Graves arrived from the Springfield Q. M.; |
HE EAI SS,
and Rev. Alexander Taylor and Ba Colpitts, |.
Kree.C. Baptists, from. N. B., came over to |
Quayterly Meeting Notices,
help us; The Lord made their visit very salu- | GEAUGA & PorrTaGE QoM,, at Hiram Rapids
tary. Much;harmony existed in. the business | Nov.
12-14.
J. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
deliberations. Contingent on that happy. feaPRAFRIE CITY Q. M.<dommences
Friday before
ture much spiritual interest arose in the meetthe 4th Sabbath in ¥dv.
J. KE, BAYLESS, Cll.
mgs for Conference.
Tie morning prayerLANSING ~ Mich. 3Q. My, will be held
. with the
Lansing churchfNey: 121
Opening
sermon,
meeting were full of the c¥yingoutof the
Friday
evening,
by
Rev.
F.R.
Randall.
Brethren,
soul after the living God; and the preaching
let us all be on hand and plan for a good
ciumof God's word byikldérs
Graves, Tabor,
paign this winter.
I. P. BATES, ‘Clerk.
Grant, Taylor and, Colpitts, impressed with
BELKNAP Q. M., with the Franklin Falls church,
gladdening cheer thie feelings of the Q. M. and
commencmg- Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 2, P. M. Openreached through the pressing audience.
The
ing sermon on Tuesday evening by Rev. G. C.
C.M. EMERY, Clerk.
sermons on the
Nabbath especially will, T Waterman, of Laconia.
WoLrporo Q. M. Ministers’ Conference
will
It
‘blessing.
lasting
a
trust, be attended with
meet with 1st. Ossipée
& Wakefield church on
was evidently the espousal of many souls unto
Friday
evening,
Nov.
6,
at
6
o'clock.
Business
Christ. The good reports coming from some
(1) To complete the re-organization “ofjthe Confer.
Danforth
the
especially
of the churches,
ence.
(2)
Discussion
on revival work
church, where six have recently put on Christ
:
IRA EMERY, Clerk.
that
feeling
good
- WENTWORTH Q. M., at. Factory Village, in
|in baptism, and the general
| took place, enabled the members of the QQ. M." Canaan ,commeneing, Friday Nov. 5,and continuing
over the Sabbath.
Business
conference, Friday
Muy our
| to gain a high spirituality of mind.
Opening
sermon, Friday evening, by
Lord send a season of general prospeps afternoon.
blessed
Rev,
J.
D.
Cross,
of
Vermont.
of
ity throughout our land, in the conversion
—_— Wn dimen
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.
many souls, and the wide extension of the
GIBSON Q. M,, with the East Clifford church,
Messiah's Kingdom-in our day.
.| Nov. 5=17. Conference, Friday Nov. 5, at 63.0, P. M,
}
J. V. TABOR, Clerk.
Let every church be represented by full delegation.
. 0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

(Mass.)

| CINCINNATI, OHIO: .
:

A

Singing Book, by S. P. CHENEY.
AMERICA

[3

:

BAILEY and C. A. WHITE.

BAILEY'S SCHOOL
Reader,
News, for
all grades of Suhbis sin Home Circles.
Plain,
practical and attractivé,” 50 cts.
wn
<

HENRY

WFAN ER NE 178

GRAND RAPIDS Q.M, will be held at the Porter
Hato the flames, lost consciousness and was
OTSEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
school-house,
commencing at 1. P.-M., Nov. 5.
[severely burned. He was rescued in a eriui- | the Franklin church.
All the ehurches were
Teams will be at Casnovia, Friday,on the arrival
reported except one, A very interesting sesof the train to convey those desirous of attending
| eal condition,
i
sion was enjoyed.
The Franklin chureh is in
the Q. Mp
T. F. BAILEY, Clerk.
Rev. C. A. Bickford, of Farmington, is con- excellent working order under the faithful |
isan
ieul es
sidering a pressibg call which he has received labors of Bro. Butler, Resolution were pags-

to become

'

Or 865 Broadway, N. Y.

.

Se
VOICES.

brilliant array of Musical Gems. 75 cts.
Songs and

JOHN CHURCH « CO.,
»

, 63 cts,
adler MIXED

VOI

SINGING,”

GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest.

Reports from the: churches encouraging.
A:
council was chosen to examine the Rev. E.
W., Stevens, late of thé Wesleyan Methodists,
who gave satisfactory evidence of his call to
the ministry, his ordination by his former
brethren, and his present views of. the doctrines of Christ. - Council veported favorably,
and he was received as a minister in the F'ree-

and

OF

n every case of failure.

the church

Hovrrox Q. M.—Held its autumn session
with
the Weston church on Oct. 8. The
choice for moderator fell on Albert Kelly,
Esq., and for secretaries on Elder J. V. Tabor,
and W. P. Kinney, licentiate.. The ministers
present were ‘the pastor of . Weston, J...W.
Carr, H. O. Gidoey, F. H. Bubar, J. V. Ta-

year’s

| pastorate, was ** The Siege of Jericho.”

243

or

a Sele Plotorial Jocks a ae
uced-33
per ¢git.
onal
Publis]
delphia, Por sant. 5
es

in the

=

oe

For the price of two or three lessons, you can have F. W. Root’s

.

‘

SAUK Co.

W. H. SMiTH, Clerk.

services of Rev, C. E. Cate for another year,
commencing the first Sabbath in Oct.
His

A

York.

POROUS PLASTERS,

New Hampshire.
The church at Lake Village has secured

Manager,

10¢. 40 Transparent
Moore,
Brockport, N. Y.

session of the Q. M. in its They are a noble |
band of brethren who maintain their public
Take Care of the Children.
.worship and Sunday-schoel, notwithstanding
they have no minister to preach to them regu-"The
system
of the childtakes in the seeds of
larly...
Most of’ the chur&es have regular
disease morp readily than the adult, therefore
preaching and Sabbath-schools
the year round.
and an effort was at once begun,
and
before
The Howard City church is without a settled
parents “should exetcise great care, and not
pastor, as Bro. R. D. Lord has left them 10 atthe meeting closed, there was about four hunallow « Cough or Cold to run until the seeds
dred and twenty-five dollars subscribed, and | tend school and fit himself better for the great
of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis and Consumpwork he has chosen.: Oh, how I wish we had
a committee chosen to solicit subscriptions. Th
tion are sown in the system.Dr. XN. G.
many more like him, consecrated to the, work
of the gospel ministry. The fields -are large,
a few weeks there had been more than enough
White’s Pulmonary. Elixir is a remedy well
and pressing the needs of this new and fastsubscribed to pay every dollar of the indebigdadapted to these diseases in children, and
growing country=~bro. Freeman, of Lisbon,
ness of
the church, and what is worthy
bas been at Howar}l for a few Sabbaths and it should be-used freely on the first appearance
of a Cough or Cold.
Eof ‘meption ix, every
dollar of . the
subis hoped that thegf
may secure. him to labor
with them.
. Moftitt is doing a good
scription was ‘promptly
paid,
thus epabwork in Crystal and was chosen at our last
ling the church to pay every dollar of its inThe Chicago Times says: Warner's Safe
session as a missionary to labor in. the bounds
debtedness,
and to have a few dollars leftin of the Q. M.
Kidney and Fiver Cure is highly endorsed by
Saturday afternoon an excellent
In the eventhe treasury. . On the evening of Oct. 21st; a covenant meeting was enjoyed.
ministers, judges, physicians; surgeons,by men
ing the W. M. Society held an excellent servof literary and scholarly distintiow; and by
meeting was held at the church for thanksgivice. The president, Mrs. A. M. lord, was
. ing and congratulation, at which an historical present,
individuals in all the walks of life.
2t42
conducting the services.
The cause
>
address was given by the pastor, and _cbmimu>
of missions was presented ina few'but forci- |
* nications were presented from all thé formek ble short speeches from brethren and sisters
PERFECTLY SAFE IN ALL CASES. For diseases
paid into the ‘of the’ Throat, Lungs, Croup, Whooping Cough,
pastorsof the church whose
location Wis present. The sum of $6.07 was
| Colds eté., Downs’ Elixir is a safe, ri ¢liable and.
treasury.- Sabbath morning as was _announcknown.
A prayer was offered, and the eyer>
ed, we assembled at|8 o’clock to listen to a effective remedy,
#ises were interspersed with appropriate sing- ‘sermon by Bro, Johnsen.
But, on account of
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters act upon
ing. “At the close of these services, those who the drizzling rain but few were present, But: the Stomach, Liver and Bowels, remove all secre.
the Lord enabled Bro. J. to preach us a good
tions, purify the Blood, and fortify the system
were. so disposed, repaired to the vestry and
sermon from the text, * Wilt thou not revive
against disease.
partookof an old-fashioned
farmer’s supper
us agains” speaking of the necessity of a reHORSEMEN.
Ask your merchant
for
nry &
vival and the means of securing it. The reviprepared by the ladies of the congregation.
Johnson's Arnica and Oil Liniment, and
val spirit seemed to be present and all took
The evening was spent very pleasantly and we
it always in the stable, to use in case of acpart in a conference meeting until 10:30, when ‘keep
.cudent.
Ei
IN
4140
believe very profitable.
It was an evening
another sermon was, preached by Bro. Smiths,
RRS: AGUS Wala,
not soon to be forgétien. “Truly the Lord is of Granville, from the text, * Upon this rock/
%
rs
I will build-my church.”
The people seemed
with his people, and blessed be his holy name.
hungry for the Word, so much so that after a
One person was baptized by the pastor of brief intermission they listened to another
the Agusta church, Sunday, Oct. 17. Others
sermon from Bro. D.-H. Isord,
aftec which
the ordinance of the Lord’s Supper was celehave been received as candidates. for baptism
brated and a collection for Home Missions was
who will soon go forward in that ordinance... _taken of $4.28. Sabbath evening it b¥ing rainy
Rev. R. A. Proctor, of Rangely, is -encours
and dark, there were but few resent, but-a
aged and hopeful in his ngw field. A preach. good social meeting was enjoye and we look
back upon the work accomplished by this sesOver 2000 Druggists have voluntarily offering service every: Sabbath
and a growing
ed their Signatures to the following, which can.
sion, and feel that a stronger Christian life!
Sunday-school
have
impressed
the
people
be seen at our office.
i
beats through our whole Q. M. as ithe result.
Messrs, Seabury & Johnson,
with the importance of a suitable place to
Next session of the
Mbuteafin Q. M. will be
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMISTS,
held with the Bloomer ¢hurch, Jan. 1 and 2.
worship in. A lot is aJready secured and the
“ For the
past few years we have sold various

next step will be to erect the house.

ansas;

GRADED ANTHEMS, © franc? 52
TO EE Cl
rr
THE UNIVERSAL S58E72%,eo8
S58

thatit lection of

50 ELEGANT CARDS, 5Fstyles; with name,

YUP

i

Lawrence,

and

a perfect vocal method on a new plan, and

EXETER Q. M.—Held its last session with
e
the church at East Bangor, Sept. 10—12.

were

so simple

“In ten years we have made 8,605 loans without
the loss of -a dollar, Funds
wanted
to
loan on first-class security. For references
&c., send for pamphlet
J.
B. WATKINS &

the Green

E. B. FULLER,

progressive

a manner

| a large colléction of beautiful songs.
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.

delegation was small. The meetings were all
spiritual and interesting.
Next session with the church at St. Albans,
Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 2 P. M.
V. D.SWERTLAND, Clerk.

and to the

Master

;

In

“SCHOOL

PRODUCTIVE:

the Starksboro’ church,

with

Dec. 10--12.

z

them to do. The church~at Carson City are
endeavoring to build them a house of worship
upon the plan of ** pay 43 you go” and have
succeeded in erecting the frathe and getting it
inclosed, and hope'to have. it, ready for serv

been

pi

Next session

most of which reported a settled pur-

poseto do the

to relieve the

which

feast,”

its Sept. ses-

:

and COMPOSITION

SINGERS,

COMMERCE,
i

SECURITY LARGE MND

Mountain Seminary, and its
creation - and
erection is due to their efforts in the past, and

.Iasses,

warm exhortation of the brethren, we thought
truly that the Master had come to the feast.
Saturday we assembled at 9 o’clock, and enjoyed a precious season of prayer and conference for nearly two hours, when the business
conference was called and reports of churches

one year agg™ontinues to manifest itself.
Some few have recently started for the king«dom.
Those
who started
last winter .and
spring are doing welly and "the meetings are

deeply interesting.

to the

BANK
OF
NEW YORK.

:

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY

PAYABLE AT

cess; >and with their words and personal influence labor to make it popular among the

with-sickness so* that our hearts’ were cast
down.
But when we met on Friday evening
and listened to a®good warm
sermon from
Bro. Lord, from the words, * What think ye,

i
- Maine.
;
2
. The church in So. Berwick is still enjoying
4 good degreeof religious prosperity.
The

NATIONAL
3

By 1. MARSHALL.
The

CHOIR BELL, €Fovning Success among

Church Music Books. Many riew gems and a few
old favorites. $1. Sample copy, 75 cts.
By D.F. HODGES.

$1.00 by mail.

both’

Eight Per Cent.

INTEREST GUARANTEED.

sion with the Waterbury River church.
Rev.
L.G. Clark, from the Corinth Q. M., and
Rev. C. Kerby, from the Enosburgh Q.M.,
were present and added to the interest. of the
meeting by
Christian words and greetings.’
‘We trust the session was one of profit. The
following resolutions were adopted at our last
session at. Waterbury:
Cy
:
Whereas the F. Baptists have
a seminary

‘of learning™ at Waterbury Center;

Wogan,

they should endeavor to make it alliving suc-

Moxtearm
Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church of
Bushnel, Sept. 17—19. - A very
profitable season wagenjoyed.
When we ar-

rived we found many of the brethren

M.—Held

Miss Mary E.

and

fa

may be called a SELINSTRUCTOR.-..The.old-|.
48.0f5.. wi!
=
befogged systems are too complicated to be practicable: ¢¢Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,

Western Farm Mortgages.

- Sunday-schools

future,
Te,
7
Resolved,
1. That we esteem, it important
that all F. Baptists in this part of our Q. M.
shull inform themselves of its’ necessity, benefits and wants,
.
:
- 2, That with both their money and scholars)

Installation
services were
holden
evening, participated
in by
Revs,
True,
Brande and Gidney.
‘Bro. W. has already
won a large place in the confidence of the

Woman's Missionary Society informs us
that in reporting the Board of Managers,

good.

its success depends upoh their support

after-hearingBro. Washburn rejate his ex-

oe

Secretary

usually

HUNTINGTON Q:

first held,

perience, call to the ministry and doctrinal

AE ffl, foi

The

its

-Agreeablelo a vote of the church

Executive Committee, H..F. Wood, G. S.
RTA

debt of
a

bave beén maintained with good interest. The
Marral church, the youngest' member, has
contracted to have a church edifice erected this
fall. Collection for Missions, $6.12."
Se
Sp
D. BATES, Clerk.
.
? SA
:
hit

inthe Q. M.

Wisconsin.

The officers ‘of the F. B. Temperance
“Union for the ensuing year are, President,
A. L. Gerrish; Vice Presidents,C.F. Penney, O. E. Baker; Secretary, H. F.
Wood; Treasurer, A. A. Harrington;

CORRECTION,

college

raised
.

who’

was also elected moderator, Religious interest

and has occupied the chapel.

I. B. Temperance Union,

Ricker, C. A. Hilton,
Mariner. .

Hillsdale

has

Patch,

and 8.

e

Michigan.

outgrown the hall in" which

Bd 0-0-0
Sn on ono

hs

Opening sermon by ‘Rev, O.'D.

2

Mr. John Tracy

Miss Minnie

of Salisbury. Oct. 13, by the same, Mr. James W.
Atha, of Marion Co.,
West Va., and Miss Rhoda E.
Chase, of Meigs Co., Ohio.

MARION (0.) Q. M.—Held its fall session
Oct.

and

D. Smith, both of Sutton, N. H.
At the F. B. arionags in Huntington, Okt. ‘13,
by Rev. E. B.
Fuller,
Mr. Osman S. Kenyon and
atie C. Place, both of Hinesburgh.
.
iE
Oct. 12, in Rutland. 0, by Rev. 8. H. Barrett,

pry
nod

with thé Grand Prairie church,

C. Davis

a

_ Is the ONLY work that teaches

man; REV. JOHN C. WALDRON,of Orange, N. H.,
and MRS. MAHALA M. HUNT, of Laconia.—
In Sutton, N. H., Sepi 4, 1880, by Rev. A. B.,
Drew, Mr. Adoniram

:
pee

THEORY OF MUSIC

.

In Laconia, N. H., Oct. 16, by Rev. G. C. Water-

se-

through to the last.
Rev. G. R. Foster, of
the Odesss church, preached Saturday evening
«and on the Sabbath. We enjoyed a rich feast,
and ol that it was good that we had met to-

|

‘Western.
The Leslie .ehurch
$500.

church in having

gether.
An
de
The Jan., session to be "held with*the Veteran church. - A. P. HOUGHTALING, Clerk,

L. D. Preston, gave him a surprise party, the
“pounds” amounting to $23.
lili

Married

did us much good. vo indeed

cured so able and devoted a man. There was a
revival spirit manifest from our first session

of N.

Ramell,
the superintendent. On the evening
of Oct. 15, the friends and students of Rev. R.

‘sent to MissL. A, DeMeritte, Treasurer

He

congratulate the Attica

and

Master. Some unconverted have of late express-

And now Christian women, let us have
that $1000 all subscribed and paid in before the close of the year. All money

,

able

ed a desire to be saved. The 8. 8, is especidlly

- and gladly contributes of his megns. ~Already about halfof the $15,000 needed for
building the chapel has been contributed.

L}

very

and laboring prayerfullyin the causeof the

‘turns full of enthusiasm for the work there

SH

are

any of our churches will do well to secure
them,
,
rg
Ws
The church at Fort Jackson is well united,"

” doubtless there are those in every ' socie- ty who lack interest because they have |
not informed themselves of the

These lectures

mone.

x

IRL

Music Baoksfur

|

_, FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.

Pal

Rev. C.H. Jackson, Mills Mills, N.Y.

week ‘with temperance meetings, therefore |
the
Q. M. commenced. with a gbod spirit.
Br
ele also gave us three good gospel. ser-

of temperance.

© $10 in, addition to what they aré al- Bro, Steele brings the Bible, both Od Testaready doing, The very%et will involve ment and New, to prove the duty of total abthought and hence be an educator. - And |

‘Books Forwarded.
Esha
BYNAIL
TE

the Elmira church Oct. 8-10. Rev. J. C.Steele,

deliv-

ering a course of gospel lectures, with the Els
mira church, on

irs

CHEMUNG Q. M.—Held its last scion with

el
. New York.
Rev. J. C. Steele, of Attica, has been

our Missionary Societies could easily raise ,

MORNING STAR, GOIOBER

4

q

$7

women to tifis noble enterprise.

Erica
x

Re

I

This to be a Centennial Offering of the

. =

TEENS
mmm—— 5)
WR
NE

Tun
iE

N|NN

<

a——

‘‘ I consider iy the

tion for its intended purposes.”

.

best

BUCKINGHAM’S

’

prepara-

fh

For the Whiskers.

3

DYE,

~

This elegant preparation may be relied on tochange the color of the beard from
gray, or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at dis:
cretion. Itjis easily Sphiied, being in one preparation, and
quickly and
effectually produces a per.
manent color which will neither rub nor wash off.
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Poetry

1
THERE'S
ot

Little

A SONGIN

THE AIR.

There’s a mother’s deep prayer

”

.

There's a tumult of joy

O’er the wonderful birth,
For the Virgin's sweet Hoy
Is the Lord of the earth}
‘Ay, the star réigns its-fire
\ While the Beautiful sing;

For the manger ofiljgthlehe
Cradles.a King. © *

ee

"In the light of that star’ |
‘Lie the ages impearled; . :

out!”

, “Oh!

wo Getler loop fof oa

Cogo's

.

7,

Ld

From the heavenly throng.

» Ay, we shout to the lovely
Evangel they bring, as
And we greet in his cradle
Our Saviour and King.
;

A CHANGE WOULD BE BETTER."

Or, my friend, let me ask, is it you?

came along,

How egsily it went up!

him,

And ministered oft to his need?
' Has your place in the prayer-meéting always
Been filled, when you knew you could go?
And the Sunday-school brightened and flourished
2
:

| up two or three feet!

At your presence and work,—is this so?

.

|
wo |

°
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‘speaking,

:
the

kite,

I am

Ning

At last Ning Ting” ventured

He

sat

breathed more

Ting’s

to let the

house,

but

gown

on the

freely.

spout

Was

and

not’ that a

narrow escape? but what fun it was also!

the apple-tree in the yard. .I can easily
hit the tep of that. Nice kite thisis!
I

:

have a great mind to keep-it.”

was

Off through the air he went sailing,
Wongee; and
he looked in at the: window while "Ning .and sat down in the top of ‘the apple-tree.
was, making his chopsticks fly in and out Who were those under the tree?
They were Foo Choo and his brother
of a bowl of rice:
Dumfee Horrors! ¢ What” if Foo Choo
’ Almost, uncle,” he said sorrowfully.

If was

autumn

time‘ iy

The trees were covered

China

with

gold,

land.’
.pur-

‘ple and scarlet leaves, that. looked like
tiny kites.

Some

them to flying

great wind

gay

as

would set

little

mandarins

spinning through the air in their bright
robes of silk, and then would come winter. Who.could fly kites in the winter?

Little Ning Ting sat in a high chair,

for his legs were short, and the table beTore him was tall. -

er.

an

“Look out, Ning Ting,” said his moth‘ You will tumble out SAE cas

Why you almost went over then!

You

should'see me !” thought Ning Ting. But
Foo Choo did not see that lump of fat up

ameng the red apples.
“ Dumfee!” called
out
“ Have you seen my kite?”
¢* No, 1s it gone?”

««.I guess so, for I can’t

where.”

:

Foo

Choo.
;

find it any-

din

Son

The voice of‘ Pongee
again heard:
‘<Little Ning, you had
better carry that kite back. -Better still,
own right up to Foo Choo now.
When

we are in a wrong

course,

we ought fo

stop right where
wrong-doings.” -

we are

and own

our

~ know, when they begin to go, go with ‘a
=.

le me dny-more,” said Ng Ting.
i Then a blacker thought came into Ning

Ting’s soul. “I will not _carry back this
| kite at all. “I will keep it. It is nice fun
I am sorry to'say he was thinking of sailing about so. « Ho for another applesomething wrong. He did want to have “tree! ~Get up, horsie!” Away went Ning
“Splendid, is it not?” he said. ** I
one more good time kite-flying, and there Ting.
was a Kite in the next house belonging to will stop in that apple-tree.”
To his surprise, though, he went over
his little neighbor Foo Choo, a. big blue,
red and white kité, and the covering was the apple-tree. He was traveling faster
Se
!
soft, bright silk. Little Ning Ting had now,
. * Oh, IT won't tumble, I am only think-

ing.

a)

the sleepy Ning Ting gave a fearful bob
with his head. If he had not been put

together strong, he would certainly have
bobbed his head off.

dng about?

~

—the idea going round and round in, his
little head like a wheel. “It would be
dreadful.”
:

What was he think-

That kite? He had a great

mind to go and get it.
:
““ No, no, that won't do!”
fit! ’
«He heard a voice. Uncle Pongee Won-

“ But-there is a tall elm-tree, and

it is

the

of

China

himself?

«Xes, the fut fan-maker

was

down

in

the

heavens.

:

Ob deur, Ning Ting missed the’ elmIt is wrong to do sin, and it is also wrong
© to think sin.
That isthe. way temptu- tree, shooting rapidly above it.

tion grows.

If comes ax a thongbt, -and

if we don’t turn it out

of deors,

Don’t

by

have

and

“ Pungee

Wongee, good Pongee

“Oh,

himself.

Stop at the beginning.”

ponseuse!” said /Ning Ting to
*{ Uncle

Pungee

Wongee

has

got very strict since going to the chapel
of the missibnary man.”

it's

most

at

each other,

and

‘“ Why, what's the matter with you all;
i
what

you've

got,” Johnnie

Gates,” spoke up Sallie, ‘“and we don’t
. “ Who says I -stole

denomination formed the head of the procession, which moved through the main

|

street, while all the shops were closed.

a melon?” cried

ed as he was by his
character.

His life was

mon.

a

constant

A

®

.

But scenes like that of the #eath and
funeral they had lately wiilnessed prepar-

ed'the minds of the crew for the access of
superstition. Soon after Teaving St.” He-

who,

he

said,

Won-

gee, help!” shouted Ning.

:

RE

flying the
| govse?”

kiie,
©

or

¢ Mrs.

I

Judsen’s, sir. - We. can

:

the

y

lv was a kite flying a goose.
i
Up migher und nigher Ning Ting went,
‘throdgh a cloud,

through

a rain-storm,

The teacher said:

see

=

where

of themmuch the

hope

every

one

this

inei-

from

dent, -and just now, before

the

comes fixed, resolve that

you

habit be-

will tell"

2

Well, as 1 had never seen. a .ghost, I
complied with his request; and, walking

into the waist,

the

watch

1 am glad to say that Johnnie did forgive them, and gave them a piece of the

were

gathered in stupefied amazement, they
melon all argund ; and I'hope that neither
pointed their trembling fingers to the |
they nor any of my little Feaders wil!

foretop, whispering

in hushed voices,

grow up to be tattling, gossiping

‘There she is, sir,—look at her.”

Yes, there she was,—a perfect figure
of a woman'in a white (dress, with outstretched arms and a ghastly-face. I will
confess that no little” astodishment was
hold this visitation with>half-opened eyes.

But in'a moment I'saw the cause of the

singular deception.

“ Boys,” I snd, * who will go with me

into the foretop and speak to her ?”
There were brave men among

the

At last, I said, ‘“ Do you

think

it

is my

place to go yp there and stow that topgallant studding-sail ?”
Then they understood the meaning of
the apparition. This sail,which,when not
in use, was lashed against the foretop-

mast rigging, had got adrift, and, spresd-

ing itself across to the foremast head, had
assumed the weird and unearthly appearance of a ghost. So this puzzle for meta-

have convinced them that they had not |

seen the ghost of Mrs. “Judson.— Captain

John Codman, in Hurper's Magazine for

October.

A

;

|

—————

THE

STORY GREW.

As Kitty Coleman

;

and Maggie Weir

were going:to school one morning;
said :

Kitty

staying too late. We
did not notice how
setting, and I was
might meet a tramp.”
any one?” inquired

At.recess Maggie said to Mary Ford :
“Kitty told me that she saw Johunie
Gates carrying a great big watermelon

home Saturday evening.

$$

a

Wonder where

MY. Harvey once met with some friends

in a village, who spoke to him of a poor

half-witted man whom they judged to be
well grounded in the truth. Mr. Harvey
resolved

to see the poor man,

who

went

by the name of ** Foolish Dick,” and to
enter into conversation with him. They
had not talkeddong together before Mr.

te

SAL)

Ltt
”

oben

gn

gathered

The

‘ment Vocabulary,” by Prof. Potwin,

D. D., of Lancaster, Pa., treats of the

In it besides

intuitive perceptions of Divine Being, Old
—
Testament Monotheism and Christian Theism,
and draws the necessary ‘conclusions,
The
History of Research Concerning the Structure

is an index of first lines, and an index of authors represented in the three volumes, giving
biographical dates, each author’s contribution
to the series, and the volume in which it is

found.

of the Old Testament Historical Books * 1s the

title of an article by Prof. Archibald Duff, of

The book is externally substantial and

attractive.

Airedale college,

»

:
ti
’
TRUE MANLINESS.
From the writings of
Thomas Hughes.
[Spare Minute Series].
Selected by E. E. Brown.
With an Introduction by James Russell Lowell.
Boston:
+
D. Lothrop & Co. 12mo. pp. 300.

philanthropy
and of integrity,

he. has

infused

his

these

qualities

into

spoken

without

more

in

man

afterwards,

the study of words relating to fire

cutting

Lowell

:
Mr.

which

‘separating,

and. shining,

and

rubbing

and

The Baptist Reriew
for the present quarter
opens with an article on Buddhism, by Rev, F.
H. Evgleth, of Toungoo; Burmah, in which

“the practical workings of this so-called * light
of Asia,”

are forcibly

sét

forth.

It could be

profitably read in connection with Mr. Arnold's

poem.

and

A very practical subject for a religions”

quarterly, ‘“ The Destruction of American
Forests and the Consequences,” is considered
by David D. Thompson, of Cincinnati; * Ex-

Hughes’s

he

and

or

has kindly given us the

substantially,

followed

bruising.
A paper on recent German works
-and University intelligence. ‘is added, besides a"

being

feeling

;

it is

and Semitic Languages,” the special topic of
'** comparison of roots "béliig taken up, in

of his * Tom
of his * The

One can hardly read the book
of &

England, and

by a paper by Rev. J. F. McCurdy, Ph. D.,
who continues his ‘ Relations of the Aryan

chapter of notices:of new publications.—An.y
always | dover, Mass; : W. F. Draper: ~~

egesis of 1 John 3: 9,” “ The Rational Grounds
of Theism,” “ The Will in Theology,” * The

received

Denominational Work of President Manning,”
“ The Disp2nsation of the Fullness of Times,”

‘ Shall

We Have

‘a

Sabbath, and

How

? »

“ The Kenosis, or Humiliation of Christ,” and
reviews of fiew books complete the contents,
—Cincinnati, Ohio: J. R. Baumes.

Harvey said:

‘‘ Well, Richard,

the
progress of events through the Fugitive Stave,
and Free Soil agititions.
There
was no
warmer sympathizer with Garrison and Joy
Brown und Levi Coffin, in England; so when
the Lincoln election came, ana south Carolina
led
off the seceding states with jubiiant applause
ofsociety in Engl. n 1,1 'went at once fiercely into
the other camp.
You may judge of tue diffi
culty of getting our, public men of note to take
active sides with the-North (tho’ many of them
didn’t conceal their sympathy, and were ready
to speak ia Parliament, and write,) by the
fact that I'was about the most prominent
speaker at , the first.great’ public
meeting,
which was held in London,
This proved to
be such an extraordinary success, thut there

Beach Lawrence, and is devoted to an eX position of the monarcheial principle in the United
States Constitution.
In the sume number
Bishop W. C. Doane points out the advantages
of free religions discussion: even 4 the blasphemy
of irreligious discussion," +o thinks
works the glors of God. The Hon. Montgomery Blair writes of ** The Républican Party as
it. was and is.” " Upon'the suppression of the
rebellion and of slavery, the mission of that
party was accomplished, and since the death
of Lincoln its career has been oné of usurpation, corruption and centralizatian.
M. Desire
was no further effort on the part of the jingoes
{that-name hadn't—yet been invented, “but it {Charnay contributes the third-of his viluable
illustrated papers on “The Ris of Central
was precisely thg same party.) to demonstrate
publicly in the metropolis,
America.” . The other articles in this number
In other centers
there was need of such work, and I went to
of the Review are ** The Nicaragua Route to
Birmingham and Lavérpool to speak ‘and dethe Pacific,” by Rear-Admiral Danie] Ammen?
liver lecturds on the war and its causes and
** The Coming Revision of the Bible,” by -the
issues.
It was supposed that there was 10 be
a row at the latter place,which wus the strongRev. Dr, Hypward Crosby; “ Recent European
bold of the rebels; but all went off quietly,
Publications,” by Prof. T., F. Crane : aud finelThe selections for this volume follow a cerly ‘a paper entitled, ** The Political Situation :
tain system, and are meant to {illustrate such
from a Financial Standpoint,” designed to
qualities as courage, strength, humility, power,
show bow the business inter
of ests
the country
patience, death,
religious
would be. compromised
belief,
reforms,
by a change from Wa

and

all

those

eleménts

do

could be improved by
this series it would
deed.

reading
be

ithe books

of

an.improvement

in-

I

do; don’t

you?”

a littlqgmore conversation, Mr. Har-

vey observed,

‘‘ Heaven

is

a long way

off, and the journey thither
“is difficult.”
Poor Dick’s reply was: “Do you think
so! I think heaven is very near.” Mr.

Harvey. then skid:

‘* Most people

think

it a-very difficult matter to get toheaven.”
The

answer

was

still

the

same,

that

heaven was near, and the way to it very
short; there were only three steps to
heaven, -¢ Only three steps!” Mr. Har-

vey

replied.

“Only

joined poor Dick.

Harvey, *“ what

three steps,” re-

¢¢ And pray,” said Mr.

do you consider those

three steps to be” * « Thos&*%hree steps
are,” said Dick.—*¢ Out of Self into

into Christ, and into Glory.”

;
NEVER.
Never answer questions in general company that have been put to others.
when

traveling

abroad,

| be

over-boastful of your own country.

Never lend an article

you

haye

bor-

excitement, when an accident happens.
Never pass between two

persons

who

are’talking together, without an apology.

‘Never enter a room noisily ; never fuil
to close the door after you, and never

slam it.
ag
:
Never forget that if you are faithful in

a few things; you
many.

may be ruler éver

ought nbt to be ullowed to injure “the health.
We may say much more:’ it is capable of im-

proving health; and for many

withheld

when it becomes a nurse for pride.
¥

Lb
“or

o

_ Aman may well bear his cross patient.

'persongitis an

indispensable means of heulth.
A child who
has been kept at suitable tasks unconsciously
misses them when they come to an end. Civiiized and reading beings (I assume that a

civilized, awakened, informed; and

interested

mind is a desideratum!) must have something
for the mind to work upon, or they fret them-

’

:

selves with eniui,

&

Co.

is

.

$.

i
’

TAT
8 Rk

Number
thirteén
of
(ood
Company
(Springfield, Mass.) begins a new volume.
A
new serial, entitled ** Rose and the Doctor,”

by EllendW. Olney, begins in it, and promises .
to be interesting.
The principsl. complete
| stories of the number are * That Letter,” by
Edward Bellamy, aothor of * A Nantucket
Tdyl” ; one by Horace E. Scudder; and “:Our

New Editor,” by Miss Louis¢ Stockton.

Mau-

rice Thompson has- a contribution, * An

Idyl

“~ Very

cation,”

Switzerland house-keeping,

with some secount of the government. *“ Days
in the Island of Capri ” is by B. F. DeCosta; E.
8. Gilbert has a graphic
word-picture of '
‘‘ Niagara,” there are some reminiscences of
the author of * Home, Sweet Home,” Mary B. .

Ferry

and Lucrece

have

often it is not the school that injures

“ Sex

poems; andamong

included

the English Thames,” and

but the fact that the child is living in a
has no place to run out-of-doors. Very
is not study at all that harts, but
hot or close or badly-lighted rooms;
muy be in excess of the powers of the
Such points as these will receive our
dN
a
attention,
teachers of our city: schools will unite

*‘* Boating on.

‘ The Whispering

Ghost.”

the

21st.

volume of this excellent magazine, a

Scribner's for November

new

oov-

er, in ‘jo anciente style,” being
celebration, perhaps, of the event.

added in
The ®on-

tents present

the usual

begins

‘variety,

style, especially in point

and

in

such

of illustration, as to

please the most, refined. taste,

A: full set of

allud-

twenly volumes of this magazine, with indexes,

and Edu-

isnow offered, in elegant cloth binding, for
$00—a discount gf $16 from the regular price.
-~New York: Scribner-&
Co.

‘* No Sex in Education,” and * The

.

mense Japanese capital. Mountain Folk ” tells

of experiences in

the shorter grticls are

And again:

Education of our American Girls,” he says’

The November

It seems to me fair to say that the growing

gin wouid not generally suffer from ber studies

{ they restricted be within the limitg hereafter
suggested, and if ber physical development

were cared for properly.
A healthy-girl—such
ag nine out of ten ought to be—need not suffer

in health from regular attendance on school for
three or four or’ five hours 4 day; if she is
protected from
* society” apd given a fair
chance. to grow

strong.

The

barn.

is done

when a giri goes to the theateror concert, and,

appears

the

next’

worn and tired
around her ¢yes.

Divine assistance willbe

document

of the Longbow,” which. besides having the
years of experience in city schools, are necesfull flavor of the woods and bow*shooting
sary: and wholesome.
piques curiosity as to a certain eminent editor
We agrec with
the
vitheld, The number abounds
whose name is wit
author when he says:
in sketches of trav#! and foreign lands, «Henry
Overwork ought not to be allowed,on the
one hand; and onthe other, indolence must
R. Elliot, who was for considerable time a
not be permitted. It is little to su§ that study
resident there,” writes - of
Tokio,” the jm-

tinued by opposing writers in

.
or

administrition ‘of

- This.

parents. Its suggestions, yiewed in the light of

ing to the controversy commenced by Dr. KE.
H. Clark ih “ Sex in Educi®on ” and con-

Never attempt to draw the attenfion of

the company upon yourself,
Sl)
+ Never exhibit anger, or impatience,

deals especially with the preservation of health
while obtaining an education,
It could be
profitably. perused . by most . teachers
and

rect solution of a vexed question when,’

\

government.

signed by over twenty ofthe heaviest capital
fists of New York.~New York: 'D. Appleton.

[Ameri

in ndmitting that the anthor
bas found the cor=

rowed, unless you have permission to* do

general

'

SCHOOL AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE.

a child,
city and
often it
study in
or’stady
system.
present
* Many

Ooo
*+

the

:

love the Lord Jesus Christ?” The anSwer- JAD. fake card of thiemselves. - The ome before us
“To besure

Republican to a Democratic

which

enter into the .true manly’ character.
If the
** spare minttes ”? in the home and the -school

can Health Primers].
By D. F. Lincoln M.
D., Chairmun'Department of Health, “Social
Philadelphia
Science Association.
Presley
* Blukiston. 18mo. pp. 152. (30cts.) .
yeu" - “These * Health Primers ? teach people how

he got it and what he is going to do with | Iy whilst on the road to wear
his crown.
seme ttt
pp

poems by

the usualalphabetical index of subjects, there

Christianity,

80.

“I was over at Uncle Fred's last Satur-

day, and came near
had such fun that I
near the sun was to
very much afraid I
“Did you meet

or

THE THREE STEPS.

+ Never,

HOW

men

‘women.

crew, who would have gone aloft on ‘my was:
order to send down aroyal yard, even if: After

they thought the mast might go over the
side; but now none of them would stir.

isin itg

age.

full revelatioof
n Ged requires a process of
history. That history is traced in this article.
It is followed by a-paper on * The New Testa-

ical ‘material.
The reader
should not ‘miss
that portion of the book, if he would note? the
influences which have helped to mold so manly a man.
Mr, Hughes will long .be remembered as a staunch friend of the party of free-

nothing but what you know to be true,ang that what you do tell, you wil#%ell

Fi="
A Pghaw 1c!
Se
‘¢ Captain, do come on deck, do, and
you wilt see it for yourself,” replied Mr.
Bronson.

“I

of you will learn a lesson

asked.
:
all

with

George T. Ladd, of Bowdoin college, entitleq
“ History amd the Concept: of God.” The

from him in answer to-his request for biograph-

to ex-

Sacra

improves

present number opens with an article by Prof,

anthology,

especially of the present volume.

very letter,

story had grown in their-hands.

had

s

the kite flying

story felt somewhat ashamed
selves, when they saw how

seen a. ghost.

“A ghost, Mr. Bronson?”
‘¢ What kind of a ghost?”

complete

generation
“of writers,

pen, for Mr.

The children that had taken part in the

lena, the second mate called me suddenly

as were the sailors,

The standard Bibliotheca

plain the cause of the confusion.
Then
doin’in jts struggl¥ with the slave power, “On
she carefully examined into the matter
{
:
until she found that it all’'came from Kit- this point he says:
ty Coleman saying that she had met John- { This is how it eame sbout : There had been | The leading article in the North American
{ roused in me lively
sympathies with the
nie with a‘ melon.
ison
Review for November is by the Hon. William
Abolitionists, and 1 had followed eagerly

.

;

fiftieth year, and

The introduction is also from

om

she spoke to Johnnie, asking him

ser-

the noxious character of their work,

action.

*“ Well,” said one of the girls, ** that_is

Then all began to talk dt once, and become so excited that they ‘did not notice
that their teacher was in the room until

loss; he still mdin-

the

Manliness of Christ.”
It was fitting, there
fore, that the publishers should go to this
source to get material for the volume at hand,

“ Who told you, I'd 1iké to know.”

tained a cheerful demeanor, impressing
all ef us with love and veneration for his

exhausting

written words, from the time
Brown's Schooldays ¥ to that

purpose to give you all some; but if that
is the way you are talkisg about me, you
may do without.”
:

what 1 heard, anyway.” 7

My recollections of Dr." Judson are of
the most agreeable kind. Deeply afflict-

means

Few persons have given a better example
of true manliness, in thew life and utterances,
than has Mr. Hughes. .The, soul of honor, of

think you should be ashamed of yourself.”

of every

any-

goose,”

~ think sin.

and

hurry'up, as the bell will ring,” cried

of

Maggie.
he:
““ What is hat up in the air,—a boy,
* No one but, Johnnie Gates; he was.
or
a
goose
flying
toaard
a
warmer
thing to do with a wrong thought. - Don’t
coming down the hill whistling, and with
play .in ‘your mind_wilh temptation, It home? Itcan’t be a boy. It must be a a great big watermelon undhis”
er
arm ; I
will get the better of you, hurry you off a.
was scared at first, but when I saw “Who
Yes,
it
was'a
foolish
little
goose.
. captive,
and hold you:in its power. Don't
¢
“And tberes
a kiw ; and is the goose it was, I got over it.”
by it wili turn us out.

you,

any

y

of West.
‘from the current literature of the day and also
ern Reserve college, in which the topic,
some good samples of humorous versification,
* Native Words hot found in Classical AuWe can pot enumerate the pames of favorite thors”
is considered. Rev. Wm. De Loss Love
‘authors, nor the list of popular poems, that
contributes another instructive paper on “ The
appear here, for’ the selection ‘covers a wide
Sabbath,” in which the change from the
range, as to the time, and
authorship, and. seventh
to the Lord's day is more clearly trac.
character of the contents.
The make-up of the
ed, and the-testimony of the fathers adduced,
whole series is, in our judgment, unusually exIn “ The Christian Doctrine of God” President
cellent, considering its limits, and this is true
Gerbart,

himself

want any of your old stolen melen, and I

scené

arrival at the wharf, the clergy

in Pongee Wongee’s yard. . I will go for |
thal. Aud there is dear Pongee Wongee ht
down in the yar”
*
;

the yard; looking up toward the sky, his
gee seemed to be speaking. *
“Don’t you remember little Ning Ting, specs. shining like two small suns diwhat I told"you one day when making a rected toward another and “bigger sun%in
fan for the emperor

Johnnie

by

popular character, including’ mhny

with, little movements of disgust turned
away...
hy
,
:
:

Dr. Wayland, in his * Life of Judson,”
has but feebly . portrayed.

for

The girls looked

-

*« However, I will stop in that. maple-, physicians was solved.
a
came to him that day. How would it do tree,” he sald. But he went over it!
Had I sent the men below and gone up
“What it I shouldn’t stop at all?” he and stowed the’ sail myself, as I was
to get Foo Choo’s kite and fly it a day, a
week, all the time,—yes, keep it? Here saidto himself. ¢*Notat all, not at all,” tempted t6'do, no argument would ever
beet an honest boy, but a big temptation

It is not usually the amount of actus]

of English poetry.
It was the aim to include
in the first volume those poems of acknowledged excellence,and which almost all lovers of real
poetry would expect to find in such a volume.
In the second volume tlLere was a collection

the present

.8chool-time.”

Johnnie.
We know

combined with. my incredulity. I had
Wongee) was been awakened from a sound
sleep to be-

are sleepy, and you gave a tremendous
Ning Ting, though, kepgstill, and Foo
nod.”
pre?
:
“Did I? Oh!I won't go over mother.” Choo and 'Dumfee went away.
_ “Yes, you will; and fat boys, you . “Bad old Pongée Wongee, don't troubrush

JUDSON'S GHOST.

«4 guess now I will go for the top of it in the foretop.”

over, little Ning

Pongee

haven't

kite draw him up again.
This time he in‘the night. The’ poor fellow’s tone
went higher than he intended. ~ He: ‘rose. -eyinced that he was as much frightened
him.

the—fat—Tan-maber-who

Uncle

“Danger, danger!” called the. Pdngee

Wongee inside of him.
“But
I haven't stolen

his foot catching in the spout, that held

THE KITE THAT FLEW A BOY.

MR.

But the kite let him down again, and he
was on the ground in & moment.
Ning
Ting thought he would try that once
more, and let the kite pull ‘him up, it
was such exciting fun!
.|

‘above the second ssery of his

Family Circle.

got something

PO
0

Wasn't it exciting ?

| answer.

—Religious Herald.

lone
hope you

I

steal?

speak-

And what a big

only playing with it,” was

my brother,

And ne’er hope that a pastor, though gifted
As Gabriel, fresh from God’s throne—'
Or as mighty as Paul-=gould accomplish °
His labors mong -yofi—alone
:

Just at that moment

string I”
‘
:
¢ Tut, tut! you have been dreaming.”
—E. A. BdB®, in S. S. Times.

fly the Kite.

;

nishing. Part IL. treats of Industrial H
ygiene,
presenting some of the principal injuries
which
are inflicted or workmen in. various trades
by

while the present volume.is of a more strictly

and told them, ¢¢ Johnnie Gates and a lot
8f other buys had robbed Mr. Hart's melon patch and desgroyed all they could not
carry-away.?
:
:
Bier

“ But the maa in the moen, he cut the

one it was! “How it pulled on the string,
—jyes, pulled on the string,—lifting him

Have you given your means to your Maker?
Not merely a dollar or two—
In proportion as He gives to you?

to

agraph.

material, the form and spirit of the great body

out of any reasonably

of school-children who were in the house

stolen.”
:
3
“ But I never will steal again.”
“You, Ning Ting? I trust you won't.”

2

he began

F five hours

The difficulty is stated fir The preceding par-

of such longer poems as could hardly be left

lie said.
T=
:
:
Whereupon Jennie hastened to a group

:

steal, mother?”
“You

¢« Nonsense, nonsense! I haven't stolcn

sent, without

Sal-

the kite, [ am only going to play with Mrs. Judson's funeral. -Our decks were Johnnie in an excited tone; ‘I guess
he'd better not tell me so. I wis over at
| it;” exclaimed Ning.-Tipg.«
crowded by sailors of all “nations, and |
In the big, lonely field back of his every flag was at half-mast,: while a ‘long Uncle Henry's Saturday night, and he
house, with the help of a beggar boy who line of boats took ours in tow; and, on gave me a splendid one, and I saved it on

Have you prayed for God’s blessing apon him?
. Have you been to him helpers indeed?

‘Worked with him, stood by him, upheld

*“ He couldn't have done it alone,”

‘Why, Ning Ting ! what is the matter?

fly "it.

day, at the age of fifteen.

the last “of a series, of which the first was
issued ten years ago, the object. being to pre-

You have tumbled from your chair.
I came in whistling, and looking like anything but a thief.
:
told you that you would, fall.”
*Ob-h-h-!
What mhde me want to | “Ob, girls! @et together quick; I've

ing inside of him. ‘Ning Ting, look out!

Is the pastor the one who reeds changing?

Ting?”

Bump!

. *Oh-h-h!”

He hoped not.

Danger, danger!

you sure where. the change is most needed?
In the pulpit? or is it the pew?

If thesé questions can not be replied to

Iwill only take it. out and

have been Uncle Pongee Wongee

Are

nn —It—-was

eyes

Was it Foo Choo’s granny? No, it must

You say that a change wanld be better! ©
1 grant its—but here let ne say
A few solemn words to each member,
In a sisterly, Christianly way. .

{almost

A
ran

‘She had a disagreeable voice if boys
were naughty, and he hated disagreable
voices.
:
a
¢¢ Take that kite back!”

change would be better.”]

« Kite-time

yellow

Choo's granny looking?

[We publish the following lines less for their poetry than for their point and piguancy. ' The ‘fair author addresses them * to all churebes who part from
a faithful, pious, seif-denying pastor on a plea that a

In a truly affirmative way,

Any-

How I wish it.could be mine!”
Ning Ting went out softly. Was Foo

—J. G. Holland.

that sin, if

Didn't
he know? didn’t he know?
Let me put
a stop to his foolishness. I will cut the
string with this sharp knife—just now!
* There! Down hedropst’

> behind the kite, 23and went 3 tearing
from
down the ladder.
his
ae.
“What a fright you gave me, old puss}
it.

But by twenties, or fifties, or hundreds,

with him?. Didn't he know

‘father -kept hay: in winter and ‘we yield to it, masters us at last?

| But what a pretty kitel,.. How '1 swish it
[could be mive!
But there, I won't steal

»

Then I beg you to change now,
My sister—and do not glelay!

:

only

the kite.

ments for sports, of adult for childi
whichis characteristic of city life. shMa interests
1 girls are Soutit o be overworked if 1y such
th
lose:
“their color, w ile studying four o
g

study that injures girls or boys buf the outside
. ‘12mo. pp. 494. ($2.005
—_—
rid kite? It was lowering its bob foward came from,” answered Sallie. ©
=~
This volume bears the familiar iniprint o excitemept and occupation.
Ning Ting. Was it fishing for him? The" At noon Sallie told Susan and Jennie,
Very admirable suggestions are giver
R. Osgood & Cp,”, now as: always a
in re.
Bob came nearer and nearer, as if it were
‘ I know something, and I'll tell you if “+ James
guarantee of excellence in book-making. It is gard to school-rooms, their location and fur.

little room, ‘where Foo

| big black cat with
™ big
{

And we echo the song =
That comes down through the night

?

-

I. am

| almost dropped the Kite in his fear.

.

We rejoice in the light,

na

/

|

to

‘Johnnie Gates was seen

carrying a great big watermelon Saturday "OUR POETICAL FAVORITES. = A selection-fsom
evening. I wonder if he got it honestly?”
the best Minor Poeins of the English language. Third series. By Asabel C. Kend‘ Mr. Hart's melon patch was robbed
rick, Professor in the
u iversity of Rochabout that time, maybe that's where it --ester., Boston: James R R. Osgood & Co.

stiff with the cold:
© = °
5
And what was. the kite doing,—the hor-

body, lodking now? Yes, he was about
| taking-the kite— Whish-sh-sh! Ning Ting

3

' In the homes of the nations, that
7.

pa

mother.

“hay-seed in summer, was

Every hearth is aflame,
7.
And the Beautiful sing,
Jesus is King.

1 won't,

Before school ‘Mary whispered

Sallie Bates:

not a fishing-line, but a living thing, you won't breathe it to a soul.” _
thinking.”
Slane
twisting
down the’ air! ‘And it seized
“Oh, no, we won't,” cried both girls
..Af lust Ning Ting had 4 horrid thought,
2s
and began to act in accordance with ‘it. Ning by that sensitive place the pigtail, inone breath, ¢ what is it ?”
‘ Why, Johnnie Gatesrobbed Mr. Hart's
He stole softly, when no one was looking, ‘and gl the slips of paper changed'to legs
° Lto Foo Choo's shed, wherehe kept the and began to crawl up the pigtail! Fright melon patch one night last week.”
upon fright!
:
£¢ Oh'dear, isn't that awful?” exclaim“bright silk kite,
:
And “now what is . thisP—the white ed Susie.
#1
{ * Was anjbody looking?”
moon ; and is the man ix the moon look“I always thought that Johnnie was
"17" No.
ing
out?
Yes;
and
he
growls,
**
Who
is
not
so much better than the rest 6f us, for
“He stole round the corner of the shed,
(adyBudy looking ?) stole’ through the ‘this? Did he yun off with the kite? all he made believe he was” so honest,”
HENS | door, stole up a little ladder.
;
:
.
There on Didn't he know the kite would run off said Jennid.

And that song from afar
Has swept over the world:

v

it?”

another

right off and rell like a; ripe,” round
pumpkin across the table. ~~.
*¢ Ning Ting, you will be. over. "Look

Thet'e*s a star in the sky, °

And a baby’s low cry!
And the star reigns its fire.
‘While the Beautiful sing,
For the manger of Bethlehem
" Cradles a King.
.

gave

tremendous nod; and the tired boy bob| bed so that his mother almost expected. higher, higher and higher, through more
to see his head with its “yellow hair go Snow, sleet, hail, ice, till Ning Ting was

Theres & song in the air,

in

Ning Ting
* now

Hiterary- Bebielw,

%

~

morning

in

school

Wide

Awake. opens with a

true story of one of the late Ohioriver freshets,

which ‘thé boys will be glad td read. We can
not enum: rate the good things that follow it,
but commend

them to

the wide awake young

tha attention

folks. . This

of all

magazine

was never better, nor better adapted to delight
and profit its réaders, than

Lothrop & Co. '

now.—Boston

D.

Wl

with

look and two
great circles
The barm, indeed, is done

The current numbers of.:Zhe
Humboldl
Library (New York) contain “The Naturalcity where public parks are thought unsufe for ,
ist onabe river Amazon,” being a record of
to wulk in, und where play in the
open air
; her
Imbits of animals, sketches of Braadventures,
(except for © children ”-=thuy is, very small|.
Toug before, when she firsy comes

to live

in ‘a

-girls) is un impossible or 8 Jurbidden’thing,

It

beging with thut substitution of artificial for
napuril enjoyments,
of ‘society und its excite-

Tol

a

linn sud [odian life, and aspects of Nature
under the equator, gathered by Henry Walter
Bates; FL. 8., during’eleven years of travel.
of
x

pl

:

2

N

.
‘

v

:

5

x

pe

The Morning Star,

he thrust the circular into his hands, ex- church,” whose’ ‘pastor is Professor of | What a Clergyman Says About the Vital=
claiming in an indignant and injured Christian Evidence. and Pastoral Care, y*-| izing Power of Compound Oxygen. a
tone, ‘‘Tree year; boy, no boy!” His attended by the faculty and theif families
A clergyman, Rev. W..B. Hines, of Waynes-

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1880.

and- the students. ' Its endowments and boro’, Miss.,writing to the New}Orleans Chrisproperty are about a million.
Of cougse tian Advocate says, referring to an adverethe Congregational influence is. ni
tisment of Compound Oxygen in that paper:
but .not overpowering.
They have’ tive ‘ Please allow me a few words of commendaby the college:
i
churches out of ten in. this town.
The ‘| tion. My wife being in feeble health, and havold First Church is presided over hy our ing been so.for many years, I persuaded ber
use,it, which she did. She began very soon
quondam friend Rev. F. F. Emerson; for- to
to improve in strength, and continued to immerly bishop of the Asylum Avenue Bap- prove, and passed through the unusually hot
We clip the following from a paper read tist. church, in Hartford. He is an able
| summer of 1878 and the fall, attending to all
by Professor Flint, of Edinburgh, at the and genial man.
We find him so in her domestic duties with more strength and
pleasant
interview,
and
he
ishighly
es| less fatigue than she had .done/for ten years.
Presbyterian Allignée recently held in

relief was speedy when

=

mand

for * culture,” but it

is

not

so

for what has been variously

A

The powei~of wards is immense.
chosen word has
army, to change

save an empire.—£. de Girardin.
In all good things give

the eye and

the

|

ear

men

repented of silence.—Bishop Hall,
‘We are told that we

must

become

dren to enter into the kingdom

thinks we

should

have

us

chil-

of heaven ; me-

also become as children

know what delight there

to

is in our heritage of

up into

the air,

without

first

Love, like the’opening of the heavens to the
saints, shows for a moment, even to the dull
est man, the possibilities of the human race.
He has faith, hope and charity for another being, perhaps but a creation of his imagination;
still, it is a great advance for
a man to be
profoundly loving even in his imaginalions.—

n 3
\)

that can

supply

And they are
| Transcript.

the mind

|

Wellington the other day,
‘the - back 3,000 miles.

applied.

Some

the

have

is

represented

contend

that. it

to doubt.

should

For seasons

disbelief;

but

the

doubt

or

he

what

that

disbelief

‘“ How

actually

ation?”

normal perceptions, natural or even
in Scotland, with no system for the aid of necessary laws, and legitimate processes.
Ordinary
the young men seeking the iinistry, ‘are not to be depended on.
more press intoit than there are places doubt and ordinary disbelief have their
reasons

We sometimes hear rich people trying,
to comfort their poor neighbors by. exon

the superior

blessedness of

more

"i$ poverty;

and

nothing

easy to retain.
ens

A correspondent

of

the

Hour

|

writing

from Paris under date of Sept. 27, says:
+ The stability” of the French Republic
has been proved by the crisis through
which it has lived:

ically. dangerous-

Anything

rad-

more"

existence

to” its

can

scarcely ever occur; for ndt only the active but the reserve forces of the Government have been attacked; jet the tran-

the"

~quility of
in

las not been

practice

trick,

possible

every

for

by put-

ruffled, Gambetta,

‘one instant
ting

people

gained his immediate point and obtained
* the retirement of M. de Freycinet, but
the effect

to

been

of his tactics: has

stir

up public opinion against himself, which.
will become more decided as'time wears
on. (Gambetta has shown himself to be

. a man swayed+ by

personal

slightest

in the

degree deceived as to this, and

reliance on him as a safe

politician

or

The

more.

and

Mid-

dle States have advanced at a more rapid
rate, and thejr total wealth is-con3idera-

bly more than three times what it was’ in
But the strides of the Western
185271.
States, measgred by millions, are from
879 in 1852 to © 2,643 in” 41860, ,.4,026 “in
1870, and 5,492 in 1880, which, ‘places it

Meanwhile,
at the head:of the coluning
the lagging South is poorer than in 1852,
and less than half as rich as in 18060.
This is due, of course, to special causes.

the

tutor.

out.”

propositions 1

fessor Ko Hun Hua, the Chinese instructor at Harvard, continues to be * lionizSe
ra
ed,” and says:
=
observ
He is an acute reasoner, a close

er and allows nothing to escape his atten-

tion. Fairly settled in his Cambridgequarters he at gnee began to study English and he has pursued it with such persistency and attention that he now speaks
the language readily. The customs of
are, of course, & trial to him,

and he has only succumbed to them unAf Camder the greatest pressure.

. bridge they like to recall his fanny blun-

ders when he was fresh to the country
and the ‘college. As his contract was
for three years whether there were any

students or not in his classes, great was
his surprise one morning to receive a

printed communicgtion from the college
officials, which he took to be a dismissal.

Tushing at once to a professor

near by,

layis

asda

:

SAO

we¥ix

:

The Extract

isthe only

:

I

you
was

prepared
&6. Our * Catarrh Cure,” special iy
to meet serious cases, contains all tho erie
roperties of the Extract ; our Nasal Syrin
valuable for use in catarrhal affections; is simple
xpansive.
“
’
and unexpA

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,

LINE

Sprains and Bruises. i."

bin
IR ALL pd
.
For allaying’
Burns
and Scalds. fa:
anipis
it is unrivaled, and ehould be Jept in every family

of eight

v

healing, softening and in keeping out the air,

J.
of

read y for use in case of acciden . A dressing of
ur Olntment will aid in healing and prevent

.

or

Sore: Eyes.

That Acts at the Same Time on

THE LIVER,

Sore

Breast

Ni PP | €8S.

be witht
it. Quri Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applie:
E

»

¥'N

h:

the kh xtract beuged.
each bottle.

.

CAUTION.

?

|

directions accompany

¥

;

Has been imitated.

Pond
S Extract
The’ genuine
has
the words “Pond’s Extract’ blown in the glass, .
and our picture trade-mark on surrounding puil

wrapper.

.

None other is genuine.

Extract, Toilet
Sspeciaiticu,

PONDS EXTRACT....50c,
Toildt Cream.
.....1
‘nti

diseases are sure to follow with

%

*

A

=

FY

Diliousness, Headache; Dyspepsia, Jatin"
dice, Constipation
and Piles, or Kidney Complaiwts, Gravel, Diabetes,
Sedimentin the

CU

Urine,

=~

Milky

or Ropy Urine; or Rlieu- '
matic Pains and Aches,
are developed because the blood is poisoned
yjumors that
expelled naturally.

should™ have
HE)
|

[#8

been

ja

|

KIDNEY-WORT

will restore the healthy action and all these
banished ; neglect *
destroying evils will
:
them and you will live but to suffer.
Thousands have been cured. Try itand you
it
Take
number.
the
to
will add one more
and health willonce more zladden your heart.

Why suffer longer from the torment
‘
of an aching back ?
hy bear such distress from Con-=
stipation and Plles ?
ordered urine ?

of dis

hy be so fearful because

:

KIDNEY:WORT will cure you. Try a pack
A
age at once and be satisfied.
It is a dry vegetable. compound and...

on having Pond’s Extract.
Toke roother pre
paration. JFtis never sold wn bulk, or by measure.

Price of Pond’s
cles and

She loved all true Chris-

Always izsict

are the natural cleans.

they work well, health’
syste.
ect: if\¥they become clogged,

TERRIBLE SUFFERING.

]

Female
Complaints.
ifued
be called in for the majority
of female diseasesif

the

!

and

cleanly and_efica-

z

and the KIDNEYS.

These great organs
‘ers of

Faceache. tus sins
to dies.
. tions, its effectis simply wonderful.
7

hands ministered con-

§

Si

iL
THE BOWCLS,

*

Earache, Toothache and

A. MOULTON.

Jesus and his cause.

5

A Philadelphia contractor siys

Ci

Arti-

$1.09

whikkey

religion.

On the contrary, it is

only

89,419.

in

reference to the spiritual -and supernat-

2

ii

Alittle child

was’

éating, her

the bereaved. _ .

breakfast

be

it

i§

received

dence;
must

now

prevalent,

and

deference

with

but that religion
as

be” rejected,

credentials which the
incapable of testing.

a d

and

as

The largest cotton

confi-

human

mind

is

A OOLLEGE TOWN.

but

hands in a creek,

run

into

degrees.
either side
containing
people ail

the

in acute

country,

angles,

and

so

shading

off

by

literature

pecu-

so,

C

*-+-O4
40-4

PRINCELY GIFTS.

One Package makes six-quarts of Medicine,

it, or will get it for

has

Druggist

Your

Insist upon havinggt. Price, $1
WELLS, RICEARDS0T & CJ, Prop eters;
1)

(Will send post pai

Burlington, Vt.

——

KK

and

by

the familids all over the town.

other dwelling

$60,000; St. Paul's Episcopal,
Methodist church, $1,000; St.

A.

$1,000-—all these bequests being

or Professor $. and the fine buildings on

bonds at seven per

a gentle eminence afre looking down upon
you.

It isa

‘ haunted”

town,

surely.

Tt reminds me of the last stanza of Longfellow’s ode to Burns. “Allow me fo
quote it, I like it so much.’

4“

Tis presence haunts me here to-night,
A form of mingled mist and light
|
From that far coast.

Welcome! beneath this roof of mine,

Welcome! this vacant chair is thine,
Dear guest and ghost.”
4

“

But the college is no ** ghost.” Its popufarity is assured and almost unbounded.

It has nearly four hundred students, and
over twenty professors. It has thirteen
buildings, some of them very handsome,
devoted to various uses, It has art. gallerjes, cabinets, libraries, which any city

They have . * club” houses
might covet.
where students board in a manner to

suit themselves.

There

is a * College

,000; Simpson
Paul's sehool

in

and

celebrated remedy

Kidney-Wort can

West.

:

~

for E. G. RIDEOGUT

York.

WiRS.

t=

Chas

Sunday Schools, Family
Worship, Prayer Deet‘ings, Anniversaries and’

MUSIC

General Exercise. Is full of

Re
eerie
new and popular tunes.

Sure

to

free.

please,

Sample pages

Price, 30C. $3.00 per doz.
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CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R. R.

THE WEST!
IS THE GREAT CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THE E AST.&
purposes only. One other
Its' main line runs from Chicago to Council

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
~__The Positive Cure

For all Female Complaints,
THIS

PREPARATION

RESTORES

THE BLOOD
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ron,
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TO ITS

THE VITAL POWER

man
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GION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BY Se
TEM}
IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS
TO THEIR
NATURAL
POSITION.
THAT PEELING
OF BEARING
DOWN,
CAUSING PAIN; WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, 18

ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY IT8 USE.
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At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacifi¢
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P., C. & St.

LIBERTY! with the¥. & R. & N.R.R.

nounce thas this Company runs Pullman Palace
Sleeping Oars for sleeping purposes, and Palace
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with

I11. Cent. R. R.
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}
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in
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and
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HEIGHTS,

At GRINNELL, with Central Iowa R. R.
At DES MOINES, with D. M, &F. DR. Re

Appreciating the fact that a majority of the
peop! e prefer athalaio apartments for different
purposes (and t e immense passenger business

PULLMAN
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D.

forseyenty-tive cents

of thisgline warranting it),
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At LA SALLE, with
At PEORIA, with P.
W.; Ill. Mid.; and T.
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A, KANSAS CITY,
between CHICAGO and PE
COUNCIL, BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCHIThrough cars aré also
run between MilwauSON.
kee and Kansas City, via the “Milwaukee and
Rock Island Short Line.”
The * Great Rock Island” is magnificently
equipped. : Itaroad béd is simply perfect, and its
track is laid with steel rai
What will please you oh will be the pleasure

ETRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE IS radical and ene
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE«

It willy at all

Leavenworth,

Magnificent Iron Bridges span, the Mississippi

issouri rivers at all
points ossed, BY this
line, and transfers are avoided at Council
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Leavenworth,-and Atchisol n, cong made in Union Depots,
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Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and Knoxville; Keokuk to Farmington, Bonaparte, Bentonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, Eqdy‘ille, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines;
Newtorrto Monroe; Des Moines to Indianola and
Winterset; Atlantic to Lewis and Audubon; and
Avoca to Harlan,
Thig is posjtively the o
Railroad, which owns, and operates a throu
line from Chiego into the State of Kansas.
Through Express Passenger Trains, with Pull-
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ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE} AND' GIVES IT TONE AND

alace: Cars is a SMOKING
ON where you can enjoy your “ Havana”
at all hours of the day.
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
is prepared at the proprietorsi aboratory.
4
Facts tor those afflicted, with Rhema.
No, 238 Six Bott Avenue, Lynn, Mass,
Elixir |
Rheumatic
Clarke’s
tism or Neuralgia :
Six Bot os to one address, $5.
Price, Si.
cures the worst casesof Neuralgia in rom two lo
ree
in
Fever
Mrs, Pinkham freely answers alllettersof inquiry.
Rheumatic
four hours.
that
sm,
Rheumati
Send
for
pamphlets.
Address as above,
chronic.
‘many
,
‘and
“tour’'days
No fair should be without Lydia E. Pinkham"
for years had defied the skill of the Physician And
They cute Conatiption, Biligns.
the Power of Medicine, have:heeg
cured by hilifa | LIVER PI LS,
b cts. per bax,
o
Elixir is sold
noes, and Torpidity of the Liver.
| dozen bottles. Clarke’s Rheum
by all respectable druggists. $1.00 per bottle, six
GRO. C..GOODWIN & CO,, Boston, General Agents ¥
,
proprietor
the
to
circular
for.
Send
$5.00,
for
Soldby Druggists,
_Aydleow
West Buxton, Me.
.
-
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By R. G. STAPLES, (Author of Gospel Echoes) now ready.

A

inneapolis

plontevideo

,

f | NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS

Bridgeport, Conn., bequeaths toe the Presby * terian Education Society, $2,000; to the PresD¥verjan Home Missionary Society, $2,000; to
the American
Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions; $500; to the General Assem .
bly of the Presbyterian church, $3,000, the leg
acy to be applied to the use of disabled asso
ciates and their familiés; to the First Presby
teriail church of Bridgeport all the . shares of
of the capital stock said church owned by the
testatrix and $8,000 in money. and to the
Bridgeport Orphan ‘Asylum, $2,500.
.
ostinato
I
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Safe.

Make from $25 te $50 per week Setlng

cent, premium.’

* The will of the late Mrs, Alfred

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO«, Prop’rs, _

Boston,

a

Seney to
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LIQUID AND DRY SOLD BY DRUGHE

FOUNToBLESSING

For sale everywhere.

the Wesleyan University is conditioned on the
friends of that institution: raising $100,000 by
the next commncement,

or

Ivery

is owned by Professor

Its Action is Sure

AGENTS

Seminary, for
’
»

Mr.

and ismore easily taken by

Price, §1 per bottle.

0

of $100,000 from Mr, Robert L. Stuart, of New

The last $50,000 tendered

most people.

Chicago,J]l., or Cincinnati, O.
Or OLIVER DiTsoN &
CO,

The habit of running over boots or shoes
corrected.with Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners.

for another gift

Theological
A

|

It saves the necessity of preparing,

is always ready,

;

The

The subscriptions for the Cincinnati Art
Museum now amount to $282,660, leaving only
$17,340 to be raised.
P

York city, and the
a similar afiount.

=

and is equally efficient as that put up dry in

tin cans,

“

this Elixir, was cured.
and lived to a good old ages
You can try it for the price)
of one doctor's visit.
4
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I

i
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(Collected by the W. Christian Advocate.)

in

cumstances he compounded

Jee

now be obtained in the usual dry vegetable
form, or in liquid form. Its put in the latter
when you
way for the especial convenience of. those*who
take your
It will’be found
can not readily prepare it.
very concentrated. and will act avith equal
effidiency in either case. Be sure and read the
| new advertisement
for particularsessSouth

city, take your best coat; but
go to preach in tie country,
best sermon.”
:

Princeton College comes

=

Mothers do not let your darlings suffer with
the Whooping «Jough, while you have a remedy so near at hand.
Use Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup, and the little sufterer will soon find relief. Price 25 cents.

preaching in such a manner as to gain attention and -applause.
*‘ Young gentle
men,” said he, * it's all contained
in a
nutshell.
When you go to preach in the

see no poor people, no ** scrubs; such as
As this is a
we find in most’ towns.

cénter,

the

eases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

&>

gretted. She was a daughter of Dea. L. Messer, formerlyof Mt. Holly.
At a very early
age she began writing miscellaneous articles
and poems for various periodicals, notably the
Morning Star.
The writings of ‘Marilla”
were always interesting and demanded a reading.
Com.

shore kinder h’isted and frowed. me.” ey
Rev. Dr: Woods, of Andover, was once
giving his class some instructions about

But the dwellings are thick on
to North. and South Amherst,
villages and churches. The
have a ** well-to-do” ‘look. I

great edueatioual

notice

Cough, and all Lung’ dis-

=
&
@
=

this church and her death was universally re-

when Le scrambled out of “the water, and
was asked how it happened, he answered :
“J (lunno ’zactly;
but ’peared
as if de

streets radiate like the spokesof a wheel

from the hub,

didn’t

liar actions of a goat just behind himj;

The

star-shaped.

space
single
burastand

A darkey, who was stooping to wash his

Walchman
A correspondent of the
gives a very pleasant picture of a New:
England college town :
1 write from the ¢¢ classic shades of

is not four-square,

country

It is one story high but covers a
820 feet by 174, all.of which is in a
room, lightedat night by 51 electric
ers. Eighty thousand persons could
at once in this building.

only

yards, lawns and meadows.

the

T. 0. McMinn,

Mrs.. Pinney was a life-long’ Chirstian, and was
baptized by Rev. Wm. Warner, Mt. Holly,
Vt., when she was but. a small girl. Uniting
with the F. B. church at that time, she continued her: membership until she removed to
Kansas. Not finding a church of her own denomination in the locality where they settied
she united with the Congregational churchof
Great Bend.
She was a faithful member of

hasjust been-ppened at Willimantic, Conn.

revelation

presenting

mill in

(r}

_MRsS. MARILLA M. PINNEY died at Great
| Bend,
Kansas, Sept. -13, 1880, aged 45 years.

with a spoon, and thé sun”shone. in upon
regaids them it is alarmingly prevalent. , her little mess of broth.
As she lifted a
Contemporary ‘Agnosticism, unlike the spoonful to her mouth she said, ‘¢ Mother,
more consistent Agnosticism of former what do you think? I have eatén a spoonages, endeavors to show that ordinary ful of sunshine.”— Youth's Companion.
experience and the positive sciences may |
ural that

:
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Lung and Throat Affections.

specific

si2
Sf

hope, shake

Springfield Republican writes that Pro-

the country

Diphtheria
& Sore
Throat.
Use the Extract promptly.
Itisa sure cure. De-

1t fell on the home circleso constantly and so
clearly that its pure rays still linger along. the
pathway the sorrowing are called, to travel.
It was not a revolving light in the community
and the church; with her the whole of life was
none too much time t6"have consecrated to

examin-

¢ Ithought

Nasal syrinses (25 cents) and In.
ds 1n arresting internal

1.00) are greal

cious that mothers who have once used it will never

intelligence has permeated the people.
The late Miss M. L. Potts devised $5,000 to
As you nieet men, ‘woihen, and children
growth
en off, and the currents of life and
and even the ‘Methodist Episcopal Society of Mount®|ome
wholes
a
see
ypu
even,
wards the erection of a new
will yet give'it' a vigor that it never bright look, Begotten of .the fact that Holly, N. J.,
knew before, and produce a degree of they live in a *‘ university town.” As church, und $1,000" to the Methodist Mission“wealth of which it has hardly dreamed. this town was settled-about one hundred ary Society:
But it needs to take wu lesson of the West, years ago, the region has an old, rich,
The late Albert C. Raymond, of East Hartwhich opens wide its gates and welcomes cultivated look, similar to the beautiful ford, Copn., leaves §10;000 after the death of
the town of Montville, Conn., for a
his wife.
the labor of the world, making it free, envirdgs
,
of Boston.
public library; to the town of Kast Hartford
Out of such consecure and hopeful.
lives
It
.
College
t
Amhers
is
library and building to contain it
a
for
- Amhoxst
$17,000
ditions have come its growth and pros- in and by and for and into the colleget: and to the First Ecclesiastical Society of East
their
from
far
perity, which are yet
The college haunts you pleasantly, “of Hartford, $138,000, the rest of his estate.
fight.
:
course, by day and night. The - college |* Mrs. Helene Brown, of Erie, Penn., who
the staple of conversation; the stu- died recently, made the following bequests to
is
Boston correspondent of the dents are everywlere, finding roomis" in Erie institutions: Home for ghe Kriendless .|
The

“Tie old paralysis is; wewmay

jo

asked

Our

Dianiing. wy are great 2)

voice that

[5

PER

inheritance.

yor crammednid so tight I couldn’t get it

an unseltish citizen is destroyed.
And itis true, téo; the town
Amherst.”
.
is full-ef shade-trees, venerable elms,
maples, buttonwoods, and the old and
We clip from the New York Z7mes :
It has a grand boulevard
apple.
While the West has been growing ab- useful
and wide strip of luxuriant
long
a
of
its
g
changin
been
also
has
it
solutely,
grass, shaded by umbrageous forests;
relation to the other sections of the coun- and streets’on either side may be callee
try, apd herein are some curious‘compar- such. The town is not compact, but
isons. . Measured by the standard of ag generously
diffused. = Large « framd
gregate wealth, based on assessed values dwellings, some fot ancient style; bujls
adsteady
a
made
England
alone, New
for space and old-time comfort, and more
vance from 1852 to 1870, but in the last in modern gothic style, are surrounded
The
ten years has fallen-back slightly.
by shrubbery, gardens, orchards, yinenet result of 28 years is to double its
‘The village

wealth and something

came you to fail in your

topped.

_tians, especially the people of heri.chgige.
At
Jer home Christ’s servants were welce me, and
8
z
can be made ont of garbage.
And we be- as the blessings of God rested on their labors,
Prepared only by POID'S EXTRACT CO.
lieve him.
Whiskey makes garbage out she rejoiced. As a wife she took great delightTe |,
in
promoting
the
interest
of
home,
as-a-mother
NEW YORK AND LONDOX.
of evidence for or the ' existence of evi- of man, and why shouldn’t, man make | she, was gentle, loving and true, as a. neighbor, |
Tor sale by all Druggists and Tangy Goods Dealers:
of out of garhage.
It-is a poor
she’ was such as none could be prized or ‘missdence against the particular positionin whiskey
Orderd for $2 worth, carriage free, on recei’tof
work both ways. ‘ed more, as a Christian, she honored the name.
£97.
Orders for $53 worth, caernt ace free, 0.1 receiph
dispute.
But Agnosticism
challenges rule that won't
oe
:
She leaves a husband, two sons, three daugh-,
Either we must make the ocean wider {ers
evidence™
and refuses to be convinced by
“of $5; if addressed to 14 W- 14th St, New York. |.
and four grandchildgen, with many oth.
it. on the deeper and subtler ground that or the steamships nagrower. Something ers, who deeply moary/their loss.
:
the mind is not endowed with faculties must be done to enable two ships to pass 3
Henly
+ do MARINER.
by which it can derive truth and certain- without.going through each other. Socie| ty kind of demands it, and the comfort of Mgrs: SABRAy wife of Thomas Hail, died at
ty from what is alleged to be evidence.
home near Carterville, [ll., Oct. 2d. aged
In the present day Agnosticism is sel- thé passengers seconds the demand.— her
50 years, leaving a husband and two children
dom applied, ‘as it" was by the ancient Burlington Hawkeye,
with a large circle of friends who deeply feel
Greek skeptics, to all forms and kinds of * Ten thousand English miners are annu- their loss. Sister Hall was converted at the
what is called knowledge. It is also ally injured by accidents; ‘and 850 of these age of 18 years, and united with the ‘M. E.
church.
She remained a member of that
die. In Russia the mortality” is much
rarely now maintained, as it has, howchurch until about twelve years ago, when
higher, a life being® sacrificed’ for every
ever, not unfrequently been inaintained,
she
united
with the F. B. church
at Union,
Js a sure remedy for
70,451 tons of coaliraised, ‘while in. ngto be valid with respect to what is termed
& Coughs, Colds, Whooping
and-was
one of its most devoted members unland
the
proportion
is
only
one
in
every
and
til the day of her death. May the Lord. bless
reason and science; but not go faith

motives and

' capable of sacrificing his country’s welfare to his own self-love.. No one, ‘even

among his best friends; has been

objects

h

x

the poor, but we have never known one
of them to séek the same blessedness!
‘This is a littlé singular, since nothing is
<0 easy to gét

the

B

For Broken

never

crammed you thoroaghly.”
¢ Well,
see,” replied the student, ‘¢ the fact

examined by the mind; not in distrust
of the ming itself. They imply nothing
more than the conviction of the absence

~ A fact of somewhat singular interest
engages the attention of the Evangelical’
Messenger:

patiajing

in

body.

=

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
“the unparalleled salg, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of ‘the

feel
their loss. The last Hour, for which the
Piles Blind, Bleeding, or Itching: |
broken-hearted parents sadly watched, brought
It is the greatest knbwn remedy : raj
9
‘| a
scepe most triumphant. - After a partin, Ho diy our ing when ) other medicines have failed.
tract Medicated Paper for closet |
ond’s
word
for each one present, the dear one raise
use, isa preventive against Chafing and Piles. Our
her pale hands heavenward, saying, * Jesus,
Ointment is of great service where the
oval
of clothing is inconvenient.
take me, I'm ready now,” and with a joyful
smile, closing her eyes on all earthly things,
she passed into the enjoyment of her heavenly
H
The Extract is so

and .was sent

‘I

Bleeding
Hemorrhages.
Poors fromSomanth
Nose, or from any cause, is speedily controlled an

MRS. MARY “C. STAPLES, wife of Miles
Franky, as he proceeded with his pie eat- | F- Staples,
departed this life in- Belfast, Me., Oct.
ing.—Boston Transcript.
*~
:
L5H, 1880, after a brief ‘illness, aged 76 years. and |
10 months. The subject,of this notice indulged
The locomotive of the train that was
a hope in Christ in 1824. She was baptized and
wrecked in the Tay Bridge disaster has
united with the F. B. church, of which she rebeen fished up and repaitéd, *and is now
mained a worthy consistant member until death.
drawing trains on the” Edinburghan
Her lamp was ever trimmed and burning, the
Glasgow liné.
:
light of her Christian life was ever shining.

which

are

CENTS

rolio

A

Catarrh. Hor thes deat. Cola in Dion

VERSES are inadmissible:

at the | bore all w
any
trust. Tender
:

by .a British
Somerset, to

boarding-house,

FOUR

removalof cl

Fithout Pgying

knew.youto ask for a second piece of pie
athome.”
¢ I knew ’twant no use,” said

which rests on the supposition that what
are really powers of the human mind are_
untrustworthy ; that

summer

of

olds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough, =
~ And other Lung Affections,

It can be used without the slightes t fear of harm,
a
ti
all inaa
allgy
~quickly
Riaminalion an 80]

“¢¢ Why, Franky!” exclaimed a mother at
the

rate

for use when

inflamed

A newspaper mailed in England to Wel-

What is non-essential are

:

by

Cora EMMA, eldest daughter of Lucius
and Emma E. Bangs and granddaughter

The number

lington, Somerset, was sent
clerk, who read Vermont for

the

words.

a

the chair of'Chemistry and Physics
Unjversityof Vermont. ...

it may be either doubt or disbelief, It is
not, however, _eitlier merely doubt or

for them to fill.

at

it.—Boston

portionment of $285,296.59.

‘cents)

|

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do ‘not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but jiist that CASH should .accompany the copy

story.

Sram

Neuralgia.

|

~ @bitnaries.

California will soon have a school ap-

to

I have not time here to state, I hold

to more young men than are anxious to
enter it. And Prof. Calderwood said~that

telling

assumes.

confined

a living

forever

one

buoyancy

phia, Pa., send their Treatise on Compound
Oxygen free to all who write for it.
5

- superlative

but

of youthful

It gave a compass and power to my

men are cottageibuilt;
have

Rheum ati sm,

it never had before.” Drs. -Starkey &: Palen,
of Nos. 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadel

ascertain the truth, there is Agnosticism..

lief;-others

‘In England the church is said to be the
«only profession

A great many

Gave a glow

LMONARY

-

the

increasing the vital forces of mind and

2

’

that is to say, they

skepticism which. may appropriately be
called Agnosticism as negation or = disbe-

Observ-

- boiler,

=

bor

‘Prof. A. H. Sabin, of the Ripon: (Wis.),
college-succeeds
Prof. George A. Smyth in

of

objects or propositions . to which .it

Yo

comparative

burst.”

The rejection of any one kind of truth on
that groundis as much Agnosticism as
the rejection of any other kind. What is
essential in Agnosticism is the reason on
which it supports itself, the attitude
toward truth and knowledge which. it,

GLANCES AT THE PAPERS.
|
The Boston Commercial Bulletin gives
:
a business hint:
If you are going to make a_draft that
you want-actually paid at sight, do not
write it: ¢* At sight pay to the order of,”
&e., for that entails a- grace of three
days, but write it: ‘ Payto the order. of
AB”
-

_, We quote from the New York

‘boil,

&

"tion.

of children entitled to the benefit of this
sum is 215,978.
San

incompetency

nursed

_|:sucha pleasant heathful naturalness
of condi-

brought
forward.
Things,
however,
which have the same nature should never
have the same name.
Wherever, therefore, assent is withheld because of the

alleged

.

aa

called phil-

whether there is such truth or not.” The
weakness of the human mind is a plea
which may be brought forward in any
région of -iuquiry;’ and the plea is the
same no matter ‘in what. region it is

growing at the root. This is not growth, bit
downfall.— St. Augustine.

Aelps.
h
EE

preceding; then during the winter

out breaking down, which she could not have
church ofs moderate strength, and a new
done at any period during ten years past up to
Methodish house, with a small’ member-_ that time,
In order to have some experimenship. The Baptist church numbers some | tal knowledge of the effect of this. Treatment,
In all my life
130 members,
and has a fair brick -house “I usedit several times myself.
of worship,
finely located, fronting .the I never used anything that produced so soon

constitutionally incapable of ascertaining

earth.—Buwlwer Lytton.
Observe a tree how it first tends downward,
that it may shoot forth upward. Is it not.
from humility that it endeavors to rise? There
are who grow

has

I think he

side for the denomination of sleep
|Sick.day and
and exposure
night, with
loss
and more
effort than
and usual
all with-left. There is an Episcopal

Sa.

. full scope, OF they let into the mind; restrain
the tongue, for itis a spender; few

the community.

Loe
hi
5
osophical, or theoretical, or metaphysical park.
skepticism. The limitation of the word
to the sphere of religion is most objecFACTS AND OURIOSITIES.
tionzble and should be’ resisted. There
“A name for a base-ball club we have
is no reason for calling aman an agnos-’
:
tic merely because he is an ‘atheist,’ or a -read of :—The Femi-pine. Toy
positivist, or amaterialist. The name is
Each naval cadet on the Britannia costs
only appropriate to one whose refusal to |Great Britain $1,250 per year...
By
helieve in the existence of God and of/
¢‘Bob, what’s steam?” ¢¢ Boiling water.”
spiritual things is rested on the allegation
that the human mind is inherently and “That's right—compare it.” ¢ Positive

A wells

offen sufficedto stop a flying
defeat into victory, and -to

-which he

The term Agnosticism is often vaguely
and loosely employed. Tt is only, I
believe, accurately and appropriately
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714,274—for McElvaine, sSRepublican, 364,044;
Follott, Democrat, 34:,003;
Louder, Greenbacker, 6,576; Ross,
Prohibitionist, 2,65; Mecy
y
Q
Elvane’s plurality, 23,041.
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~ Three Catholic priests have within the
few weeks joined Pere Hyacinthe,

Ohio.
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Fenton & Sons, steel manufacturers at Shef-
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Thousands in the summer time, seek
and find
pure air amid mountain ranges or from the great
ocean of air thati8 wafted ig from the sea. The
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237,500 cases in 1875 to 530,000 in 1880.
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Thé harbor of Smyrna bas been profected
the laying of numerous torpedoes.
:

passed out and down the stairway safely. She
r, then alarmed the others. Two of them followed her down tfie stairs and the other six
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The leaves are falling, the frost has come,

"Egypt is dispatching 1600 troops to the Abys-

sinian frontier.

:
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a stern north wind occasionally reminds us that
winter is nigh at hand. The windows ave shut,
the fire is started, and we begin te cast about

The negotiations for the, surrender of Dulcigno are progressing favorably.
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GOING INTO WINTER
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. Lydia Maria Child, philanthropist, died- at
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Calamity.

‘Wayland, Mass., Wednesday, in her 79th year.
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+ Five women were burned to death, Wednes-
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“day, in Benjamin Hey’s shoddy vignufactory
. at Cincinnati, their escape from the third sto-
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